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Station Base a Most In
Soon To Move To More
Contribution To Armed
vide Varied Entertain
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teresting Speaker
Central Location
- Service Ranks
ment Sunday Afternoon
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m. St. was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Peter's parish will hold its annual was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune.
Pairless Pair in the Church yard. These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
There will be a program of enter
tainment, a hymn sing, collection
[EDITORIAL]
of the Fairless Pair offerings, a
supper and the event will conclude
Failure of President Roosevelt’s Con
with devotions in the Church.
gressional District to defeat Representative
HAM
FISH
The proceeds of this Pair are
Hamilton Pish for the Republican nomina
WINS
designated for the re-covering of
the seat cushions in the Church,
NOMINATION tion, after prominent leaders had de
some current expense bills and
nounced his isolationist views, was not un
painting the Rectory.
expected; in fact about all of the leading news commenta
The fair Is under the general
tors had voiced the opinion that he would again be on the
chairmanship of Mrs. Charles Liv
rosa.
ticket. A man doesn’t spend 22 years in Congress without
ingston and the supper in charee
Lieut Lacasse said in part:
of Mrs. O.,B 'Hyland and Mrs. Gil
building
up a powerful organization, neither does he stay
"I suppose most of you wonder more Soule.
there
that
long unless his constituents have an abiding faith
what the purpose of the base is
All friends of the parish will be
in him. The fact that he was so bitterly opposed by influ
that the Navy has seen fit to build most welcome.
here. My conception of it is sim
ential party leaders, Wendell Willkie among them, shows his
ply this: Just as you have service
strength
under fire, and it remains to be seen if his opponents
The Canning Center
stations for autos in all cities and
in
the
two
parties can defeat him at the polls. Because he Is
towns, on the road in out of the
a
national
figure, therfe will be national interest in his cam
way places for free air, water and
paign, and because he spoke in Camden during a recent cam
gasoline (if you can get it) so the Gives An Accounting Of Its
Navy places Section Bases as suppaign, there will naturally be a Knox County interest.
Busy Activities During
py bases and repair stations all
Three Weeks
along the coast so that as the
The decision to abandon the North
scene shifts from day to day the
The number of Jars canned at
various sources of supply and re
Knox Pair must have cost the officials
TOUGH,
pair will be ready to function when the Community Canning Center at
many headaches and many pangs of regret.
BUT IT
the High School building by Miss
needed.
Vested in the hands of Its present officers
WAS
RIGHT
We will have men of practically Joyce Johnson from July 20 to
Aug.
7
were:
String
beans,
691
the fair at Union had become one of the
every rate or trade at the Base
pints;
spinach.
35
pints;
turnip
State
’
s
leading
attractions,
giving numerical support annually,
and should be able, to make any
greens, 19 pints; carrots, 86 pints;
emergency repairs needed.
and
looked
forward
to
as
the
outstanding diversion of the sea
“The Base also has another beet greens, 20 pints; chard, 16
son for many hundreds of Knox County patrons. Lots of
function; that of training the pints; beefs, 121 pints, endive, 82
work had been done to make this year’s fair a record-breaker
pints;
peas,
72
pints;
peaches,
30
younger officers and men either pints
and
the dismay of the management may be judged when the
for sea duty or shore duty on some
The number of cans retained by
gas and tire restrictions were imposed. It means the sacri
other station. That is why they
have brought back the veterans of an individual were 540; number
fice of time, money and effort, yet every citizen who sympa
the last war and the retired chief retained by center 524; number
thizes with the predicament in which the government finds
given to contributing towns, 15.
petty officers.
Rockland.
Owl's
Head,
Pleasant
itself,
will agree that the management of North Knox Pair has
“A third function of a section
Point,
and
South
Cushing
have
adopted
the proper course.
base, and one that I hope will
never be used, is that of an armed taken advantage of the center
If there are any people who wish
force of men trained to shoot and
When Carole Lombard was killed in an
to
make use of the Center and
ready to act as a holding force in
have
no
telephone,
if
they
will
get
CLARK
airplane
crash early this year her distincase of a surprise or commando in touch with Mrs. Sanford Dela
GABLE
guished
husband,
Clark Gable, abandoned
raid.
“Design and construction of no by use of a neighbor's it will be
GOES
his
screen
career,
thereby earning sympa
Volunteer workers
Bases such as ours rest with the appreciated.
thy
and
respect.
Wednesday he gained
are needed at the Center, as the
Bureau of Yards and Docks. Lt. canning
still further respect when he wound up his business affairs
season is getting short.
Pitch who has now been transwho have no gardens could
to become a buck private in the Army. He will be assigned
ierred to another jcb has been in Some
buy fresh vegetables from the lo
to the Officers’ Candidates School in Miami, and he goes there
charge for many months and has cal
farmers. “Think how good the
done a fine job. We, as line of
making one request—that the Army let him get into the fray.
larder
would look with rows filled
ficers, walk into a completed with smiling
Spoken
like the good sportsman that he is proving himself.
jars next Winter."
building and then our troubles
says
Miss
Johnson.
start, and they are varied, any
where from whom our men marcy,
Mr. Ickes and his associates in the
whether they write home
often home, how they eat and how much
PLAN
Office of Petroleum Co-ordinator are perenough, whether they send money sleep they get and various other
AGAINST
forming a valuable service in planning now
WINTER
for the rationing of oil for household fuel
things. We hajve a duty to you
which will be inevitable when the cold
men and your families here in
weather approaches. This rationing, it should be empha
Rockland
to
see
that
our men be
Baked Bean Supper have.
sized, will have to be enforced regardless of the number of
furnaces which are converted from oil to coal. At present
“You have a duty to the war ef
and
indications the available supplies will be only about twofort and to the commander of the
POETRY READING
thirds to three-quarters the amount of household fuel oil
base to keep the morals of your
used
last year. This means that unless the Winter is very
city
as
high
as
possible.
”
by Wilbert Snow
mild every house with an oil-burning furnace will have to be
It was quite evident from the
Singing by Mussel Ridge Quartet
much colder than last year.
talk of Lieut Lacasse, and the
and Dancing
Rationing cards will probably be used for fuel oil. Cer
discussion which followed it, that
SPRUCE HEAD
tainly there will have to be some way of distributing supplies
COMMUNITY HALL
the present quarters, elaborate as
fairly. Local oil suppliers know the amounts used by each of
they are, do not have sufficient
Thursday, August 20
their customers. The present proposal calls for allocating a
accommodations
for
the
men
who
Drill of Cline’s Hell Cats, Maine will be based here, and that addi
fixed percentage of last year’s consumption, and leaving to
State Reserves, before the
each householder the making of whatever adjustments may
tions
to
the
plant
will
be
made
entertainment
be necessary in the form of reducing the uses of steam heat.
from time to time.
Admission Prices:
While this puts a premium on the individuals who used oil in
“
You
’
ve
been
a
grand
1
good
Baked Bean Supper, 35 cents
large quantities last year and penalizes those who were eco
bunch
of
fellows
to
talk
to"
said
• 5 to 7 P. M.
nomical, it seems to offer a rational basis for adjusting needs
Lieut.
Lacasse
at
the
conclusion
Poetry Reading and Entertain
to supplies.
of the meeting, and the applause
ment 8-15 P. M., 25 cents
From the point of view of the average householder the
which
he
received
indicated
that
AU proceeds go to the Hell Cats
problem boils down to this: Plan now to conserve as much
the
compliment
was
returned
with
78-79
heat as possible through efficient weather stripping, insula
interest.
tion, double windows and storm doors; plan to close up as
many rooms as possible and be sure that the doors from
closed rooms to the warmed portions of the house are as air
tight as possible; plan to keep house temperatures down to
68
as a maximum, and lower wherever possible; reduce the
CONGRESSMAN SMITH TO BE HERE
opening of windows for ventilation to the absolute minimum
in cold weather. Those who are in a position to convert to
coal and who can lay in substantial supplies of coal now will
With Congress in session most of the time and
probably not have to take as many precautions as others.
many duties connected with my official position, I
But this much is sure—the heating problem next Winter will
be a tough one.—Herald Tribune.
have little opportunity to see the people at home.

The Rockland Lions Club had
an exceptionally interesting speak
er at Wednesday's luncheon, in
the person of Lieut. William Lacasse, superintendent of engineer
ing at the new Rockland Naval
Base. With the approval of the
commanding officer he furnished
some valuable sidelights on this
new institution which means so
much to Rockland, and in the
open forum freely responded to
many questions with information
which must be regarded as sub

fit by the
iers, New

dues may

ds of ad.rs of en-
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I will be at the Court House, Rockland, Thursday,
August 20, from 9.00 to 12.00 and 4.00 to 6.00 to
talk with those who have problems they wish to
discuss with me officially or otherwise.

g MAKE EVERY PAY DAY

BOND DAY

No appointments necessary.

JOIN THE PAY* ROLL SAVINGS PLAN

Sincerely,

MARGARET CHASE SMITH.
78-79

DANCE AT OAKLAND
SATURDAY NIGHT
Seven-Piece Orchestra Will Be There
Our regrets presented for non-appearance of

orchestra last week. This will not happen again!

Buses After Dance.

Admission, 40c incl. tax
78* it

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
GOOD PAY!

Another group of Knox County
young men left the selective draft
headquarters yesterday morning for
an induction camp. Seven of the
men were in Class IB. and went
forward for re-induction. They
were:
Prank Larrabee, Jr., Rockland.
Walter Edwin Wahlman, Vinal
haven.
Oiva Victor Rein, St. George.
John Howard Buzzell, Rockport.
Carl Elwood Spear, Rockland.
Richard Clarence Young, Cam
den.
John Smith McKenzie Newhall,
Rockland.
The following class 1A selectees
went:
Laroy Maker Brown, Rockland.
John Frederick Byron, Rockland.
Almon Calderwood Carter, Rock
land.
Lawrence Irven Philbrook. Rock
land.
Eino HJalmar Lampinen, Warren.
Ernest Andrew LeVallee, Hope.
Ansel Smith Philbrook, Vinal
haven.
Leroy Richards Whitten, Thom
aston.
*
Walter Swanson, Vinalhaven.
William Arthur Ellingwood, Rock
land.
Alfred Pendleton Chapman, Jr.,
Rockland.
Arthur Sydney Spragg. Rockland.
David Everett Peterson, Rockland.
Maynard Ross Thompson, St.
George.
Hervey Clifford Allen, Jr., Rock
land.

Eben Chapin Dow, Rockland.
Myron Earl McCartney. Rockland.
Franklin
Eugene
Waterman,
North Haven.
Edward Hiram Thurston, Thom
aston.
Vesper Edward Haskell, Owl's
Head.
Merrill Everett Conant, Appleton.
William Alfred Wahlman, Vinal
haven.

Harold LaMont Poole. Vinalhaven.
Charles Clarence Fowler, Union.
Loomis Nelson Bean, Rockland.
Robert Wallace Tilton. Rockland.
Douglas James Gilchrist, Vinal
haven.
Arthur James Makinen, South
Thomaston.
Banfield Piper Knight. Rockland.

Sale 0( War Bonds
July Not Quite Up To Quota,
But Good Progress
Made
Leforest A. Thurston, chairman
of the War Savings committee for
Knox County, has received an ac
counting- from the State Admini
strator, Clinton A. Clausen.
The July national quota was
$1,000,000,000 and the sales amount
ed to $900,861,000.
Maine’s quota for that month was
$6,364,000 and sales were $4',824.000.
Knox County’s quota was $187,500
and the sales amounted to $152,156.
August National quota is $830,000,000; Maine’s quota for the month
is $4 500,000. August quota for Knox
County is $123,800.
Total Na
tional quota lor fiscal year 1942-3
is $12,000,000,000. Commencing with
August, all quotas will be weighted
by seasonal factors and therefore
will vary from month to month.

The little organization of faith
ful, hard working women that has
functioned under the name IS.O.
has outgrown, both the place of
meeting and its name.
It will now be known as the
Rockland Service Men's Club.
In a short time It will be moved
to a more central location with
many activities under one roof and
will be carried on as a civic organ
ization with Mayor Veazie as hon
orary chairman.
So far the ladies have financed
it among themselves. Having no
rent to pay at the Yacht Club
helped and they even have a bal
ance on the right side of their
budget.
Rockland will need several
places to look after the incoming
Navy wants and it is to be hoped
each can take its share of the re
sponsibility and work in every way
to help one another.
Aug. 27. the navy boys of their
own volition have panned to put
on a fine concert and dance in the
auditorium of the Community
Building. This will be the first
opportunity for the people of Knox
County to get acquainted with,
what the boys can do.
Get your ticket and come. Let
this be our way of showing them
how we appreciate having them
here to guard our coast.

Relief For China
Since last reported the following
friends have given to China Relief:
Mrs. Fred Lineken,
$1.00
Capt. and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, 2 00
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston,
5.00
Dr. Walter Conley,
2.00
Mrs. Ida May Dondis,
1.00
Mrs. Mabel P. Sherman, t
2.00
Miss G A. Harkness,
1.00
A Friend,
L00
Miss Lottie Ewell,
1.00
Mrs. E. C. Adkins.
.50
Parisian Beauty Shop,
.50
Home Beauty Shop,
1.00
Knox County Trust Co.,
5.00
Friends,
5.00
Roseway Beauty Shop,
1.00
Margaret Nutt,
.50
Mrs. Charlotte Betts,
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Dean,
1.00
Mrs. Ernest Knight,
.50
Miss Ada Young,
5.00
Miss Alena Young,
5.00
Mrs. C.'A. Emery,
1.00
Mayor Veazie,
2.00
Mrs. M. F. Veazie,
1.00
Miss Ethel Payson,
100
MacDonald Class,
1.00
Mrs. E. D. Spear.
2.00
Mrs Herbert Hall,
100
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Nichols,
2.00
We were happily surprised when
we learned that Mrs. Bernice
Sleeper was planning to have a
Chinese Relief booth at the South
Thomaston Grange and church fair
Thursday, this week, and that sev
eral merchants in town had donated
toward it. Results will be published.
Also our picture showing condi
tions in China will be shown by
Clarence deRochemont at the
Grange in Thomaston Monday, and
a free will offering made for the
cause.
Other Granges, Service
Clubs, Churches or Orders may have
the use of this moving picture free
of charge by contacting the chair
man at 485 Main street, or tele
phone 683-J.
Helen H. Carlson, chairman.

HOW TO SEND YOUR
TYPEWRITER TO WAR
Phone any dealer in new type
Fish Landings
writers. Tell him you have a type
writer to sell to the government and
O’Hara's fish fare for the week of
ask him to call and look it over. August 6-14:
When he comes to your home, he
Capt. Carl Reed, Carlannsul,
will Inspect the machine, making 40.000 pounds.
sure it comes within the age limit,
Capt. Leo Blood, Helen B., 53,000
and quote the trade-in allowance pounds.
for that machine as of Peb. 1, 1941.
Capt. Clarence Bennett, Dorothy
When you sell it to him, he will Mae, 17.000 pounds.
affix to the machine a decalcomia
Capt. Robert Anderson, Helen
affix to the machine a decalcomania Mae 1, 7.000 pounds.
label reading “Property of U. S.
Capt. Ira Tupper, Cynthia, 7000
Government, severe penalties for pounds.
unlawful use." That is your guaran
Capt. Lew Wallace, Iva M., 76,000
tee that your machine will not go pounds.
back into ordinary trade channels.
Capt. Frank Ross, Helen Mae II.
102.000 pounds.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Mixed fish for the week of Aug.
6-14 at Feyler's:
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Capt. John Beggs, Masawaka,
Wondersl
40.000 poupnds.
Capt. Beryl Wiley, small boat,
1000 pounds.
Capt. Henry Wilkie, small boat,
4000 pounds.
MELONS
Capt. Elmer Gross, Dorothy &
READY TO EAT
Betty, 32,000 pounds.
AND ALL FRUITS
Capt. Donald Joyce, Althea J-,
First Class Summer Beverages
17,000 pounds.
Capt. B. Stanley, small boat,
NAUM & ADAMS
2000 pounds.
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Capt. Tom Polk, small boat, 5000
TEL. 627
pounds.
• Capt. A. A. Bain, Muskegan, 65,000
pounds.
Capt. Olsen, Bernice and Bessie,
26.000
pounds.
DANCE
The statement in Tuesday’s issue
that Feyler had received a fare of
Every Saturday Night
30.000 pounds of hake was a mis
LAKEHURST
print. It should have read shad.
8.30 to 12.00
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Music by
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND

•

PLEASANT CONDITIONS!

60Ftf

WANTED
BLUEBERRIES

HERRING CUTTERS
Reg. $149
Scott

2-asfc

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Super-Bilt

30 Cents Per Basket

PERSIAN PAW

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET, .

ROCKLAND, MS.
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(By The Roving Reporter)

Col. and Mrs Frank P. Sibley
who have been guests at Stahl's
Tavern in (Waldoboro the past
three weeks left yesterday for their
home in Somerville, Mass., plan
ning a brief stay in Limington en
route Col. Sibley, as many as
many readers of this column are
now aware, is “Ed. Pointer” of the
Boston Globe, whose short, snap
py, witty editorials are so widely
read. Together with Representa
tive-Elect Ralph P. Conant and
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
gess,, I have been a guest of Col.
Sibley and charming better half
since he came to Waldoboro, and
have enjoyed every moment spent
with this charming raconteur, who,
during his wide travels on two
continents, has accumulated the
great stock of stories which he
narrates so well.

Motor Corps News
The committee for the Wednes
day night dance was 2nd Lieut.
Adelaide Adelman, chairman Ruth
Williams, and Elizabeth Evansky.
Mary Winslow made eight Red
Cross banners for use on the am

bulances to be used by the Motor
Corps in time of blackouts.
The Motor Corps is co-operating
with Manager Dandeneau of the
Strandi Theatre beginning Satur
day, in the sale of War Stamps
and Bonds, on the Farnsworth lot.
An old-fashioned Straw Ride is
a plan for the near future of the
Motor Corps girls. Elizabeth Evan
sky is chairman.
Company L and the Motor Corps
are planning a Labor Day Dance
in the Armory.
Chief Van Russell is giving a
refresher talk on war gases at
Tuesday’s meeting. 1
The Motor Oorps has taken the
blood donation to the Central
Maine General Hospital at Lew
iston This week Dora Carlson
and Clara Nason went.

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 60S
West.—adv.

Washington, D. C„
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street, North

Lester B. Bradford, M. D.

95c

ries which have been raked but

50 MASONIC ST.,

not cleaned.

For the Treatment of Diseases—
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
Office Hours: 1 to 4
and by Appointment Only
Telephone Rockland 1218

PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND

OUT RATE
PERFUMER

78*lt

EM It rivers
342 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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“About the silliest thing in con
nection with the war effort is the
regulation on the taking of pic
tures and! the prize bone-head
place in Maine at least is the city
of Rockland.”
“I’m a Wanderer” Is an excel
lent columnist, but, oh, boy! what
he would learn If he came to
Rockland and undertook to make
snapshots on the waterfront.

On Main, street Tuesday I ran
into “Skip” Parsons, a loyal Cam
den baseball fan over a long period
of years, and until last October an
active business man in the Megunticook town. Nearing threesepre and ten he concluded to
abandon business and went to
Blue Hill, where he is living the
simple life, cutting pulp wood and
developing a blueberry barren.
Eats three squares, sleeps like a
top, and was never happier. But
the boys upon the Camden base
Two of Col Sibley’s three "va ball ground certainly do miss him.
cation” weeks in Maine have found
John J. Wardwell, retired ship
him flat on his back in bed, fol
lowing on ill turn, but his happy builder, attained his 90th birthday
acceptance of whatever befalls was the other day, and strolling up
aways In evidence, and he told me town received sincere congratula
on several occasions that he never tions from old'-time friends. An
had a better time in his life, due in other thing which made John
part, no doutt, to the faithful happy was the presence in his
ministrations he received from his pocket of two letters from the gov
wife the day around. Kindly let ernment asking his services, in an
ters from his Globe associates have advisory capacity, on the ship
also brightened his enforced stay building program.
indoor, and as to Clint and Ida—
A little tot who resides not far
well, for once he is powerless to
from the Court House, and) who
express his gratitude.
has seen but two Summers, coaxed
The young lady peered intenty her grandmother for a pickle. She
into the plate glass store window, ate it with a wry expression and
and the clerk on the inside then exclaimed: "I don’t want
straightened his tie and brushed any more damned pickles, they
back his hair.' But alas! the clerk make my belly ache.”
was not the object of her gaze;
she was studying her own reflec
An Illinois car, seen, in Rock
tion to see that no detail had been land this week, bore the number
omitted in preparing her toilet.
of 1.358.847—despite gas and tire
shortage.
If you want to know why centena
rians are such scarce articles read
I. E. Simpson of North Haven,
the latest report of the Census Bu
reau, which shews that only one caretaker of the B. A. Aycrigg es
person out of 190,000 lives to cele tate, reports a delphinium 9 feet,
brate his 100th birthday. Or, better 6 inches tall.
still, try it yourself.
One year ago: Jame9 Stevens of
Fisher folk are used to seeing Millinocket was elected coach at
turtles, but not the monster type Rockland High School.—Captain
captured recently by Byron Bums Bill Wincapaw thrilled Rockland
at Friendship. Gertrude Oliver, a Lions'with an account of his ad
Friendship correspondent estimat ventures in Bolivia.—Lelandl De
ed Wednesday that at least 500 lano, a (Pleasant (Point lobster
persons have viewed the critter at fisherman, was drowned1 when
its parking place near the Burn his skiff capsized.—A. L. Pease, 73,
ham & Morrill factory.
died in Rockand,

vine; and I would also buy Ber

CARROLL

Over in Waterville w here nature
provides nothing but fresh water—
and too much of that in the fresh
et season—they apparently under
stand very little about seacoast
war regulations. Listen to this,
from “I'm a Wanderer’s” column
in the Waterville Sentinel.

Col. Sibley’s experiences ranging
from hostler and book agent to one
of the best newspaper men in the
country would furnish many
thrills for a capable biographer.
They may never appear in that
form, but his contemporaries have
never ceased to marvel at his able
handling of good news stories, and
his faculty of getting them into
print generally ahead of the other
fellow.

TWEED COLOGNE

GREEN ISLAND PACKING CO.
78-79

The Black Cat

bushels of Blueberries on the

Not the price listed Tuesday j

BLACK DYED

ISSUE

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 78.

Price Correction
LENTHERIC

I would like to buy 300 or 408

FRIDAY

• 58* tf

GRANGE CORNER
o o
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
will have ashore green supper, Mon
day at 6 o’cfock, the housekeepers
j being Mrs. Gertrude Hahn and Mrs.
Ella Flye. At 8.30 in the evening,
Helen Carlson of Rockland, will
show movies of war conditions In
China. A silver collection will be
taken and the public is invited.

The Rockland City Band will
give another of its fine concerts at
the Public Landing next Wednes
day night.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again X
would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss ot happiness—Charles
Darwin.

MUSIC
Let me go
where'er I will
I hear a sky-born music still;
It sounds from all things old.
It sounds from all things young.
From all that's fair, from all that’s

foul,
Peals out a cheerful song.

ROCKLAND

66*F*78

It Is not only In the rose.
It Is not only In the bird.
Not only where the rainbow glows.
Nor In the song of woman heard.
But In the darkeet, meanest things
There alway, alway something sings.

Tls not In the high stars above.
Nor In the cup of budding flowers.
Nor In the redbreasts mellow tone.
Nor in the bow that shines In showers
But In the mud and scum of things
There alway. alway something slnga

—Ralph Waldo Emerson,

Tuesday-Friday
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*rtn T’liq
ship.
Herbert C. Butler Rockport.
• * * *
TWICE-1-WEEK
The Office or Price Administra
Week ending August 1:
tion announces the ssuing of the New Passenger and Truck Tires
If ye continue n Mv word, 'hen
Bvrd C. Springer. Tenant's Har
arc yip Mv disciples indeed: and ye , following certificates.
bor
Week ending July 11:
shall know tbe truth. and the
Rober* A. Webster Rockland
truth shall make you iree.--John New Truck. Bus and Passenger
Robert E Pendleton Rockland
8131.32.
Tires
Kenneth W Dean. South Hope.
Stanley H. Johnson. Rockland.
Rockland Sales & Service Rock
Prank I. Scott. Rockland
land.
Book Review
Halver A. Hart. South Hope
Herbert Hardy. Hope.
Ralph L. Simmons Port Clyde
Mrs. Lsa Teague. Warren.
By K. 9. F )
Vivian M Hannan. Jr . Union
Grevis F Payson. Union.
Aiden P Allen Hope
Snow Shipyard, Inc.. Rockland.
Mark Twain At Work. Author
Edward L. Marshall. Camden.
Oscar H Crle. Thomaston
Bernard !>Voto of Harvard Uni
Harvey C. Calderwood No Haven
Harold S Watts. Long Cove.
versity Press Cambridge
Calvin Bowes, Washington
Chester A. Goddard. Rockland.
Camden-Thomaston Bus Lane.
Always the heart lilts with'
Fred M Blackington. Rockland.
mirthful expectation and
heer Rockland
Ferre-t M. Morris. Por* Clyde.
Philip G Rowling. Rockland
pleasure, .hen the magic name
Wfiiard E.. Clark. Washington.
Alice E Yates. Camden
Mark rvaln appears in connec
Halver A Hart. South Hope.
Camden Post Office. Camden
tion with Bonk publication or mag
Richard A Maki. Thomaston.
azine article Here we find three Retreads—Passenger Automobiles
Herbert E Sfruth. Cushing.
Alfred P Crockett. Washington
etwavs gathered in tenure, for a
Obsolete Si«e
William E Bramhall. Friend
Petter under tanding of the verv
James Troup Tenant's Harbor
heart of this literary artisan, his ship
,
John T. Robishaw Rockland.
Jovn and ills arrows which have
Henry’ J Fisher. Camden
Joseph C Melvin. Camden.
Fred C. Seaman Rockland
not always aeen properly under
Maine Baking Co.. Thomaston.
Allan B Borgerson, Owl’s Head. Retreat! Truck, Bus and Passenger
stood. and not always correctly
Albert C Fales, Rockland
jiven and edited bv Writers in the
Car Tees
Robert I. ' Burch. Spruce Head.
past
Mrs. Luther A Clark. Thomas
David Matin Ash Point.
The slip cover as well as the
ton.
Winfield W Knight Camden
book illustration gives a most
Martin J. Hamalainen. Camden.
Reuben O Barrett. Union
characteristic picture of the white
Judson B. Garnet, Warren.
Walter A. Delano, Warren
ha.red shaggy eye browed, strong
Mikiai A. Leo. Rockland.
Alvah L Hibbert. Camden
featured humorist and beloved
Harold A. Robbins. Rockport.
Donald L. Simonton Rockport.
American, placing his pipe on a
Allen F Payson. Camden.
Arthur H. Robbins, Appletn.
stand near the gorgeously carved
Charles Willis, Jr . Owl's Head.
Fred
E
Bickford.
Camden
•■our-poster oed. that might easily
William H. Carleton. Rockport.
lorin J Orff, Thomaston
be 'he verv celebrated bed that
Charles
H Chapin. Camden
Leroy W Brooks. Union
Edwin Bomh gave to the late
Orrin
A.
Treat. Thcmaston.
George A. Thurston, Rockland.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich and ia at
Hamid
W
Whitehouse. Rock
George F Dean, Camden
this famous home at 59 Mount
land.
Henry L. Dodge. Rockland
Vernon street, Boston, where
Ethel Armstrong. Camden.
Cornelius Gray. Camden
.'dark Twain was a frequent visitor
Raiph T Clark, Rockland.
Elmer O Curtis, Ash Point.
and .ntimate frienH of this fam
Paul K Start, Camden.
*
•
*
*
ily, and where he was wont to iie
Earle T Maxey. Thomaston.
Week ending July 18:
abed and write to his heart's con
William C. Hupper, Friendship
New Truck and Passenger Car
tent us this xilse on elbow in night
Clifford M. Hail Camden
Tires
attire pictures him and in this
A. P Blaisdell. Rockland.
Harris G Hutchins, Air Port.
bed
Fred L. Killeran. Warren.
Warren Wurm. Port, Clyde.
Sherwood Sprowl, Thomaston.
In these essays from the Har
Ant io J. Rintta, Warren.
vard manuscripts of Mark Twain
Chester Roberts, Owl's Head.
we find humor and calf-love in I Bert S. Geyer. Cushing.
Arthur F Hart, South Hope
Ailie O Pillsbury, Camden.
the Rov Manuscript 'called this
Allen F Payson. Camden
John Walter Kirk, Owl's Head
Albert Bigeiow Paine) from the
James E. Kinney, Tliomaston.
Retreads, Truck and Passenger
early dlftry. ffueh ot' delight for
Elmer Overlock. South Warren.
Cars
the readier We also ee something
Leroy Wadleigh, Camden
Calvin Bowes. Washington
of lie habits of this author's
Heurv K ontio. Rockixirt.
I^awrence Mansfield. Rockland.
methods and wav; of writing: also
T J. Carroll. Thomaston.
Edward L. Marshall. Camden.
his failures md his difficulties.
William Norwood. Union.
Bernard W. Hallowell, West
Nestor K Mikkola, Warren.
Tlieie essays deal with "Tom Washington.
Rockland. Tallow Co . Rockland.
Ssr t" md with "Huckleberry
George S. Putnam. Rockland.
Maine Baking Co. Thomaston.
Finn ' T ie third essay .s called
Bertha H Spear Warren.
Richard Maki, Thomaston.
Uno E Keto. Thomaston.
Nestor S*lomaki. Warren
Walter W McAuliffe, Rockland.
Sam Salvo, Camden.
Carl R Perry Warren.
9 9 9 9
Laurlston E. Davis, Friendship
on
Week ending Aug. 8:
Laurence Perry, Rockland.
Wendell C. Snowdeal, Frlend- New Truck, Bus and Passenger
f ar Tires
WHEN YOUR
Leonard D Leighton. Rockland.
I "The Symbols of Despair ” Some
Samuel Rubenstein. Rockland.
I have questioned the advisability of
Alphonso F Russell, Rockland.
' entering the inner heart with this
W E Rogers, Rookiand.
' microscopic lens for picturing to
George Scott. Rockland.
the public. What, pray, is sacred
Grade R—Passenger Car Tires
in manuscripts held by public
Earl Maxey. Thcmaston.
libraries?
Yet here we finu the
George F Dean. Caiuden
NEEDS FIXING
chivalrous, gallant spirit bound to
Eugene Mitchell. Rockland.
clea • his name from all stigma.. Retreads. Truck, Bus and lessenw.-’ch he did
ger Cars
A Mark Twain book to read with
Calvin Bowes. Washington.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
thoughtful interest. A book that
George Mastine. Rockland.
wws much understanding of this
TEL. 721
Edward M Edwards. St. George.
David S. Hyler. Rockport.
142 MAIN ST., ROCK f,A VO, ME giant, in our literature.
K. S F .
Charles w Winslow Jr., Rock-
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CALL

Tire Certificates

US

RADIO

99
you don't know
howfaryour tires
willgo...

99
they willgo a lot
farther thanyou
think...

you'll be amazed at the
extra mileageyour Esso
Dealer will soon be

able to helpyou get.
Ihe odd* are not jsat fi<nre'» we. have pulled out of
a hat. They are the result of test* made with a new
method to increase tire mileage among oistomrrs at a
number of m* Dealer stations. 16 out of every 1 7 ear
owner* were astonished at the mileage made possible.

E

"Recanse the preservation of tires is so vital lo the coun
try in the present emergency, we are making everv
effort to introduce this new service at Esso Dealer s\»tions with the utmost speed. It requires both e<juipment and training and we are supplying both as rapidly
a* possible. \.« soon as these are available your own Esso

Dealer will be able to help you get the greatest possible
mileage from your own tires short of retreading. Fur
ther announcement will be made in newspapers shortly,
to I 011 4 I

BF4CON

Oil COMPANY

Esso
DEALE*

care saves wear

TALK OF THE TO

Buckboard For Boat
What Dorothy Flagg Had To
Otter On Recent
“Swop Nite”

Tuesday-Friday

Realm of
Music

Those who listen to the Swop
Nite” programs on the WJZ Blue
Network got a bit of a thrill last
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Sunday night when they heard Mis;
Dorothy Flagg, daughter of P J
Flagg president of the Vinal Haven
Mrs Guy P Gannett of Port went with Samuel Barber to Vienna.
Camp. Inc The script has been land. president of the National During their Winter in Vienna tiie
provided for this paper, and follows: Federation of Music Clubs, has add first nebulous beginnings of "Aeiniia
ai Ballo” came to life, and it was
Announcer: And here’s Lew ed her protest to those of the hun aiso here that his Pastorale and
Valentine!
Dance, fcr string orchestra and
Valentine: Yes and IJere's our dreds who have asked James C piano, bad
premiere.
This
♦
Petrtllo.
president,
of
the
American
first swcppin' guest—a very prpttv
work. Mr. Menotti's first composi
young lady in a very pretty blue Federation of Musicians, to revoke tion in larger form, has since been
hat
Miss Dorothy Flagg!
his order cancelling NBC broad performed by several distinguished
Dorothy: Good evening. Mr Val casts from the National Music musical
organizations.
Before
entine
"Amelia ai Bailo” fully materialized,
Camp
in
Interlochen.
Mich
In
a
Valentine: Good evening. Dorothy
the geographical background shift
and welcome to Swop Nite! 3av— statement in which she urged not ed over Vienna. West Chester and
are there anymore at home like only officers of ’he National Federa the Pocono Mountains of Pennsyl
you?
tion of Music Clubs but the rank vania. .he rocky coast of'he PencbDorothy: Yes. Mr Valentine—
and file membership to flood the scct U1 Muine. New York City the
there are eleven more
shores ol Lugano, and St. Wolfgang
Valentine: Now. Dorothy—what Department of Labor. Congressional in Australia, where in the Autumn
do you mean—eleven more?
delegations and the Federal Com of 1936 the opera was really fimsiied.
Dorothy: There are twelve chil munications Commission with pro Mr. Menoiti is responsible for the
dren in our family Mr. Valentine
libretto as well as the music of the
I have three sisters and eight tests against Mr Petrillo’s arbitrary opera. The rhymed text is in
action, Mrs. Gannett said:
brothers
Italian.
"I sympathize with Mr Petrillo’s Since then Mr. Menotti has a
Valentine- Twelve children! Are
you the oldest, Dorothy?
desire to secure all possible e.mnlov- second opera to his credit—or is it
Dorothy: No. I’m not. my oldest ment for adult musicians. How his third?—"The Island God" whicii
sister is a Maryknoll missionary in ever I cannot feel hat barring was done at the Metropolitan Last
Manchuko, China We hope she’s from the network’s a broadcast by season.
on her way heme now
teen-age musicians who are study
Do you know that William Shake
Valentine We hope so, too Doro ing under a faculty comprsed large speare mentions the word music
thy. But now let’s move on to ly of members of Mr Petrillo’s own over 140 tunes in his works?
>woppin’ what have you to swop? organization, is a step in the right
ALso that Sir George Grove, com
Dorothy: We have two car direction Certainly it is a short piler of Grove's Dictionary of Mu
riages . . .
sighted policy, for these boys and sic. was originally a civil engineer?
Valentine: We?
girls will probably grow up to be
Dorothy: Tire family . .
the professional musicians of the
Valentine: I see
baby car future and to become members cf Knox County League
riages?
Mr Petrillo’s own organization.
Dorothy No they’re lor horses
"I iiope all officers and members
Valentine Oh! Well, that's a ef 'lie National Federation of Mu Game In Thomaston Tonight.
fine swop lor somebody
with sic Clubs will add their protest to
If Pleasant — Doubleeverybody trying to save on gaso these which are already being ad
line . tell us about the carriages dressed to the Department of La
Header Here Sunday
Dorothy: One is a Studebaker bor and the meinbers cf Congress
buckboard . . it seats six people asking that Mr. Petrillo bp asked
Coming Games
The other is a nice, old fashioned to revoke his decision and that he
Tonight '6 o’clock.1—Rcckland
surrey.
be curbed from other arbitrary ac
Thomastcn.
Valentine: Where are these car tion which will result in cutting at Sunday
(double-header' Thom
nages. Dorothy?
down the volume of worthwhile astcn at Rockland and Camden a:
Dorothy: Right now they’re at music on the air.”
Rockland. Proceeds to be added
« « • •
our place on Penobscot Bay in
benefit fund.
Maine
As almost everv one must know to ’he Dana Sawyer
•
•
•
*
Valentine That's a break for by now, Lucy Monroe. New York
Tuesday night at Community
Maine Swoppers
and what will soprano, has been Leading com
the F’agg family of twelve children munity’ sings all over tiie country. Park. Tliomaston won by a ti to 4
take for these two fine carriages? Her experience has led her to And. score ever a patched up lineup of
Five singles and two
Dorothy: We want to get a good so .she says, that the quality of the Pirates.
boat about 30 or 40 feet with a singing in the different communities bases on balls were enough for
small cabin for rough weather.
varies directly with the extent that four runs lor Thcmaston in the
Valentine And why do you want the uidier.ee is participat ng in the first toning, and three singles and
the boat. Dorothy?
war The mere closely the audi a wild pitch in the fourth were
Dorothy: Well, you ee, at our ences are connected with rhp war enough to win.
place we started a little mission effor' the more ’’reelv and better
Spear and Fales led Thcmaston
called Vinal Haven. We built a they sing. Soldiers, fcr instance, at bat and C. Ellis with two led
chapel, but there's only tne priest sing bPtter than civilians, and judg the Pirates. But. for a leaping
fcr the whole district and he can ‘ ing from an experience in Toronto. catch cf a line drive by Jenkins
gPt to Vinal Haven because the b’a Canadians, who have been in the would have had three. Batteries,
boats have been taken for defense war longer, .sing better than Ameri lives and Watts; R. Ellis and G.
work
cans.
Ellis.
Valentine I see But if you can
Along witii this thought is noted
Oust From the Diamond
swop ycur two carriages for a boat, an article ;n a recent New Ycrk
then what
Sunday Times telling of the mu
"SquinT” Rcbbins will run the
Dorothy: Then he can come to sical activities at tiie Naval Train Thomastcn ciub after Aiden leaves
our chapel at Vinal Haven . .
ing Siaticn at Great Lakes. Hl. It to join the Navy
Good luck.
Valentine Well, Dorothy, that’s says that the most extracrdinarly Watts!
a fine Swop two. fine old carriages simple and revolutionary practice
Jenkins sure was in the right
in good condition
. . one buck- in die employment of musicians in spot, as he so often is. when Chuck
board and one surrey ... to swop war'inie is to be found in tiie opera ' lined that line drive at him. Had
for a forty fcot power boat with a tion of the band at this U 3. Na that hit gone through a different
cabui . . it s Number 3894
. it's val Training Station Experienced score could have easily resulted.
a grand swop .
and be sure to and ron owned professional musi
A very sizeable sum was turned
remember its to your eleven cians nave been enlisted as Navy over
Dana last Sunday and the
brothers and sisters. Miss Dorothy musicians. In other wars this has ; teamsto are
hoping to be able to
Flagg!
not been the case, and its full adap swell that by the double header
tion at Great Lakes has resulied
in the high morale cf many thou this Sunday
land.
sands of sailors in training, and
Cedric M. Smalley. St. George
has
also provided an excellent in
In Municipal Court
Edward C. Davis. Warren.
strument
for maintaining home
Fred Boyce. Rockland.
morale cn a national scale via the
Wilder Moore cf Warren was in
Uno E Keto Thomaston.
radio. It has afforded expert mu Court Wednesday, arrested by
Alfred P Cheslev. Rockland.
sic necessary to the military drills
William G Butman. Owl's Head. and reviews, and has created a high Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Wecster.
on complaint of his wife, Mary
Howard M. Beal, Friendship
esprit de corps among the 100 men He was charged with malicious
Fred S. Wellington. Warren.
attached to tiie band, music ar.d mischief. He pleaded "not guilty”
George M. Mattson. St. George entertainment, dpparment.
and was found guilty, and a ser.Earl R. Freeman. Rockland.
Much of the credit for the plan
William P Crockett. Camden. ning. operation and success of the tence imposed of $50 and costs of
$6.20 or 60 davs in jail. Bail was
Harold P Lankton. Camden.
department belongs to Lieut, Com /set- at $300 The same day. Menu
Herman L. Hail, Rockland.
mander Edwin E Peabody. U S N R., was in on assault ar.d battery
Willard S. Fales. Rockland.
who has piloted all cf the musical
and received the same
Loana S. Shibles. Rncfcoort.
activity at Great Lakes for the past charge
year. There is hardly anyone sentence.
Fred Haskell, fish dealer or
his men who does no’ funcBoothbay Playhouse 1 among
tacn in several capacities at once North Mam street and Mlha
arranger md band, plaver. conductor Gregor, vegetable dealer were ir.
and arranger, violinist and tuba Municipal Court, on an assault and
The argumen
piayer. etc. Besides, every man is battery charge.
a sailor with a sailor’s training, du over an odor in the backyard ended
ties and responsibilities. Near.lv ail with Haskell appealing a fine and
of the 1C3 mpn are instrumentalists, costs, when he was found guilty by
j Altogether they comprise Che large Judge Zelma M. Dwinal.
band which accompanies the most
Raymond Black was given a
: important naval functions, and out suspended sentence cf $10 and
of the aggregate several other bands costs cf $3.20 when he pleaded
are formed—for radio broadcasts, ■ "guilty" of striking Oscar Robir.'ii-.
dances, etc. A concert band of 45
Jr, a minor who refused to
I pieces performs a weekly program ' ion.
throwing rocks when ordered
each Tuesday for patients in the stop
to
by
Black.
Naval hoepital, and later for high
Tuesday
Judge Dwinal commit
istation officials.
ted
John
Harjula
of Thomastcn
Singing, too. has its place at
’ Great Lakes. There exists among to the county jail on a charge of
' the instrumentalists a group of 25 intoxication. Harjula had been
men known as the Singing Bands- released 2$ hours before from that
' men. These appear largely on all same institution on a similar
! the broadcasts
Under Chapla.n charge.
Leslie Thompson
of South
HjaLmar Hanson's direction there is
a choir of 200 voices. Fifty mem Thcmaston who has been in ccurt
bers of this choir are able to re- 17 times since April for intoxica
: tain membership for about five tion, was sentenced to 90 days in
weeks before be'r.g sent off to sea jail as a common drunkard Tues
duty. The choir sings at church day, but through the efforts of his
"Berkeley Square" wifi open the services, on broadcasts and in en attorney. Christopher Roberts, he
i appealed the sentence, which is
8>h week at the Bnotfrbay Play tertainment programs.
Lieut. -Comdr Peabody encourages i the second offense to which
house Wednesday. Aug 19 through
Saturday Aug. 22 This is one df everycr.e to do original work to ar Thompson must appear before the
the most successful plays of the range music, compose, think ud Novemoer term ot Superior Court.
A woman, who had received a
English ar.d American, stage ir. "production" ideas for the theatre,
on
an
intoxication
which Leslie Howard1 starred. The create appropriate new lyrics for sentence
Playhouse is proud to present old songs, radio script ideas, and ' charge, was released cn a premise
Sherwood Keith, cwr.er. and exec so on The over-all result is ac to leave town in 24 hours
activity.
utive directors in the same roie— tivity and more
• • ♦ •
that of Peter Standish. "Berke
STONINGTON
Cue of the interesting musical
ley Square' is a poignant drama of
figures
being
seen
at
the
Rcckport
Mrs
Rose
Candage of Roslindale.
a young man who. actually living
ir« this present age. steps into the eoncert.s cf The Curtis String Qua~- Mass, is visiting relatives and
shoes of his ancestor ar.d lives his tet being given at the Captain Eells ! iriends in town.
Boat Bam each Sundav night un
Miss Alice Lane is hi at the heme
life in the 18th century.
to
Aug
23
is
Gian
Carlo
Menotti.
of
her sister. Mrs. Nina Gross.
Mr Keith for three years was
was born in Cadigliano. ; Mrs. James McGuire of New
associate director at the Leland Menotti
the sixth of a musical familv 1 Rochelle, N Y. is passing the
Powers School of the Theatre in Italv.
of ten children. He composed his
with her mother. Mrs.
Boston, two j-ears as leading man first opera at the age of eleven. month
Celesta
Cocmbs
at the Nell Gwynn Theatre in New Coming to the United States in
Mr and Mrs. Paul Billings cf
York, and the*Star m past per 19(28 he carried a letter of intro Elizabeth.
N. J. are visiting Mr
formances at the Playhouse.
duction form Mrs. Arturo Toscanini and Mrs. Wliham Billings,
A
genuine
performance
of and socn afterwards oecame a Stu j Helene Cousins. R.. N. and gue*-t
warmth and emotional depth is derin ccmocsiricn with Rosario 1 are visiting Mrs Rebecca Knigh’
prcm.aed ail Boothoa.v Play house Soaiero at The Curtis Institute of
Mrs Robert Stoddard and un
patrons in 'Berkeley Square " Oth Music In 1931 Mr Menotti’s Vari Robert whe recently visited her
ers included in the cast are Betty ations on a theme of Schumann parents, Mr ar.d Mrs. H W Ctiby,
Jane Kohler. Penny Kasper Rol- won fcr him the Carl F Lauber has returned to Boston.
hn Btr.ith. Tommy Trenk*;. Rich prize for original composition.
Harry Sister oi Cleveland. Ohio,
ard Robmr.s Evelyn Grey. Sydney Finishing his studies st Curtis in is visiting his son. Rev Paul Syster
Bonner Sara Strengell and Marion KB3 fie returned to Lalv late in
Speed.
»>.toOer uf UuU >ear Mr iiLuwt,*
W44 SwiUqp fiwteli xtlU iitaXUpa

Aug. 15 — Annunl Summer i
reunion »t Kents Hill
Aug 19- Martinsville Ladles
fair at Orange hall.

Aug 19—Republican tour of
County.
Aug. 19 — State Field Meet
Knox Academy of Arts and &
at Knox Arboretum
.
Aug. 20- Victory Party bv f
nard's Parish at church grouni
Aug. 20 Spruce Head 1'
ing by Wilbert Snow; eni
music, at Community Hull

Aug. 21 —Warren— Concert ;
tist Church.

Share vour car with your neighbors. Drive in one car to
your A&P Super Market. Do all your food shopping in
one trip — save time, money, gas and tires.

Aug
25 Tenant's
Harbor
Tea at "The Crags." restdei
Major and Mrs Talbot Aldrlcl
fit Memorial Library.
Sept 1—Republican tour

coin County.

Sept. 8—City, Schools begin
Sept 14 State Election.

462 MAIN ST.

COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 2G -OLiehrest family
George Grange hall
Aug. 22 Simmons family at h

ROCKLAND. MAINE
Frit es

Wtlllam Simmons, Rt. 1. Warn
Aug. 26 Pavson Fogler fam

also Effective at Camden and Belfast

Snow Bowl. Camden.
Aug. 26—Hills family at Sni
Camden.

LAMB LEGS
Sa£<2>(

FANCf

VlM'

The Sunday morning sen
the Congregational Church
be In charge of Rev. Willa
Palmer, Assistant Superin:!
of the Congregational Ch
Conference of Maine. Ill
speak, at 10 30 in place of thi
tor. Rev. Roy A Welker, win
vacation.

GENUINE

SPRING

3'f

LAMB FORES

ls

f desired

33‘

FANCY FRESH PLUMP

FOWL
4 TO 6 L3 SIZES
SHOULDERS SUNMWEL0
SMOKES

LB

FRANKFORTS

REGULAR
or SKINLESS

LB

LiVERJiVURST

SMOKED
SLICED or PIECE

LB

COLD CUTS

The Rockland Medical Stal
it monthly meeting, with a
at the Copper Kettle, T
night.

J 5

BONED & ROI _ED

George R Robishaw. wl
been employed by Round Top
for some time, is to become
manager. Leon R. White, th
ent manager of the busine
for the service. Aug. 27.

The hours for Holy M:i
celebrated on the Feast of
sumption, Aug. 15 in St. Be
Church, Rockland, 6 and' 8
I^idy of Good Hope, Camdei
8.30; and in Si ’
ton at 7 o'clock.

LB

ASSORTED

Your choicp — Minced Hum. Bolonna. Vent Loaf,
Pitkle-P'mento Loaf, Macaroni and Cheese Loaf

The D.U.V. will hold a
party at G A R hall, Mom
2.15. Meeting m the evi :
7.30. Il Is hop< d that a
tendance will be present
hostesses at the party will t:
Inez Packard and Mrs. Ada

HADDOCK FILLETS fucs,,
FLOUNDER FILLETS — 27:
EVAP. MILX

OWOBS

•wr
HCL

low

3

A.

A number of the sub-de
busy “cutting fish," and
25 cents the bushel, for th;
bit of exercise. Some wl
extra alert can cut eiglr
bushels a day, which is
some for these peppy youiu

24s

RED GIRCLF.

’.0L9

CCFFSE

■■

ELBERTA
FREESTONE

Program Chairman Dicl
lias obtained Prof. Wilbert
who is visiting at Spruce H
speaker
for
Monday
meeting of Kiwanis Clui
line talk given by Re:
Welker last week was grea'
joyed by the members.
Orne announces tliat a cl
will be held for the boys
Naval Base at Oakland
Aug. 24.—Lieut. Cel. Steve'
the War Stamps fcr last
The Club gave Lieut. WesleJ
gatt its usual going-away
leather bill-fold with his na:
graved on it, at Monday’s n
Four Kiwanians have en: Service.

C

LBS

VIT. A.B, C, C
NEW
VIT B, C

POTATOES

15 .B^fi

PECK

NATIVE CELERY r, 2

19C

There will be a D.U.V
party, at G A R. Hall Mondj
ernoon at 2.15— adv.

TOMATOES 3 « 25<

★

NATIVE-VIT. A. 3, C

fda-ioBMtse
Sart««*

W'
ti’i 12"

ANN _
p AGh

I. 0. 0. F. HALL

sweetmeaht

19c
Soap lc SALEPOTA4O AKtS
10c
“Crispa’ chips
.
PQTA-j rt n « Jc
Cnspa chips bag 11
CrackersA
’IB®
SODA
w ,
TONICS
lUlOfl cants, only 429'

25'

sjan#tBat«r

BENEFIT BEAI

w

MusUrt
Baking P«**er

SATURDAY, 8.1
LUCKY GAME, $17.
DOOR PRIZE,
FREE GAME, $10 Of

Plenty of Groceri
FREE REFRESHME

MEL0BIT1
_

CHFESFAMPPiram
CHEESE-AMERICAN

1

South Hope D;
WOODCOCK’S ORCID
with Billy Dean and Hi'

EVERY SATURDAY I

Admission 25c and 35c, ti

WHITE or COLORED

2 LB FAMILY LOAF

I
I
BUTTER

DAISY CHEESE

BUTTER

l

PRINTS

SUNNYFIELO
SUNNYHELD
SUN

102 45c
9C
’T“«x...23'r

o

^19c

19

OZ
CRACKED WHEAT BREAO 13
LOAF

Uaut

, PMC

PKG

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION I
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY

27"

5U

45c -

9C
3 CAKES 252

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GA
Many Special flames N<
With $48.00 Special < as
and $2.00 Door Pri
$5 to any winner in 9 ti
or lev.
Auspices Williams-Brai

Red Cross Towels ROLL '8 "
•
POULTRY
QQ
Bell S

-

GOLD LOAF CAKES

LGE.

Riiso 2 lhg%
Balm Soap

B9'

FRANKFORT ROLLS

★

QC
Q

3

Fairy Soap

5U 1-23

SANDWICH ROLLS

PHILIP SULIDI

Opp Strand Theatre.

48*

flakes

Baked Fresh Every Day
In Out Own Ovens!

to • £»»*»»• Uu <i<lu

STRAWS AND FELTS. I I
Shoe Shining
Confe<

u93p White sailWhite PKGS
Snap Grains ’ : LGE. U
TINS 10c
Cleanser’S?
Silver Dust
A"i 24c

Cake Fleur
CakeFleur^^,^^
Gerber’s CERt
Bald Medal
"*"
FlOUT EnrjcrtPrt

HATS CLEANE

ILbJJ

SliVEIBSOOK
LB
A TOP GRADE QUALITY PRINT

Ta LB
BUTTER PRINTS

’Extracts
Mustard
10-B-Lnw
HiU-o-lite

aac

WHITE or
COLORED

PKG

SEASONING

JAM! PAtKEt

DONUTS
’'DATW'-PLA.N

or SUGARED
DOZ "

~C

0

BURPEE'
FUNERAL HO
Ambulance Ser

TELEPHONE
390 or 781-1 or 78
110-112 LIMEROCK

varieties EACH

twfcj-Biq (y

it

z

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

For St. Bernard's Victory party
and supper Thursdaj’ committees
FOR SALE
are: Supper. Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Ranlett, Mrs. David L McCarty,
One 1939 Pontiac 4-Door Se
. ■ ............ ..
Mrs. Gregory Wynne; beano,
dan, Radio, Heater, and Good
Thomas J. Fleming. Benedict J.
Rubber, and in first class condi
Dowling. Robert D. McCarty;
tion in every way; uses no oil an I
fancy table. Mrs. Ray Foley, Mrs.
does fine mileage.
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Don Perry, members of adult !
Also one Kelvinator Electric
Aug. 15 — Annual Summer alumni
choir; grab bag, Vina Delmonico I
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917,
Refrigerator,
slightly out of re
reunion at Kents Hill.
and the Children’s Choir; white
The Stamp and Bond booth at
Aug. 19- Martinsville—Ladles Circle
pair; also one good second hand
elephant,
Mrs.
Clara
Calderwood,
fair at Grange hall.
the corner of Main and Elm streets
Glenwood Furnace for wood < r
Aug 19—Republican tour of Knox is having a degree of patronage
Mrs Kathleen T. Duff; refresh
coal, and one 3 and one 4-Burnc
County.
Rockland
sent
a
large
delegai
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Meltiah
E.
Scamments.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
C.
BurI
Aug. 19 — State Field Meeting of which shews that local people are
Oil Stoves. Several good second
ticn
to
the
housewarming
of
men,
a
daughter
—
Alice
Gwendogess, Mrs. Willis H. Anderson, Miss , hand
Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences willing to help fill the war chest.
Electric Radios. Cash, trad •
Henry Bird's new canning fac- lyn.
Mildred
E.
Sweenev.
at Knox Arboretum.
,
Added zest will be given to the
or terms.
tory at Winslow’s Mills.
and
Aug 20—Victory Party by St. Ber
Rockland,
Aug.
4.
to
Mr
campaign Saturday night when
nard's Parish at church grounds.
Flying ghosts that help bomb I
Capt E. W. Freeman bought the Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, a son.
Aug 20 Spruce Head—Poetry Read the Rockland City Band will be at
H. B. KALER
Rockport, Aug. 8, to Mr and Hitler—read how they knock down i
Colby house on Linden street.
ing by Wilbert Snow; entertainment, the booth from 7.30 to 8.30 play
WASHINGTON,
MAIM;
share of enemy planes, in. !
music, at Community Hall.
Miss Ruth Blackington entered Mrs. Arthur Nutt, a daughter— their
Home Sundays
Aug. 21 —Warren— Concert at Bap ing patriotic selections.
the
American
Weekly
magazine
,
Marie.
tist Church.
the employ of the North National
78* lt
Vinalhaven, Aug. 4, to Mr. and with the August 16th Boston Sun- i
Aug.
25 Tenant's
Harbor—Silver
Bank.
Girl Scouts, who have been
Tea at "The Crags." residence of
day
Advertiser.
78*lt
i
Mrs.
William
Candage.
a
son.
MaJ"r and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich; bene selling War Stamps at Benter
Gladys Smith fell from a swing
Warren, July 26. to Mr. and Mrs.
fit Memorial Library.
Crane’s for the past two weeks
breaking
her right arm.
*
Ernest Achorn. a daughter.
Sept
1—Republican tour of Lln- have included; Helen Paul, Corinne
(The
Courier-Gazette
has
inaugurated
a
new
department,
by
grouping
John D. Stahl, Civil War veter
coin County
Brooklyn, N. Y. Aug. —to Mr.
Smith, Nadine Fuller, Lois Benner, all news items relating to those from Knox and nearby Counties who are an. died at the age of 86.
Sept. 8—-City* Schools begin.
and Mrs. Russell Cooney, twins—
Charlotte Cowan, Norma Bridges, in the armed service. We will welcome any contributions relating to them).
Sept 14 State Election.
Harold L. Karl, assistant super son and daughter.
Barbara Koster, Joan Hunt. Celia
intendent
of the Sao Padlo (Brazil)
Jefferson, July 29, to Mr. and
Pvt George E. Hall has returned i ployed in the office of the Super★
COMING REUNIONS
Herrick, Nathalie Post, Florence
Electric
Light
&
Tramway
Co,
Mrs.
Alva Achorn, a son.
visor
of
Shipbuilding,
U.
S.
N.
at
to
Fort
Washington,
Md.,
after
a
Aug. 20 Gtlchre-st family at St. Davis, Irene Anderson, Betsy Coop
MARKETS
,
home that 20.000 men were
George Grange hall.
Pulpit Harbor. July 23, to Mr.
10-day furlough spent with his Bath before enlisting with the wrote
Aug 22 Simmons family at home of er and Jane Perry from Pine Cone
on
a
strike
there
and
80
had
been
and Mrs. Herbert Parsons, a son—
Troop; Carol Ann Walcott, Arlene wife and parents, Mr. and Mrs. armed forces, is new stationed at killed.
★
William Simmons, Rt. 1. Warren.
Herbert Clifford.
Aug. 26—Payson Fogler families at Cross, Barbara Fuller, Peggy Pack William E. Hall, this city.
a new air base in South Carolina.
The
four-masted
schooner
build

* * # *
Snow Bowl. Camden
South Thomaston, Aug. 12, to
His present address is: 313th Troop ing at the Cobb-Butler yard was
ard and Marilyn Cates from. Morn
Aug 26—HLlls family at Snow Bowl
Mr.
and Mrs. Chester H. Lovett, a
ing
Glory
Troop.
Carrier
Gp,
47th
Trocp
Carrier
Mrs.
Susan Kangas of Clark
Camden.
sold by Capt. A. P. Vane of Balti
Island has heard from her son, Sq. U. S. Army Air Base, Florence more to Lewis K. Thurlow and re daughter—Dorothy Phyllis.
Maywood, Va., Aug. 12, to Mr.
Patrons of the A <te P Super Mar- j Wiljo Kangas. His address is U. South Carolina.
The Sunday morning service at
named Theoline.
• * * *
and Mrs. Paul V. Roundy, a son—
the Congregational Church will ket are praising the new arrange- , s. Army, 581st Tech. Sch. S.2.T.S.
It was Chautauqua week in Willard Hayden..
Staff-Sgt. Maurice O. Carnes,
be in charge of Rev. Willard H. ment of the fresh vegetable de- , 468 A A.F.T.T.C. Replacement TrainRockland
and all roads led to the
Everett. Mass., Aug. 9, to Mr.
SWIFT'S JEWEL SHORTENING,
3 lb tin 67c
Palmer, Assistant Superintendent partment which, permits full self j ing Center, Miami Beach, Florida, U. S. Aripy Air Corps who has "big top” cn Limerock street.
and
Mrs.
J.
R.
Sullivan,
a
daughter
service.
A
further
improvement
»
*
»
»
l
been
visiting
his
mother,
Mrs.
C.
S.
of the Congregational Christian
Capt. I. E. Archibald of Thom
Pvt. Arthur Daniels of Tenant’s' Roberts, Lake avenue, on his 15- aston bought Fred Payson's 250 —Alice.
Conference of Maine.
He will consists of moving the merchandise
stacks
away
from
the
registers
in
Waldoboro, Aug 10, to Mr. and
QUAKER
speak at 10.30 in place of the pas
Harbor, is stationed at the Medical i bay furlough has returned to
farm in Waldoboro.
Mrs. T. L. Orff, a son.
BRAND
tor, Rev. Roy A. Welker, who is on such a manner as to give much1 Replacement Center at Camp Pick Moody Field, Ga., where he has acre
Moonlight bathing parties were
more room for rush hour patrons. ett, Va., following his induction into been stationed for the last 13
Camden, Aug. 5, to Mr. and
2414 LB. |
vacation.
popular at Sandy Beach.
Mrs. George Nichols, a son—David.
BAG
months.
the
United
States
Army.
John
M.
Richardson
was
elected
Tax Collector Carl Nelson an
♦ # » •
Camden, Aug. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
The Rockland Medical Staff held nounced
2 loaves 17c
HONEY BOY BREAD
today that a total of $12,Wednesday night at the home of principal of Rockport High School. Lawrence Manning, a son—Edward
Aug.
26
is
the
birthday
of
it monthly meeting, with a dinner, 776.54 was
in poll and per
Barry B. Stapleford of 10 Pine Lee.
Osier, from Friendship. Mr. and Mrs. William Butman, street,
at the Copper Kettle, Tuesday sonal taxes taken
at his office one day James
died from the effects of a
Vinalhaven, Aug. 2, to Mr. and
night.
Owl
’
s
Head,
a
farewell
supper
was
He
would
be
pleased
to
receive
this week. Our efficient City Mar
revolver
wound.
,
Mrs. Ludwig Seabury, a daughter
SWIFT’S ALL-SWEET
given
in
honor
of
Harold
V.
Bergcards
from
friends.
His
address
Mansfield has been prompt on
Leslie Whitney resigned his po —’Lois Adele.
George R. Robishaw, who has shall
ren,
who
has
recently
joined
the
is;
F.F.C.
James
E.
Osier.
A.S.N.,
DEMONSTRATION
job, serving tax summons on
at the North National
Friendship. July 23. to Mr. and
9 lbs 4 9c
been employed by Round Top Farms his
6154049, Co. D, 19th Inf. A.P.O. 954, Coast Guard, and Carl Spear, who sition
SALE
all
delinquent
tax
payers.
Bank
to
take
charge
of
the
Naval
Mrs. Thomas A. Benner, a son.
for some time, is to become its new
care of Postnjaster, San Francisco, left Thursday morning for Army Y.MC.A. at the North End.
• * * *
manager. Leon R. W’hite, the pres
physical examinations. Those at
Henry A. Howard is on his annual Calif.
Floretta
E.
Packard,
73,
died
in
The steam yacht Lyndonia,
♦ * * *
ent manager of the business, leaves vacation trip to his native town of
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Harold
this city.
owned
by Cyrus H. K. Curtis was
for the service, Aug. 27.
Pvt.
Emery
Ellis
has
been
home
\
Bergren.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
©pear.
Blue Hill. Friends who know of
• • • •
taken
over
by the war department.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Anderson,
fixed habits, doubt not that he l °n a short furlough from Camp
The marriages for this period
The hours for Holy Mass to be his
John W Watts sold his cafe on
has his uncle, John F. Wood, cor Edwards, Mass., to visit his par Mr. and Mrs. George Huntley and were:
celebrated on the Feast of the As nered somewhere in a checker ents Mr. and Mrs. Emery Ellis, Sr. Mr. and Mrs. William Butman.
Bay View street to Miss Prescott
Camden, July 26. Frank L. Gil of Winterport.
* • * *
sumption, Aug. 15 in St. Bernard’s game.
The evening was enjoyed with
more of Gardner, Mass., and Jen
David S. Hall, who died in Hope,
Church, Rockland, 6 and‘«8.30; at
LARGE SIZE
Sgt. Richard B. Harden tele cards and singing.
nie
A. Wadsworth of Camden.
Lady of Good Hope, Camden, 7 and
*
*
#
*
aged
73,
was
serving
his
22d
term
phoned
Miss
Erleen
Cates
from
FRESH
NATIVE
Mrs. Helen Coltart, clerk to the
Thomaston, July 31, Ernest A. as selectman.
8 30; and in St. James’ in Thomas Register
Out of the 35 draftees who left
Washington State that he has Just
of
Deeds,
goes
out
Mon

DOZEN
of Warren and Edna L.
ton at 7 o’clock.
Waldoboro houses owned by Fred
day ,on her annual vacation, part received rating of staff sergeant. for the induction center in Port Young
Graham
of
Appleton.
Winchenbach
arid
Irving
Wallace
land
yesterday
morning,
31
were
which she will spend with Mrs,
Rockland, July 30, Gilbert Auld were destroyed by fire.
The D.U.V. will hold a beano of
David S. Hyler, who was cm- accepted.
Mary
Veazie Ryder in Calais.
and Ethel Black, both of Vinal
party at G AR hall, Monday at
The schooner Blue Peter, 1200
2.15. Meeting in the evening at
haven.
gross tons was launched from
BORN
Harvey Robishaw is having va
7.30. It is hoped that a good at
Camden, Aug. 4, John K. Dunn Bean’s yard in Camden.
Word For Teachers and
—At Knox Hospital, Aug. 11. cation from Park Theatre and is
/
tendance will be present. The to Melvin
Cora Walsh, both of Rock
Lightning struck Percy Roscoe's
Mr. and Mrs. Zenas Melvin, a son
spending a few days in Boston.
hostesses at the party will be Mrs. —David Barry.
/I
land.
house in .Thomaston.
SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD
Inez Packard and Mis. Aca Payson.
Siniint.is—At Dr. Leighton's Mater
Attleboro, Mass.. July 26, Franz
A
branch
of
the
Red
Cross
was
Milton
Lawry
Pays
Tribute
nity Hospital, Portland, Aug. 7. to Mr.
All Masons are asKca to attend
D. Smith, formerly of Owl's Head, organized in Rockport, with Mrs.
Fresh Shipments Daily LB.
and Mrs. Warren Simmons of Wal
A number of the sub-debs are doboro,
To Those Who Helped
a meeting at the Temple, tonight
and Miss Elizabeth A. Willett of Juljfi A. Collins as chairman.
a daughter Patricia Ann.
busy “cutting fish.’’ and getting
Mitchell—At Appleton Aug. 4. to at 7.30. for purpose of turning the
Attleboro.
W. E. Sherer of Tenant’s Har
Him
SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD
25 cents the bushel, for that fine Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell, a club rooms over to men in air
Rockland, Aug. 5, Richard Da bor breke his arm while raking
daughter
Rebecca
Jane.
bit of exercise. Some who are
forces.
vid
of
Boothbay
Harbor
and
Pease—At The Lucette, Thomaston,
hay.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
CHEESE lb 31c
extra alert can cut eight to 10 July CO, to Mr and Mrs. Kenneth G.
Harriet A. Winslow of Friendship.
Frank Berry of Appleton bought
How
many
times
I
have
proudly
bushels a day, which is going Pease of South Portland, a son—
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt was tendered told someone that I graduated
Vinalhaven,
Aug.
4.
John
Maththe George Davis farm at CornMILD, MELLOW FLAVOR
some for these peppy young ladies. Kenneth.
.Joy—At The Lucette. Thomaston. a farewell party at the Copper Ket from Rockland High School, class ieson of Scotland and Miss Rosa hill, Warren.
July 31, to Mr and Mrs. Gerald Joy, a tle, Wednesday night, by the local cf '38. I’ll never be able to tell. In F Wright.
William Delaney’s house on MeProgram Chairman Dick Bird daughter -Claudene Elizabeth.
medical staff.
Lieut. Wasgatt reading your paper cf July 14, I
Vinalhaven, Aug. 4. John L. Mo gunticook street, Camden, was
Burgess
—
At
North
Haven.
Aug.
6,
to
has obtained Prof. Wilbert ©now, Mr. and Mrs Lewis Burgess, a daugh leaves soon, with the good wishes noticed an article which brought ran of Scotland and Miss Minnie struck by lightning.
•who is visiting at Spruce Head, as ter—Sheita Marie.
°f,Dh%
memories of good old Rock- S. Wright.
Bc.erage—At Kncx Hospital. Aug. 8. O Reilly General Hospital, Spring- .
speaker
for
Monday
night's
c_hooi—
Atuzond T.evm.
Vinalhaven, Aug. 4, Thomas J.
land. „.
High School
—Atwood
Leven
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
George
D
Beverage
EAST WALDOBORO
meeting of Kiwanis Club. The of North Haven, a son -George field, Mo.
saler’s letter. I think he is one of Baum of Wales and Miss Violet M.
line talk given by Rev Roy Dewey. Jr.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
the finest men I’ve ever met but [Smith,
Welker last week was greatly en
Rockland. Aug. 7, Frank A. Phil- James Ewing in Warren Thursday
somehow I fell that maybe he has
APPLETON
MARRIED
joyed by the members. Francis
not done 'justice to all those other biook and Linnie H. Crouse,, both for its anniversary meeting. The
"
A
going-away
party
was
tend

Orne announces that a clambake
Porter-Russell—At Warren. Aug 12,
annual picnic will be Aug. 20 with
last Friday in the Grange hall fine teachers, of which Rockland has of South Thomaston.
For Broiling or Frying
will be held for the boys of the Joseph K P. Porter of Evansville, ered
so many.
Rockport, Aug. 8. Sturgis Grot- Mrs. Levi Copeland and Mrs. Guy
to
Merrill
Conant
who
is
entering
Wis..
and
Miss
Lillian
E
Russell
of
Naval Base at Oakland Park, Brookline. Mass, and Warren—by Rev.
WERAGE
Lermond
at
their
cottage
at
Holiday
To
me,
my
first
teacher,
Miss
ton
and
Georgia
Huntley.
the Army.
Aug. 24.—Lieut. Cel. Stevens won L Clark French.
w, to 4 POUND
Thomaston, July 31, Ernest A. Beach.
The annual “Church of God" Anng Webster, was certainly by
Hastings-Dennison — At Rockport.
the War Stamps fcr last week.—
Mrs.
Clara
Spear
and
Mr.
and
far
one
of
the
most
outstanding
Young
of
Warren
and
Edna
L.
11, Albert W Hastings of Cam convention will be held in Appleton
The Club gave Lieut. Wesley Was Aug.
Mrs. Franklin Beane and son called
Of Graham of Appleton.
Pig’s Liver,
b 25c
den and Miss Velma R Dennison of Aug. 13 to 16. Rev. Earl P. Paulk ones Rockland has ever had.
gatt its usual going-away gift, a Hope—by Rev. F. Ernest SmiWi
course there are many others who Rcckland, July 28, Charles 8. at Hiram Black’s in Slaigo recently.
fowl
Salt Pork,
L’
Mclntyre-Sanborn — At
Rockland, will be the speaker.
leather bill-fold with his name en
rank high in my memory: Miss Curtin of Cushing and Mary Ma
Adrian
Butler
is
visiting
his
Aug.
8.
Kenneth
McIntyre
and
Mar

graved on it, at Monday’s meeting.
Franktorts,
b 23
fresh killed native
Sanborn both cf Rockland.— mother Mrs. Madeline Ripley in Eleanor Griffith who taught • me ker of Thomaston.
Four Kiwanians have entered the guerite
most of the English I use today;
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Thomaston,
Aug.
13,
Fred
W.
5
to
6
lb.
Average
Rockland.
Minced Ham, b 23v
Mrs. Nellie Hall who started me,
Service.
FINE HOME FOR SALE
Mrs. Daisy Clark is spending as well as a lot of others, on the Bucklin of Warren and Katherine
DIED
Macaroni Loaf b
two weeks in Bath with Loren right foot for a true New England G. Watts of Thomaston.
My property at 4 Gleason St.,
There will be a D.U.V. beano
Roberts—At Searsmont, Aug 5, Mrs.
Rocklajid, Aug. 8. Thecdore A.
Clark
who
has
employment
there.
Tripe,
lb 250
Thomaston, is for sale at reason
citizen; Albert McCarty who taught Kimball, and Maud E. Stover.
party, at GAR. Hall Monday aft Stanley Roberts, age 19 years.
A
Seance
conducted
by
Esten
Crockett
—
At
Rockland.
Aug.
11.
able
price.
All
modern
and
in
me
that
book
reading
was
im

ernoon at 2.15.—adv.
lt Elizabeth M., widow of Elmer B.
Rockland, Aug. 12, Jerome C.
Boardman of Jefferson was held portant; Mr. Blaisdell who so ably
excellent repair.
__ _______ _ ______ 7
“
7... lb 39c
Crockett, age 56 years, 7 months. 28
Jones
and Gertrude E. Bailey,
davs. Funeral Friday at 2 p. m. from recently at the home of Mr. and showed so many, including myself,
May
be
seen
by
applying
at
the
both
of
Thomaston.
OVEN ROAST, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Russell Funeral Home. Interment in Mrs. Maynard Brown with a good that someone was ahead of them
* * * #
Hanley house, 11 Gleason St.
Achorn Cemetery.
attendance.
and
backing
them
all
the
way;
and
I.ane—At Vinalhaven, Aug. 9. Miss
POT ROAST, bonel®s?i;.<;i;M.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
lb 49c
BENEFIT BEANO
Write to me for details.
These births were recorded:
Mrs. Robert Esancy and two all my other teachers.
Lucy E. Lane age 75 years, 11 months.
Warren,
July
26,
to
Mr
and
Mrs.
SWIFT
’
S
PREMIUM
^^^
FQRTS
"
'
|b 3Sc
Tiffany—At Searsmont, Aug
11, daughters
of Burkettville were
I can truthfully say that no one
Capt. R. R. Robbins
Margaret, widow of George Tiffany, guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ever had any better teachers than Ernest Achorn, a daughter.
I. 0. 0. F. HALL
SWIFT’S °»FMIUNl FRANKFORTS ■ • J-- -- -- -- age 87 vears, 1 month 6 days. Fu
Rockland, July 16, to Mr. and
235 N. W. 41ST. STREET
my class. It seems that school days
neral today at 2 o'clock from Good Henry Brown.
Mrs.
Adam
Soboleoski.,
a
daugh

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Mrs. Nina Hart is visiting her are always the best days cf any
SATURDAY, 8.15
funeral home, Camden.
_ _
lL A </•
Thayer—At Lincolnville, Aug
13, daughter Mrs. Clyde Luce in Oak one's life. It is so hard for most ter.
76*80
SWIFTS
HAMS
Addle F . wife of William T. Thayer,
South
Thomaston,
July
13,
to
LUCKY GAME, $17.00
of us to see this but with school
age 82 years, 2 mbnths. 20 days. Fu land.
rREMIUM
.onKFn READY TO EAT
DOOR PRIZE,
$7.50
Howard Collins of Danvers, beginning in a few days, I am be
neral at graveside. Lincolnville Cen
“"S
cooked
ok hack
'•■I.
. .borwhoff______
O" ____
ter Cemetery Saturday at 2 o'clock
Mass., was guest Sunday of Miss ginning to get homesick once more
FREE GAME, $10.00
SAVE
FUEL
AND
LABQK^
—
Shultz—At Camden, Aug. 12 Ru Carolyn Hart.
for some more of good old Rock
dolph Shultz, age 78 years. Burial In
f’F.NTER
lb 39c
Mrs. Lola Ness and Miss Pris land High School and also the
Plenty of Groceries
Cleveland.
cilla Beale of Belfast and Mr. and Tyler Building at the North End.
PORK
CHOPS,
cuts
FREE REFRESHMENTS
To all of you who will be going
Mrs. W. A. Yates of Camden were
IN MEMORI4M
78* It
In memory of Hnzel G. Ray. sadly callers Sunday at Mrs. Mary Ness.’ to school thisi year, remember that
missed by her parents and grandpar
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ames a country is founded on its schools.
ents.
„
were in Tenant’s Harbor Sunday We are fighting for you, so it’s
Mr and Mrs F James Ray.
f ancy netj
^5
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Sherman your duty to fight for us. Let's go
Mr. and Mrs W. L. Gilchrest
to school every day we can.
South Hope Dance
Ames.
Milton Lawry, class cf ’38.
AN APPRECIATION
Miss Adna Pitman recently visi Co. H.S
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRzl
804 Engrs.
After 14 weeks of illness, health re ted her sister Mrs. Julia Morse at
YES, THE DOLLAR DAYS VALUE PARADE
with Billy Dean and His Violin
% P.M. San Francisco
covered. I find myself very grateful the village.
A.P.O 957
to the members of the Snow Ship

SsT"”/, •

A7

(O A

prs. Drive in one car to
II your food shopping in
I and fires.

N ST.
IMAINE
Lmden and Belfast

amb legs
33o
' SELtCTtD

■■

lb w “

SPRING

A4

NED & POLLED
DESIRED
LB

g

LIZES

633c

INYT-IElD
Kaoked

_B

iGULAR
SKINLESS

LB

LED or PIECE

LB

Xu

rRr ;n 0 7’
U POUNd X I ■*

P

X.**

CIRCLE

RES

COFFEE

Lt

47c

o.flc
CANS
3

HOUS

FLOUR

butter

OQC

WHITE

RINSO

49c

LB

|. Bologna, Veal Loaf,
nm and Cheese Loaf

T

WORKING FOR VICTORY

OLEO

I

fcSORUD

A seven-piece orchestra posi
tively will be on deck tomorrow
night at Oakland Pavilion. The
management was most disturbed
by the non appearance of the
dance band engaged for last week
and assures the dancing public
that the orchestras in the future
will be of the best and on the spot.

Pane Three

'LB

?&I

CHICKENS

dollar

<N

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

ID

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incl.
148-F-tf

tF

WHITE or
COLORED
tOOK
-'S-'K
LB
j|"TC
' PRINT
1 LB
MELD
PRINTS

33c
f

LB

UNTS LB

Opp Strand Theatre.

IIAKLS
n L(E 97c
03P White Sail L PKGS X I
While I .E.

-JZ

|Soap Grains Sail PKG
Cleanser ~
*Sail 3 tins 10c
1pgkeg 24c
Silver Dust
CAKE 5C
Fairy Soap
SM. QC
Rinso 2 pkg 45c PKG U
Balm Soap
3cakesI
Red Cross Towels ROLL 8C
Dnll’n
POULTRY
«Q
Dell S SEASONING
PKG 0

L

i oc

1 KG 9C

G 10C
|c_H

21 C

I Au 1^4 ItM

Rockland
60Ftf

MORRIS GORDON

BEANO
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Gaines Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $2.00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
52Ftf

SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, $19—1 each
And Three Extra Prizes, $2.50
_ Door Prize $2.50.
Lucky Games
78*lt

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

DATED"-PLA!N

Ambulance Service

, CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

RUSSELL

TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

UMlkjt CbOPgO,

TEL. 662

k.

TEL. WALDOBORO 1M ,

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees: Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00

Camera and Case, $1.00.
Regular 3.50 Lincoln Wrist Watch, $3.28, including tax
Jumbo Milk Shakes, 10 cents.
Huge Line of Pipes, at* moderate prices.
Peanuts, fresh roasted and salted daily.
EXTRA, WHILE THEY LAST

Matinicus-Criehaven Lobsters, 4 for $1.00
MAIN STREET
CORNER OF PARK

OXTON’S

15 POUND
PECK
_ _ -_ _--_--_--_ -_---3 lor I
PE£!S
—

TutwTcucumbers,

NOTE THESE VALUES

ROCKLAND
MAINE

fflt TONldioES,
®NG APPLET

3 lor 25c
2 3 lbs 25c
i lbs 26c
6 lbs 23c

ONIONS______ _____ ■^U<Fre
_
sh

39C

CRABM^L—lb 39c
lb 15c

(Filmed entirely in technicolor)

EVERY YEAR OF SCHOOL COUNTS!

SATURDAY ONLY
Two Features
JANE WITHERS
ALAN MOWBRAY
in

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and arc guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset.”
Wm.

Stop over at OXTON’S for Refreshments

‘Beyond the Blue Horizon’

IT
i

BIG BINGO

DONUTS

1

cmorials

6 T ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 987-W
78-It

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS

WALDO THEATRE

FRIDAY, AUG. 14
Paramount presents
DOROTHY LAMOUR
Richard Denning, Walter Abel
in

and Rags

FUNERAL HOME

D°z

78* lt

Metals, Scrap Iron

BURPEE’S

4| 3
Ac

FRIDAY NITE, SPf^R HALL, 7.45
Given Away, So .00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50

OF ALL KINDS

JANE PARKER

Or SUGARED

Corner of Park and Main Streets

BINGO

Lucky Games, $2.00, $4.00, $5.00

PHILIP SULIDES

★

49c

BUYING JUNK

STRAWS AND FELTS, LIKE NEW
Shoe Shining
Confectionery

48c

goes direct to the

yard Carpenters’ Union for their cash
gift and kindly consideration.
6 .
Cecil X. Morris

HATS CLEANED

DAYS

E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

IT PAYS TO LOOK INTO THE ADVANTAGES OF A
PRIVATE SCHOOL

“The Mad Martindales”
(A comedy-drama. Time. 1900.
Place, San Francisco)
also on the program

“The Lone Star Ranger”
Featuring
John Kimbrough, Sheila Rvan

SUN.-MON.. AUG. 16-17
ROSALIND RUSSELL
FRED MacMURRAY
in

Cemetery Memorials

Take a Letter, Darling

EAST UNION, ME.
THOM ASTON. ME.

with
Robert Benehley,

54Ftf

A SCHOOL YEAR CANNOT BE RELIEVED. DON’T WASTE IT.

»»

MacDonald

Carey and Constance Moore

TOASTED TUNA
.. .. .. .. .. . tin 19c
CRYSTAL WHITE SYRUP.. .. .. .. .. . 2 bots 37c
EAGLE CONDENSED MILK 2 7V2 oz tins 21c

• Ccbum offers competent instruction, advanced methods,
studious traditions, close and friendly supervision. • A spe
cial double-French course satisfies college entrance requirements
in only onen year.
•,
• Mathemat cs and physics follow military and aviation
pre-training outlines. • Colby's education department uses
our classes as demonstrations of modern teaching methods.
• Graduates of last June have been admitted to Harvard, Col
gate, Michigan. Massachusetts State. Boston University, Uni
versity of New Hampshire, Bates. Bowdoin. Colby, University of
Maine, and other colleges. • Make new friends! Students
frem 44 towns and cities in foqr States were drawn to Coburn
last year. • Athletics, social and other extra-curricular activi
ties. • Send for free booklet.

COBURN CLASSICAL INSTITUTE HUGH A. SMITH, Principal,

WATERVILLE, MAINE
78 80.82.84

SALAD DRESSING, Wilson’s.. .. .. .. . qt bot 29c
COCOA, Famous Fifty.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb tin 17c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. . tin 7c
PINEAPPLE JUICE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 46 oz tin 32c
PRESERVING JARS, E-Z Seal, qt 73c; pt 63c
HONEY, pure.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 lb tin 99c

FRANCO-AMERICAN MACARONI ....tin 10c
We reserve the right to limit quantities. AU prices subject to
market changes

Tuesday-Friday
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^ane Fou?

the country. One such tire went
turned Saturday to Hartford, Conn.
APPLETON MILLS
Rubber, At Once
35,377 miles ... In December, 1940,
Mrs. Lillian Gillchrist of SpringMiss Ruth Arrington, who has
WARREN
WALDOBORO
the company bought 52 synthetic been attending Summer School at
field, Mass., is visiting her niece,
rubber tires which were distributed
Mrs. W. H. Hilton.
A A A A
a
a a a
Prof. Holden, Summering At to many places in the country so Gorham Normal School, returned
Mrs. Ellard Mank. Mrs. S. H.
home Saturday.
ALENA L. STARRETT
they could be tested under all con
Weston and Mrs. L. T. Weston at
MRS ISABEL LABE
Spruce Head, Voices His
Mrs. Katherine Robinson recent
ditions. ’The results have been ly visited friends in Appleton.
Correspondent
tended a board meeting at Lincoln
Co-respond', nt
and Other Opinions
A A A A
something more gratifying,’ he said
Home, Newcastle.
A a a a
A A A A
Mrs. Ava Simmons, who spent a
ZS zx zx zx
•We have obtained a great deal few days with Miss Fannie Gushee,
Dudley Hovey returned Monday
Tel. 40
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
more mileage from them than we the past week, has returned to
Telephone 78
to Newtonvile. Mass. Mrs. Ed
Every method of procuring rubber anticipated.’
ward Barter of Keene, N. H., and
Orono.
“Mr. Ballou said several of the
A farewell party was given at the
There will be no service Sunday should be used promptly. Crude
Mrs. Gracia Libby, Misses Clara Mrs. Fred Teele of Loudville, are
and Dora Gay are passing several visiting Mr. and Mrs. Claude Fitch. at the Congregational Church be rubber should be obtained in as synthetic tires had already run over Grange hall, Friday night for Mer
20.C00 miles without recapping.
Mrs. Nellie B. Tuck, Mrs. Abbie cause the pastor is on vacation.
rill Conant, who is soon to join the
days at Pleasant Point, Cushing,
large quantities as possible, as
“This.” he said, “compared most
Flynn, Miss Mac Sweeney and
as guests of Mrs. Carl R. Gray.
A Hill Billy Costume Dance, bene speedily as possible, but the only favorably with the performance of Army.
Miss Katherine Tuck, all of Quin fit of the local canteen unit, will source available to furnish the re
Minnie Richards, of Portland, has
Mrs. Albert Riley and son cy,,
natural rubber tires in the same been visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
Mass.,
passed
the
weekend
be
held
tonight
at
Glover
hall.
quired amount is the manufacture area. ‘The company,’ he added
Stephen of South Portland are with Mrs. James Duane.
the past three weeks.
Miss Julia Libby is boarding at of synthetic rubber. If administra •felt as long ago as 1940 that some Peabody,
visiting her father, S A. Jones.
Rockland visitors Saturday were
Mrs. Charlotte Dew and daugh the home of Mrs. James Ewing, tion vigor is given to the production
Miss Cordelia Barnard of Cam ter Dorothy of Beechmont, Mass.,
thing like the present situation in Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Page. Mrs. Carrie
of synthetic rubber, adequate quan regards to gasoline and rubber Sherman,
Mudgett Hill.
den, was a recent visitor in town. are at Henry Crowell’s.
Mrs. Inez Arrington. Mrs.
George Starrett is employed at tities can be manufactured for mili might arise.’ ”
Lehr
Sherman,
and Mrs. Helen
Mrs. Fannie Perkins of BoothMrs. Harriet Young of Houlton, Snow
tary and civilian uses in ample
Shipyards, Inc., Rockland.
From hearings before the Senate Gushee.
bay Harbor, chairman of the Worn- is guest at L. T. Weston’s.
Sewall Vaughan and son Sewall time—not too late.
Committee on Banking and Cur
Roy Page has gone away for a
en’s Division of Civilian Defense j Mrs. Roy W Hemingway and returned
All of the methods which have rency: Senator Ellender. “Now, stay
Sunday to Whitman,
of several months, on a de
for Lincoln County, was a recent l Miss Margaret Hemingway of Au
Mass., after a visit with Mrs. P. D. shown a possibility of enabling suc Judge Patterson (Under Secretary fense project.
visitor in towm.
iburn, N. Y., are at Glenhurst.
cessful
accomplishment
should
be
his sister. While in town,
of War), has the War Department
Richard and Paul Gushee, who
Mrs. Gladys Grant is having a ; Mrs. William Pattison
and Starrett,
visited another sister, Mrs Le started. Those methods which al taken any steps to minimize the use have had employment in Paw
vacation from her duties in Bath daughters of Chicago and Lincoln he
(the great majority of our
land Philbrook, and other relatives. ready have ghown their reliability of crude rubber, let us say, in inner tucket. R. I., enlisted in the regular
and Sunday, accompanied her ville spent Tuesday at October
Mrs. Loana Shibles of West Rock should be undertaken on a large tubes? It was told here, and
army last week. The latter has
brother. I. S Bailey, to his home Farm as guests of Mr. and Mrs. port, special demonstrator in can scale and those methods which are
customers do)
think before our Small Business been sent to Camp Lee, Va. His
at Overbrook Hills, Pa.
Russell S. Cooney.
ning methods, conducted a series of problematical should be undertaken Committee, that from 25 to 30 per address is: Pvt. Paul Gushee, Co. 1,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Vogel
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Mayo have canning demonstrations at various on a smaller scale. Vigorous pro
. . . but in case you have not yet
have returned from New York.
arrived from Houston, Texas, at homes in different sections of the duction should be given to those cent of crude rubber could be saved 10th Q. M. Training Regt., Camp
Mrs. Vellis Weaver gave six their Summer home “The Old town and at the I.O.O.F. hall, last methods which quickest can pro from each inner tube that is now Lee., Va. Richard was at Fort
paid the bill you received from us
Devens, from last reports.
used by the Army.”
bushels of Swiss Chard to the can Square House.”
duce synthetic rubber in substan being
week.
Mr.
Patterson:
Yes,
We
are
ning center. It will be used for
Dean and Mrs. Robert Y. Ogden
Mrs. William Barrett has been ap tial quantities. Time needs to be
Aug. 1st for July purchases
the benefit of the townspeople.
of Cornell University and Prof. pointed local surgical dressing telescoped. Increasingly it becomes taking measures now to patch old
GROSS NECK
Mrs. Cassie Simmons is caring Reginald M. Maker >of Harvard, chairman for the Red Cross. A clear that drastic action is neces tubes and use them. (Evidently
and Mrs. Dexter Gross visit
for Albee Sidelinger, who is ill.
are guests of the Hemingway’s group including Mrs. Barrett, Mrs. sary. Rubber for success is needed they had not been doing that and edMr.
Sunday with Mrs. Gross’ par
the
statement
does
not
say
that
the
T. J. Murphy and H. L. Cremin at Glenhurst.
W. H. Robinson, Mrs. William Cun in the immediate future—not the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Gross
have returned to the Wade home
Miss Barbara Cooney has re ningham, Mrs. Willis Vinal, and latter part of 1943, or 1944, or 1945. measures are in effect yet).
Senator Ellender: I do not mean of West Waldoboro.
stead after a visit to Boston and turned from a week-end at her Mrs. Nancy Clark met Monday at
The first thing needed is to ap that.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collamore
Providence.
home on Long Island.
the room on the second floor of point in charge of synthetic rub
of Friendship were recent callers
. . . otherwise the government
Mr.
Patterson:
And
also
to
re

Mrs. Howard Chapman of Rock
John Johannason, «who recently the report centre, which will be ber production, an individual of
here.
land was a visitor Monday at C. bought the Gscar Smith house on used for the work, to paper it in demonstrated excellent judgment duce the rubber content in tubes
Melvin Genthner, Jr., is passing
requires us to “freeze" your ac
E. Matthews.
Cole’s Hill, is moving in this week. preparation for making of the and the ability to get quick results for the Army. < Evidently they have a few days with relatives in Cam
Mrs. Eunice Thompson was a re They have been residing the past dressings.
count until the balance due is paid
Following instruction, under trying conditions. Then to been using more rubber than need- den.
cent Thomaston visitor.
year in Miss Edna Young's house. work on surgical dressings will be- give him priorities on needed ma e d. It is apparent that the Army
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Thorne
of
has been wasting rubber as well as
or until special arrangements are
The OE.S. Circle met Wednes
Miss Caroline T. Hemingway, gin within the next few weeks,
terials, give him the power to cut
Warren, called Sunday on former
day with Mrs. Faye Schwartz.
who has been spending the week- i The Republican Town Committee red tape and then let him alone. civilians).
made. We like your business and
“Two-thirds of all the car-owning neighbors and friends. *
The First Aid Class of 13 men, end in Washington, has returned ' will meet Monday at 7.30 at the A person who is boldly imaginative
John Simmons and Melvin Genth"
workers
in
the
United
States
use
Miss Frances Simmons, instructor, to her duties at Waldo Theatre. 'Town House. Important business and practically successful, free from
we don’t want anything to inter
ner were Friendship visitors Sat
completed a ten-hour course, Fri
Mrs Celia Gross has returned is to come before the meeing and industrial and departmental rival their cars regularly in driving to urday.
fere with our serving you.
day night. Miss Simmons report from Portland, and is with her members are urged to be present. ries. who can forget that this is an work, according to an analysis of
Mr and Mrs. W H. Masten, who
wage
earner
and
rural
automobile
ed a successful and enjoyable sister, Mrs. G. H. Coombs.
A son, Stanley Everett, was born election year and go to It. Bold,
have been guests at Charles Geele’s.
course. At the close of the meet
Aug. 7, in Concord, Mass., to Mr. adequate action faces a moratoriurrt use conducted by the Automobile returned Mondav to Nutley, N. J.
Cooney
Xanders
COMING SOON—AUGUST FUR SALE
ing she was unexpectedly present
and Mrs. Henry Rice, Jr. (Christine until after the November elections Manufacturers’ Association. FortyMrs. Eva Collett cf FriendshiD
eight <54 now) thousand communi has
The marriage of Ensign Robert Stevens)
ed with a purse of money.
been
passing
a
few
days
at
the
but the war actions of the enemies
Mrs. Annie Butler, who has B. Cooney of this town and Brook- | Mrs. Joseph K. P. Porter (Lillian continue in an ever increasing ties in the country depend solely hcme of her sister, Mrs. Melvin
been guest the past week of Mrs. lyn, N. Y„ and Miss Isobel Anne Russell) was complimented Monday tempo in an effort to achieve maxi upon highway transportation for Genthner.
'
H. Maude Orbeton,
returned Xanders of Garrison, Md„ took afternoon at a delightful garden mum results before the Allies can the movement of persons and goods
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and
Wednesday to her home in Meu- J place Saturday at 5 o’clock, before party, given by Mrs. P. D. Starrett, reach their peak of production. Po to and from their confines.
family of North Waldcboro were at
“A survey made by the Automo Frank Simmons’ home Sunday, and
a background of woodland ferns who was assisted as hostess by her litical rubber is not very effective.
•jrd. Mass.
bile Manufacturers’ Association in Mrs. Charles Morse and daughters
The Methodist Homemaker’s and tall white tapers, in the an sisters, Mrs. Merton Thayer of Dynamic production is needed.
co-operation with state depart of Waldoboro visited there Monday.
cient
Episcopal
Church
at
Garri

Brockton,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Leland
Society held a successful lawn
Whether we shall have an inde
Philbrook. Gifts to Mrs. Porter in pendent set-up or whether it shall ments and the U. S. Public Roads
Sidney Creamer of West Waldo
paity Monday on the Brooks’ son Forest, Md.
during
1936-38 boro and Austin Winchenbach of
The bride wore a white net cluded a lace cloth, napkins and be within the WPB requires careful Administration
Lawn, Kaler's Corner. The High
School Band furnished music, and gown, made in a bouffant style, purse of mcney. The affair was consideration. The manner in which showed that 96 percent of the pas South Waldoboro are building a
a free-will offering added $15.35 with a short train and. tulle veil. attended by 50 friends of Mrs. Port- the WPB has handled the rubber senger cars were engaged in neces large hen pen for Ernest Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
to the Uniform Fund. It was well She carried white orchids and ier. Among those from out of town, situation would seem not to indi sity driving. More than half of the
| being Mrs. Ralph Wentworth of cate it as an auspicious environ total mileage and 75 percent of the Miss Marjorie Gross of Dover-Fox a.'ended and the Society netted stephanotic.
trips taken were for purposes con croft, were week-end guests of Wil- I
The best man was the groom’s [Hope, Mrs Florence Gardiner of ment.
$33 88.
nected with earning a living. l am Gross. Mrs. Gross remained fcr
Andrew Newcomb of New Haven, father Carroll T. Cooney. Among i Thomaston. Mrs. Ethel Griffin of
It has been said that “we will Necessity
driving today is even
week’s visit in town and Miss
the
bridal
attendants
was
Mrs.
j
Boston,
Mrs.
Ellis
Spear,
Jr.
and
Ccnn., joined Mrs. Newcomb at
win the war much more quickly tf
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
higher.
”
Gross will stay until September.
Carroll
T.
Cooney,
Jr.
Two
brothers
Mrs.
Abbott
Spear
of
Newton
Centhe Crosby Waltz home, Saturday,
these in charge will use their energy
Senator
Capper
in
radio
address
of
the
groom,
Carroll
T.
Cooney,
I
tre,
Mass.
Refreshments
were
for a few days’ visit.
in producing new rubber instead of June 20 stated, “These motor ve
Miss Mary Paddock, who has Jr., John R. Cooney and a cousin served. Mrs. Starrett and her sis- spending so much time trying to hicles
are. a necessary
part of .the
LOST AND FOUND
.
been visiting her sister Mrs. Rich James R. Cooney were among the ^rs were assisted in serving by switch & whole national economy
H. Smith. Jr. Miss geared to gasoline back to horse I farm equipment of the Nation. They
ard Gerry, returned Sunday to ushers. The groom’s mother was Mrsgowned in shaded blue chiffon and i^n
^hhott and buggy transportation.” Also must JbeJeep t^roll g.^
Milo.
ENVELOPE containing car license,
wore
a
corsage
of
orchids.
The
I
Miss
Smlth
and
Mrs
'
Abbott that we can “ride to victory or walk rolling they must have tires. To ration book and other papers lost
Miss Gertrude Johnson of Milo
HERE’S "WHAT IT COSTS
have tires they must have rubber. TEL. 318 W.
78-it
mother of the bride was in pale Spear.
is guest of Mrs. Richard Gerry.
to defeat.”
Services
Sunday
at.
the
Baptist
The
source
of
supply
of
95
percent
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
There are many interesting com
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Nelson Thompson of Dorchester, green and white and wore gar Church will be: At 10.30 a. m.
of our raw rubber has been cut off. of deposit book numbered 39266, and
mittees
but,
as
with
the
weather
serted
once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Mass., arrived Monday for a few denias.
the
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
du

“Measuring the ImmeasurableThe reception was held at the Love” and at 7 p. m., "The Lord’s everybody talks about it but no one We must produce synthetic rubber plicate in accordance with the pro
lines
five
cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
days' visit with Mrs. Thompson
to take its place. It is my own hope vision of the State Law. ROCKLAND
small
words
to a line.
itnu his mother, Mrs. Annie spacious country estate of the Prayer.” The mixed quartet will does much about it.
BANK Bv Edward J. Helller
“Senator Capper stated . . . Tt is that in the future we will develop SAVINCrS
bride’s parents, where supper was favor a selection at the morning
Thompson.
Special
Notice:
All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
Treas.,
R.cklaud.
Me,,
July
28,
194.3
the manufacture of synthetic rub
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier74*F-78
Mrs. Regina Hall is visiting her served on the terraces to 300 service. Church school will meet time to quit shilly-shallying on this ber to the place where never again
question and get down to busi
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
r other. Mrs. Anna McLaughlin guests. The young couple left for at 12.
BOY'S
Coat
lost.
Herringbone
will America be dependent upon tweed.
Aug. 5. 5 p. m. between Radio
ness.
’
”
und sister. Miss Ellie McLaughlin. New York that evening.
Nelson Ash of Belmont. Mass., va
Main St. and Narragansett Ho
“Director Eastman of ODT in the East Indies—and a British- Shop.
After a short trip Ensign and cationing in this town, was guest
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger reDutch rubber cartel—for our motor tel. Reward. MRS. WM. R. TIFFANY
speech
(before
Cleveland,
Ohio,
191 Center St, Auburn. Me.
77-79
TO LET
FOR SALE
organist Sunday morning at the
”
Chamber of Commerce said a mere transportation
Congregational Church.
It
would
be
interesting
to
have
formidable prospect looms for rail
r
LADY’S bicvcle for sale. $30
TEL
FIVE clem rooms, apartment to let,
iiUilhUHiiiilliilh
Porter- Russell
...'iiiJHiiiiiiJiiUUiliJiiiiuliuiHJuiiluiukul
roads because of the rubber short a list of all committees, sub-com
WANTED
heated. MIKE ARMATA. 19 Brewster 571 or 130 LIMEROCK ST, City.
mittees
and
other
agencies
which
Miss Lillian E. Russell of Brook age. ‘
. most of it essential, and
St
78-tf
_______ 78-80
line, Mass, and Warren and Joseph this is true not only of the truck are investigating the rubber prob
WANTED
—
Chambermaid
wanted
at
TWO
cows
for
sale,
one
fresh Jer
SINGLE
8-room
house
to
let.
K. P. Porter of Evansville, Wis.. and the bus but of the passenger lem. I understand that one of them once at THORNDIKE HOTEL
78-lt bath, steam heat, furnished or un sey and one Guernsey to freshen Sep
is
the
House
Coinage
Committee.
Were quietly married at 8 o’clock car. The fact that our great new
Inquire 247 MAVERICK tember. VIRG MORTON, Opp
WOMAN wanted for house-work aft furnished.
78-80
Wednesday evening at the home of war production plants are far more I presume that they are planning ernoons 2 to 5. Two in family. TFL ST or TEL. 622, Leon R. White, 9 a. m. Track. Thomaston.
592-W after 6 p. m.
78’80 to 6 p m._____________________ 77*78 80
Mrs. Ilda Russell, mother of the dependent for the transportation to ration rubber money to us.
1933 Chev. Coupe for sale; good
Charles A. Holden.
GIRL or woman wanted for light
ONE room to let; lights, heat, linen, condition; 4 new tires, $65. IRVING
bride, with only the family present. of their workers on the private
77*79
housework; not much cooking: two dishes, cooking privileges, suitable for MALONEY. So. Thomaston.
Spruce Head. Aug. 12.
Rev. L. Clark " French officiated, automobile than on any other form
in fami’.v
TEL. 433-M. or write 76 two; 22 LINDSEY ST.
77-79
using the double ring service. Im of transportation is an illustration.
TWO seeding machines for sale st
MECHANIC ST
78*80
BCOM to let at 97 UNION ST. Tel. your price. Inquire I EON R. WHITE.
mediately after the ceremony, a re We must at all costs preserve rub
FRIENDSHIP
RENT wanted near Snow Shipyard; 970-M.
247
Maverick St., or TEL 622
77 79
78-80
ception was held.
4
rooms.
LAWRENCE HOWARD.
ber-borne transportation for these
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry Union
SEVEN-ROOM
house
to
let,
corner
Me.
78 80
CUT flowers, wreaths, baskets and
Mrs. Porter, teacher for a num essential purposes’ 6
were recent guests of Rev. and
No. Main and1 Warren Sts.
Bath,
ber of years in the Sarah Fuller From statement by Director East Mrs.
YOUNG man warted at FLINT S sun porch, furnace! garage. MRS H. sprays; grocery wagon. MRS ELLA
Pratt
at
their
Summer
hcme
Tel. 58-21
MARKET, 276 Main street.
78-tf L. KARL, 11 Granite St., Tel. 745 R CLINE, Spruce Head
Home for little deaf children in man of ODT before the Senate on Davis Point.
____ ____________
77*79
78*80
MAN and wife wanted to work on or W
Boston, had served the past two Committee on Banking and Cur
Wilbur A. Morse, who has been estate, she to cook, he to do general
PROPERTIES FOR SALE
years there as director.
furnished apt. to let at
rency . . . “Any substantial deple in ill health, is able to be out again. work. Apply STAFFORD CONGDON. 56SIX-ROOM
50 acre farm on Route No. 1. First
Talbot Ave. Inquire at 86 SUMMER
Mr. Porter, the son of Mrs. tion in motor vehicles, parts, er Mrs. Dorothy Carter recently Burpee Furniture Co., City.
farm buildings with
77-79 STREET
76tf class stand of
all modern conveniences.
A real
Joseph B. Porter, and the late J. B. tires, with its consequent reduction passed a day with her mother, Mrs.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted on farm;
FURNIS
H
ED
room
to
let.
MRS.
maker with great commercial
Porter, is owner-manager of a in the volume of transport carried, Nellie Wallace.
two in family. House convenient CHESTER STEWART, 88 Summer St. money
possibilities. Near Rockland
with running water and electricity. Tel 279-W.______________________
dairy and beef farm in Evansville.
Good 50 acre farm on Owls Head
cast upon ether modes of J Mr. and Mrs. Archie Thompson, Good
home for elderly lady. C S
Wis., and it is there that the couple may
road, an all purpose farm; good set
GRINNELL. Liberty.
77-79
3-RCK>M furnished apt. adults only. of
transport
a
traffic
burden
which
who
occupied
their
home
here
for
buildings; view of Harbor.
will make their home after a visit they cannot carry. Preservation a few weeks, have returned to New
St.
MIDDLE age woman wants position Inquire 12 Warren St. or 11 James75-tf
98-acre farm on black road A good
in this town.
as housekeeper or general housework.
combination poultry and dairy farm;
of our motor transport facilities at Bedford, Mass.
ROOMS to let
FLORA COLLrNS. 7-room - house; large barn; furnace:
with children please don't re
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenpaw People
approximately
their
present
ca

15
Grove
St.,
Tel.
579-W
75-tf
Reference.
electric lights. Price $2000
Sidney F. Copeland. Fire, Au pacity is indispensable to our war of West Waldcboro, have been ply or anyone sickly.
Please reply in person at L. A. PACK
If you are Interested In buvlng real
GARAGE to let. dry. convenient,
tomobile & War Risk Insurance. effort
ARD.
East
Warren;
call
for
Mrs.
as well as to essential civilian visitors at the home of Mr. and Johnson.
, good location.
MRS FRANZ SIM- estate ask for folder describing 70
Tel. Warren 12-5.
R6-F-tf
properties.
If you wish to sell I will
Mrs. Mellie Simmons.
77*79 I MONS. Tel. 489-R. at 98 Pleasant St.
economy . .
be glad to Include a description In
WORK
wanted
as
housekeeper
for
75-78
Mrs.
Gertrude
Oliver
dined
Tues

“Director of Defense Transporta
this folder.
elderly man or woman.
WRITE T.
FURNISHED apt. to let. by week or
F H. WOOD. Court House, Rock
Mrs. Cooney will live at Hampshire tion Joseph B. Eastman, recently day with Mrs. Blanche Wallace.
M NEVILLE, Gen. Del. Rockland.
month, heated In Winter Apply 7 land. Maine.
77-79
Miss Katherine Jameson, who
House in New York City, where said: ‘When it comes to passenger
.
77*79 Elliot St., Thomaston, TEL 24. 66-tf
the groom will be on shore duty traffic, the rubber-tired highway | was in Thomaston the past few
SIX
ACRE
farm
fcr
sale
at
Haw
SITUATION wanted by protestant
TWO furnished apts. to let. Tel.
for months.
vehicle has for a long time been a months, is occupying her home widow as housekeeper for elderly i 330 or 1154, V. F. STUDLEY, 273 thorne Point, So. Cushing; 7-room
adult
or
father
and
son;
no
liquor;
garage, good well
Near river.
74-tf houseAmong the relatives of the groom far more important factor than the here for the Summer.
references exchanged
HOUSEKEEP Main St.
PERCY WATTS, 252 Main St.. City
Mr.
and'
Mrs.
Nelson
Lash
and
present for the festivities were, railroads in the movement of the
ER Waldoboro. Maine, care Georgia
_____
77*79
77*79
besides his parents. Miss Barbara population. With present equip- ' daughter, Joan, who have been LaCombe. Star Route.
BEANS and fresh picked vegetables
for canning.
STTT.es FARM
Tel
FOR SALE
JUNK and metal wanted, of all
and Daniel Cooney, James S. ment the railroads could not begin | visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash, have rekinds. Send card to ■?. O BOX 862,
25g 14^_____________________________ 76-78
Cooney, John R. Cooney, Mr. and to take its place, even if they were turned to New Bedford. Mass.
city.
76*78
FIVE large rooms, fireplace, for
Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney, Jr., Mr. not faced with the paramount duty
LOBSTER Boat for sale, three years
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
VICTORIAN carpet wanted, 15’xl5’2” old. length 34 ft., beam 11 ft., draft 3 sale. Salt water, 12 miles from Bath
IT’S AS EASY AS THAT
and Mrs. Stuart C. Hemingway of cf being on call at all times to han
WHEREAS. William E. Adams of must be In good condition. ERNEST
ft., 35 h.p. Walker-Shaw engine, ma Price $1000. part down; easy terms.
76*78
76-78 rine conversion, same age as boat. 11 CLIFTON ST . Bath.
Syracuse and Waldoboro, and dle the continually increasing troop Boston in the County of Suffolk and' C. DAVIS
of Massachusetts by
Misses Nancy and Caroline Hem movements. To add to the gravity Commonwealth
HOU
SEK
EEFhK
wanted.
middlePrice
$800
cash.
D.
W.
AMES.
Matini

Ve
&
a
tenor
haqjo.
$50
cash.
TO MAKE TELEPHONE CALLS BRIEFER
mortgage deed dated* the twentyof the situation, many of the great his
78-83 $125 Beuscher C Melodv Sax. $50
ingway.
Slxtb day of September. A D 1988 aged. PHILIP A DYER. 91 Tillson Ave. cus. Maine.
cash; Spanish guitar, $5 for sale tel
new war production plants have and recorded In the Knox County City; employer home Sundays. 73*84
FOR Lobster Balt; 5-gal Iron pails 1351 M
76-78
Registry of Deeds, Book 257. Page 124
LISTINGS wanted for small houses for sale. JOHN A KARL & CO, opr,
been
located
in
main
reliance
on
the
That’s one way you can do your bit for the wat
7 rooms. Have several customers Park Theatre.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
SMALL house and shed for sale i
78*80
private automobile as the means J Bank^l ^a^xing^^omion^du^ 5to topay
for dseirable residential
lots land, price $350; also another
Miss Verna Dyer of Auburn, of carrying the workers to and chartered and existing under the laws and farmcash
BANGOR buggy for sale. open, largp camp, 3 lots land, price $200 at
property. L. A THURSTON.
every day.
lightweight,
$10;
Farmer's
Churn
No.
of
the
United
"States
of
America
antt
spent the week-end with her father, from their work.’ ”
Tel. 1159.
70-tf
To be
4; crank or power $5; spring tooth Pleasant Gardens.V. Rockland.
having its office and place of business
F STUDIEY 283
Zelman Dyer.
PERMENANTS given at your home harrow, perfect. $8; outelde door $2 50. sold rent plan
“ODT Director Eastman in an ad In Thomaston In the County of Knox
Mrs. Ida Elliott of Brockton, ar dress before Advertising Federation and State of Maine, a certain lot or by experienced operator; $4 to $8. Tel. C. F. PRESCOTT. 29 Prescott St 77*79 Main St . City. Tel. 1154 or 330 . 76-tf
YOU CAN DO still more by reducing non-essen
69-tf
NEW milch Jersey cow for eale"
rived Monday for a week’s visit of America said the railroads would parcel of land, with the buildings EVA WEAVER. 67-R.
SMALL farm for sale, also mowing RALPH PFASE. Hope
Tel. Line *nthereon,
situated
In
St.
George
In
said
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholster,
machine,
hay
rake,
barn
full
of
hay,
with friends in town.
76-78
be in a sorry plight if they had not County of Knox, bounded and de called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM COW. calf. 3 pigs. ALFRED DAVIS, vllle, 11-3.
tial long distance calls.
Mrs. Alma Lee and daughter. had the help of trucks and buses. scribed as follows, to wit:
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
75-tf South Thomaston, Me, cor.
STANDING grass for sale or cut on
Water
Frances and son, Franklyn, have He stated the railroads are among
Beginning on the shore of Turkey
man’s Beach and Spruce Head road. shares. Large or small lots. CHARIKS
Te!
employment with Ralph Borneman. the largest users of trucks and Gove, so called, by the line of land
__________________________________ 77*79 E SMITH, Washington, Me
ANOTHER WAY you can help relieve congestion
of
the
heirs
now
or
formerly
of
the
76-78
raking blueberries.
Mrs. Grace buses and. the rails’ efficiency would late James Henderson; thence South SUMMER COTTAGES
SIX-ROOM dwelling with barn con 12-19_______________
NICE Sweet Pea6, sprays, and bounected for sale; 30 acres; 10 acres
Borneman is also employed at the drop many points if they are de easterly by said land to land formerly
is standing-by at your telephone when you are
cleared; electricity: two wells; $575.
*or sale> ario leaf sage. C. A
of John Snow, or owners unknown;
Borneman farm.
•
prived
of
such
use.
He
stated
Inquire
G.
A.
.
SIBLEY.
Searsmont,
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston
COTTAGE to let at Sandv Shores,
thence Northeasterly by said land to
Mt. and Mrs. Robert Winchen
waiting for a long distance call to be completed.
Tel.
150-11,
_______
73-78'
Me.
77*79
land of A. H. Bond; thence North South Pond Apply at THE DORMANfurther
that
the
new
war
produc

bach spent the week-end with Mr. tion plants are far more dependent westerly by said land and land of E. ETTE 282 Main St.. City.
78-80
£.oat toT sale
Inquire I J
Winchenbach’s father, Samuel Win
S. Jones to the Shore of said Turkey
MORSE. Friendship. Maine
76*78
REASONABLE for cash, for sale, at
thence Southerly by the Shore tractive 4-rcom cottage, completely
YOU CAN SAVE valuable telephone time by leav
chenbach. They - went Tuesday to for transportation of workers on Cove;
HOME of the late Alvah J. Lineken
of said Cove, as said Cove runs, to furnished, at South Pond. W. E.
private
automobiles
than
on
any
FOR SALE
Portland where Mr. Winchenbach
for sale, 17 Dunn St.. Thomaston Ex
the bounds first mentioned. Contain MOORE. Tel. Warren. 14 3
77-79
cellent condition
Ten rooms. S!ate
ing messages when the party you’re calling is
will return to the Navy after his other form of transportation ... .
ing fifty acres more or less Also all
A
32acre
Farm; the house has
“
Meanwhile
a
committee
of
the
r?°*
Garage.. Price reasonable. ApTWO small furnished cottages to
my right, title and Interest In and
furlough.
hot
water
heat,
lights.
Out
ply to FRANK D. ELLIOT.
76 tf
Petroleum Industry War Council to any and all flats adjoining said let at Hosmer's Pond, one $6 a week
not available. Call-backs take telephone lime
buildings consist of barn, build
property to low water mark
Being and one $7 a week. EDWIN A DEAN.
HOME of the late-Dr Heald-for
contended
that
by
organized
con

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
75-78
the same premises conveyed to this Tel. 671-J. Rockland.
ings for 2000 hens; the price is
sale; 151 Main St., Thomaston. Ten
that is needed for speeding the war.
rooms, two baths. Garage. Excellent
a------------------------------------------------- servation and use of a small ton grantor by Watson T. Barter by war
$4000. If you want a farm and
nage of reclaimed and natural rub ranty deed dated October 9 1920 and
condition.
Slate roof.
Price rea
have
some
cash,
this
is
a
good
recorded
In
Knox
Registry.
Book
188.
sonable. Apply to FRANK D ELLIOT
ber virtually all of the nation's mil Page 121
MISCELLANEOUS
one.
___________
76-tf
YOUR HELP is urgently needed because the tele
lions of mechanically usable auto
AND WHEREAS, said The Thomas
IN Union, small furnished home for
Perhaps you want a small
ton National Bank did assign all Its
mobiles could be kept running.
sale, excellent water supply, price very
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
phone must give war needs first call.
right, title, and Interest In and to
House in Rockland. One six“It told the War Production said
low.
’
Inquire of 81 E BROADWAY
mortgage and the note and debt land Hair Store. 24 Elm 6t. Mall orders
room
modern,
$5500;
one
six
room
Derry, N.'H.
Board *that unless gasoline and thereby secured to the undersigned, solicited H O RHODES. Tel 519-J
74*79'
$2700; one five-room $2600; two76-F-tf
tires could be provided for the mo by Its deed of assignment, dated May
THE fine modern 8-room house of
PLEASE think before you telephone. Do you
1942. and recorded In said Knox
family house, city, walking dis
DENTAL NOTICE
the late Judge L. R Campbell, cor
This OMTreatneot Often Brfcgs Happy Relief torists for ‘an irreducible of travel' 23.
ner Granite and Union streets Is for'
When disorder of kidney function permits it is inevitable that the functions of Registry of Deeds In Book 270, Page
During
the
Summer
and
Fall
will
tance;
priced
from
$4000
up.
310;
______
have to make the call? If it is essential will you
sale.
Hot water heat, newlv reno
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
make
appointments
for
Tuesdays
and
AND WHEREAS, the condition of Fridays. DR J. H DAMON, Dentist,
vated, attic to cellar. Apply EDWARD
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, our war industries will be seriously
TO
LET
said mortgage has been broken;
OB GONIA. 467 Main St.. Tel 710
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up impaired.
office over Newberry's 5 <fc 10 cent
please make it as brief as possible?
One small Apartment, heat,
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the store. 362 Main St, Tel. 415-W.
Rockland. _______
73 78
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
71-tf
“
Synthetic
tires
in
actual
use.
An
breach of the condition thereof, we.
headaches and dixsiness. Frequent or scanty
constant hot water, $40 month.
DESIRABLE
property
for
sale
In
REV
RUTH
MATHIAS
MEDIUM,
encouraging
report
on
the
tough

the
undersigned,
do
hereby
claim
a
passages with smarting and burning some
Camden, to settle estate. J HERBERT
five questions and reading by letter. 1 One small Apartment $8.50 per
times shows there is something wrong with ness of synthetic rubber tires under foreclosure of said mortgage.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
your kidneys or bladder.
week, heated and water; both
•» Dated this 8th day of July, A. D. Send $1. stamped envelope to 12
69-tf
Don’t wait I Ask your druggist for Doan's actual road conditions was made 1*42.
THIRD ST., Bangor, Me.
Prompt i
suitable
for
man
and
wife.
Pills, used successfully by millions for over yesterday by the Railway Express
reply assured
70*81 ’
< WILLIAM BECK ADAMS
D. & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
40 years. They give happy relief and will help Agency, which operates the great
MIRIAM M ADAMS
$15 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal;
the IS miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonALICE A. ADAMS
of mine New River soft, not screened
LZLZ2
sewing machine repairing.
LEROY
163
Main
St.,
Rockland
Tel.
730
<
eu$
VMM
from
your
blood.
OetDoM
’
ifiUh
est
private
fleet
ot
motor
trucks
m
,
______
$10.25 ton del. M. B. <b C. O. PERRY,
74-F-78 WATOON, Tel. 314-W.
74*79
519 Maia St.. TeL 487,
73 tf
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At Union Church Sunday at the
jl o'clock service. Rev. Charles
M.' hell will speak on the subj,f* ‘The Grace of God, Open
to All Men.” The pastor will
reach at the 7 o'clock service.
The Vacation Bible School will
b. held in Union Church vestry

every day except Saturday, begin
ning at 9 a. m for children from
the age of 5 to 14. The pastor,
Rev. Charles Mitchell will be as
sisted by his daughter. Miss Ethel
Mitchell.
Miss Nathalie Smith of Fal
mouth Fcreside, is guest of her
aunt, Mrs. Oscar Lane.
Monday at her home Mrs. W. Y.
Fossett entertained at beano com
plimenting her guest Miss Avis M.
Johnson of Boston
Mrs. Alex Davidson returned
Wednesday from RoPkland.
Catherine Williams of Philadelphia, is guest at Bridgeside.
At Union Church Sunday the
pastor
Rev. Charles
Mitchell
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' preached at the 11 o'clock service.
The choir sang a selection with
I incidental solo by Mrs. Flavilla
Anderson. Miss Avis M. Johnsen
was soloist both morning and eve
ning; Mr. Leola Smith, organist.
Kenneth Black of Lenoir City,
Tenn., is visiting his mother, Mrs
J. S. Black.
Miss Elizabeth Ross visited Wed
nesday in Rockland.
The Bridge Eight met Wednesdya evening with Mrs. O. V. Drew.
Mrs. Frank Beggs was a RockI land visitor Wednesday.
| Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Hutchinson,
I Miss Avis Johnson, Miss Grace
, Robinson and Miss Eugenia Car
ver were dinner guets Wednesday
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett at
their home.
Mrs. Nellie J. Blaschke returned
to Cleveland, Ohio, Thursday,
having passed the week at Camp
Alyosca, Shore Acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks
returned Monday to Weymouth.
Mass.
A group of girls and boys with
Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs. Agnes
Smalley and Mrs. Henry Anderson
as chaperones spent the week-end
at Camp Merrie Mac’s, Shore
Acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie
have returned to Worcester, Mass,
having spent the week in town.
Miss Margaret
Lowe visited
Wednesday in 'Rockland.
Mrs. Blanche Swears, who re
cently moved into her new home
was given a house warming, by
the Antique Club of which she is
a member. Lunch was served. The
gift presented her by the club was
rationed.
Herbert Cassie and friend Miss
Nora ONeil have returned to Bos
ton.
Miss Lucy E. Lane
Miss Lucy Ellen Lane, 75, died
Aug. 9, at the Summer home of
her nephew, Harold Vinal, on
Lane's Island. Miss Lane, daugh
ter of the late (Benjamin and
Mahala (Roberts) Lane was born
in this town, where she passed her
girlhood days and attended schools
Later she made her home in Bos
ton for several years, spending
her Summers at “The Moors” on
Lane s Island.
Miss Lane was a charter mem
ber of Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.,
and much interested in the Order.
Surviving are a sister Mrs. Evie
Vinal of Boston and a nephew
Harold Vinal of New York City.
A Christian Science service was
held Wednesday from the Headley
funeral home with R. Mont Arey,
reader. Beautiful floral tributes

gave evidence of love and esteem
in which she was held. Interment
was in John Carver Cemetery.
The bearers were Everett Libby, L.
W. I-ane, Allston Roberts, and An
drew Gilchrist.

exceed three lines in50 cents. Additional
for three times. Five

(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
Miss Myrtle Greenlaw of Deer
Isle was week-end guest of Hope
Ames.
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas Johnston
cf Everett. Mass., are visiting Rev.
Samuel Johnston, Jr.
Capt. Arthur Webster of Camden
has been recent guest of Frank
Beverage.
Miss Virginia Perry has returned
to her home in Trenton, N. J.
Rev. Milton G. Perry attended a
ministerial conference Sunday in
Old Orchard.
Lt.-Com. James A. Lewis recent
ly visited his mother Mrs. George
Lewis.
Miss Frances Elliott has re
turned to her home in East
Corinth.
Mrs. Ernest Cripps and son Don
ald of Panama are visiting her
bro.her Irven E. Simpson.
Leon Crockett and Wendell
Howard were home from Portland
for the week-end and on return
were accompanied by Harry Whit
more who has been in town for the
past week.
Mrs. Ruth Beauregard and
daughter Jacqueline of Boston are
visiting her sister Mrs. Argyle
McDonald.

UNION
The Nazarene Church will hold
worship Sunday at 10 ; Rev. John
Parry of Bethlehem, Pa., will be
the guest singer and) preacher.
At 11.15 there will be Sunday
School Hour, lesson study, “Isaac
Practices Peace;” and at 6, Young
People’s Hour; leader, Miss Rachel
Yxera of Portland; at 7, praise
service, message by the pastor,
“Discipline." Prayer service on
! Thursday will be at 7 30. The Am1 b3ssador Male Quartet, of Eastern
Nazarene College, Wollaston Park,
Quincy, Mass., will present an
hour of sacred music next Friday
at 7.30. They will be accompanied
by the Assistant to the President,
Prof. Edward S. Mann, who will
speak briefly, and shew moving
pictures.
My office will be closed from Aug
17 to Sept. 3, inclusive. Dr. Milton
C. Stephenson, Union.
adv
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Prevent
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It Sometimes Helps More

to Replace that Old Car than to Try to Keep it Running

G

ONSIDER the reasons for present rules and regulations governing the

SS” "

purchase of new cars.

They were not meant to handicap owners whose cars fill necessary pur
poses. Nor to keep cars on the road beyond the point of safety or efficient
operation. Nor to stop the normal process whereby cars pass from owner
to owner and thence out of service to become much-needed scrap metal.

Bn' cfargyma® or

farmer?

Truman Committee—Gasoline Rationing—Rubber

Share the driving, for convenient one-stop
shopping, with thrifty savings for all. First
National offers choice quality and low prices
for every item on your food list.

Situation

This coming week will witness a
visit by members of the Truman
Committee of the Senate to the
State of Maine to look over the
shipyards and airports and other
defense activities. This committee
of ten members was appointed by
the Senate with Senator Harry S.
Truman of Missouri as Chairman,
something over a year ago, to sur
vey all defense production and ac
tivities of every character and re
port thereon from time to time to
the Senate.
Senator Brewster of Maine has
been a member of this Committee
from its inception and in connec
tion with its activities has surveyed
defense installations from the
Island of Trinidad in the Caribbean,
off the coast of South America to
the far northwest at Dutch Har
bor, Aleutians, off Alaska, which he
visited in a P.B.Y. Flying Boat last
Fall at the time Dutch Harbor was
being established as a Naval Air
Base.
Senator Truman and Senator
Harley M. Kilgore of West Virginia
are expected to make an inspection
tour of Maine along with Senator
Brewster and Committee Counsel
Hugh M. Fulton, Esq., and the
Executive Officer of the Committee.
The party will visit the shipyards
at South Portland and Bath dur
ing its stay here and will return
from Bar Harbor along the coast,
visiting seme of the smaller ship
yards and winding up it inspection
tour at the Navy Yard at Kittery.
Strong testimony has been given
before the Truman Committee in
recent weeks regarding the achieve
ments of the Maine shipyards in
general and those under the direc
tion cf William S. (Pete) Newell
of Bath in particular, and the Com
mittee has felt that it would be
helpful to see at first hand the ac
tivities in the State which now
leads all the country in the per
capita allocation of war contracts.
This is rather convincing tribute to
the ability and patriotism of Maine
labor and Maine management.
Senator Brewster has been in the
State making arrangements for the
visit and is anticipating that the
visit w’ill prove both profitable to
the Committee and to the State
of Maine.
Gasoline Rationing
The strongest kind of pressure is
being brought to bear by the Maine
delegation in Washington to secure
modification of the existing gasolfhe rationing regulations which
seem likely to cripple, if not des
troy, many smaller business enter
prises in the State of Maine, both
wholesale and retail.
The system of distribution built
up in the past century by which
wholesale and retail stores served
the needs of the pecple all over
Maine has operated so smoothly
and efficiently that we have not
been conscious of the part it played
in our economic and social erder.
Seven hundred and fifty travel
ing salesmen assembled in Portland
to bring home to those in authority
in Washington the disaster which
faced them as a result of current
restrictions. These salesmen repre
sented concerns upon whose con
tinued functioning depends the
welfare not only of their thousands
of employes but also the proper
servicing of hundreds of retail con
cerns all over the State of Maine.
As these salesmen make what
may be their last rounds, it was
indicated that they would carry to
their customers a story of what it
wculd mean to America to lose the
smaller business concerns that have
been the backbone of America.
Meanwhile Senator White and
Senator Brewster and Congressman
Oliver, who attended the meeting
assured the salesmen of their appre
ciation of their plight and of what
it would mean to Maine to have
their activities so seriously cur
tailed. Senators White and Brew
ster have joined with Congressmen
Oliver, Smith and Fellows in re
newed protestations to the autho
rities in Washington regarding the
relaxation cf restrictions to con
form to Maine business practices
and distribution.
The Rubber Situation
The rubber situation is now
under study by the Committee ap
pointed by the President headed by
Bernard S. Baruch of New York

apd the result of their survey is
awaited with much interest in its
bearing on the current program to
conserve rubber and also to create
facilities to produce synthetic rub
ber.
★ ★ ★ ★
The rubber situation has been
the subject of repeated inquiries
and it is surely to be hoped that
this current investigation may 331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
clarify the people’s understanding
of the problem without further de
lay, in the interests of national
unity of thought and purpose.
Current rubber reserves are only
sufficient to supply the require
ments of the war machine for one
year. The problem is how soon and
how much synthetic rubber can be
developed in the interim to supply
military and civilian requirements.

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPER-MAI1KETS

ORFF’S CORNER
Miss Marjorte Hatch of Medford,
Mass., is visiting her mother. Mis.
Samuel Hooper. Dr. Capecianco
also of Medford, is at the Hooper
home.
Miss Emily Perry of Appleton was
guest the past week of Mrs. A. B.
Hoch.
Miss Marion Hopkins of West
brook and Miss Christine OBriten
of Medford, Mass., are at the home
of the i uncle, Albert B. Elwell.
Mrs. Laura Weaver has returned
frem Kncx Hospital and is being
cared fcr by Mrs. Mabel Mank of
the village.
Albee Sidelinger remains ill at his
home with a nurse in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hoch and son
Floyd were visitors Wednesday in
Auburn.
Mis. Albert Elwell. Calvin Elwell
and Elizabeth Elwell, Miss Marton
Hopkins and Miss Christine O'Brien
spenf Sunday in Tenants Harbor,
the former home cf Miss HoDkins
Mrs. Carrie Wallz of Rockland
and Mrs. Clark of Damar scotta
Mills have been guests of Miss Enah
Orff and Miss Mabel Borneman.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard M. Kinney
of St. George were callers Sunday
at Albert Elwell’s.
A homecoming seivice will be held
Aug. 23 at 2.39. The sermon will be
by Rev. A. Bernard Webber, assist
ant pastor cf Tremont Temple :n
Boston.
Daily Vaoation Bible School will
begin Tuesday at the church and
continue for two weeks. The school
will be in charge of Miss Beckman
cf Providence Bible School and Miss
Joyce MacDonald of Tremont Tem
ple. All children are invited.
Buy War Savings Bonds anc. Stamps

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

With such a car, you travel safely, make best use of gasoline and oil,
start fresh with brand-new tires on wheels designed to get maximum
life from them. For dependable performance of necessary jobs, such
a car is frequently far more of an asset to the country than one which
has passed its prime.

Why not drop in on your Buick dealer and talk over all details of

the whole situation?

Hyou'n eligible to

buy—

tfis

CALIFORNIA VALENCIA - LARGE SIZE - VITAMINS A, B I. C, G

ORANGES
CANTALOUPES

COOKING APPLES 4 - 23 ‘
FANCY TENDER, WHITE - VITAMINS A, C

CRISP CELERY

YELLOW ONIONS 4 »19c
NATIVE RED RIPE - VITAMINS A, BI C, G

TOMATOES

LAMB LEGS

■' w .r. h.
*• —• yaur Buick deal.. ’ P^y y9v
full inf®rn.a.J.. « r now

:
’
;
:.
!
]

k.far. you ®.T« *
®r «hou/d«'t buy V **•*
«®wt
Buy • *«w car

FRESH NATIVE - BROIL, FRY OR ROAST - VITAMINS B, C, G

CHICKENS

■ 35‘

FANCY LARGE - VITAMINS B, C, G

FOWL

4 TO 6 LB AVERAGE

LB

33c

SMOKED - MILD, LEAN, SUGAR CURED - VITAMINS B, G

• 31*

SHOULDERS

FANCY MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF - VITAMIN^ A, B, G

■ 3V

BRISKET

lb 10c

MACKEREL,

PINK

Cloved*1'® 1 L®
B.«n6
TIN
Aa'Aa .

BL
aBg

UNAST - FULL STRENGTH CIDER VINEGAR

VINEGAR

PINT BOT

MAYFLOWER - FRESH BAKED

SODA CRACKERS 2L6PKe
MILLBROOK CLU3 - ALSO MANY OTHER FLAVORS

GINGER ALE CO^VTS 4%.iS9c
FINAST - MADE FROM PURE CONCORD GRAPES

GRAPE JUICE

16 oi
JAH

- Pie«*ed From

Solid Red

Pipe

romafoet

BIG
46 oi TIN
ENRICHED

BREAD
OlDE SIYIE OR IONG
IOAF - FRESH BAKED
DAILY

Better BuyBuickI

1 LB 4 oi
LOAVES

»tOf>lVC
---------

3

90c

Qli f

Mayonnaise FINAST
Salad Dressing Belmont jar 20(
Stuffed Olives finast £or 23c
Corn Flakes &hRae »o«p«e 5c
Kellogg's »aw«ticimaw pkg 21c
16 o>

JUICE
PlNAST

27'

2

Spam A HO?kEhMEAT 7." 35r
Fruit Cocktail finast 3,0.n25<

f

source of

21‘

LAMB FORES

2

k

•

BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED - VITAMINS B, G

TOMATO
Government Nutritional Authorities
recommend fruit and a whole grain
cereal every day. Try a "Victory
Breakfast” of grapefruit juice and
delicious Nabisco Shredded Wheat
with luscious ripe peaches and milk
or cream. Nabisco Shredded Wheat
is a good source of natural Vitamin
Bi per ounce as eaten—and whole
wheat’s energy. Ask for it by the full
name—Nabisco Shredded Wheat.

19c

LBS

GENUINE 1942 SPRING - LIGHT MEAT - VITAMINS B, G

°*

THIS! ARK th® broad
•ra aligibla und.r^, ®
wh#
in8 rulai t® buy n®^**."*
Th.r. ar® athar daZ, Ut?m9b"^

23 ‘

2

FANCY NATIVE - VITAMINS C, G

FLAKED

Grapefruit juice and this whole grain |
I food make a winning combination!

EACH

FANCY NATIVE - VITAMINS A, C, G

FLAKIES

"*“•

DOZ

“HEART OF GOLD” - VITAMINS A. C, G

"‘.rXrxr" •'.* —i-k -

W|,h

39<

15

POTATOES

MACKEREL

Pertatien?

4 Bi C. S

U. S. No. I GRADE - VITAMINS A BI, C

into the hands of those who needed them — as their needs demanded.
If your car serves a really necessary purpose, Buick dealers are pre
pared to make immediate delivery on brand-new, gas-thrifty, depend
able new models built for the purpose of seeing you through the duration.

FREE PARKING

LBS

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Magnee Jacobson of
Virginia, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Waltz and Mrs. Harold MacRae at the Waltz homestead.
Mrs. Astor Willey of Medcmak
passed Wednesday with her mother,
Mrs. Almeda Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson
of Portland are spending a vaca
tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Stahl.
Miss Dorothy Gule, R.N., returned
to her work in Wellesley, Mass.,
Wednesday, after passing two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Gule.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dowling of
Augusta were week-end guests oi
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh.
Miss
Constance Stewart * and Richard
Robie of Wollaston. M^s., are now
visiting Miss Winchenbaugh.
Miss Helen Farwell of Pennsyl
vania and Waldoboro, was a Tecent
caller at the home of Mr. and Mis
Herbert Gule.
Mrs. Robert Winchenbach and
son of Waldoboro spent Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. Eben Wallace
Miss Ruih Gule returned recently
from a two weeks stay at the heme
of Mr. and Mrs. Pert Averill in East
Weymouth. Mass.
Miss Minnie McIntyre and Misc
Eva Moore of North Quincy. Mass
have returned home after a two
weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Wallace.
,
Miss Ann E^an of Merten, Penn.,
is guest of her sister, Mrs, Edward
Gross.
Robert McClure of Newton, Mass.,
is vacationing at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Gross.

»'^JiU.ll<Uh>.,7r.r.er“r „ Fwk,i*
* h-Hh, hJ.hw7v JZ"'*'
w®rk or th® Hfc®f X "*®i"»*"«nc®

They were simply meant to see that cars now built and ready for sale got

74*79’

it’-e modem 8-room house Of
Judge L. R Campbell, cornlte and Union streets Is for
ot water heat, newlv renotic to cellar Apply EDWARD*
►NIA. 467 Main St.. Tel. 710..
________ ____________ 73 73
ABLE property for sale In
to settle estate J HERBERT
Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
_____________________ 69-tf
H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
tr ton. del. Nut size and run
New River soft, not screened
n del. M B Si C. O PERRY,
RKY,

' St.. Tel. 487,

cars.1
Rationing

jikss^vtcro^

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

NORTH HAVEN

ACTIVE

COSTS

Page Five

A BRAND NfcW KIND OF DOG ^OOD - - A Well
Balanced Healthy Diet - - ADD WAIER AND SERVE

DOC FOOD Kfun 3Pa^\25c

Junket RENNET desserts 3 PKGS 25c
Octagon laundryioap 2 bars 9c
Flit Spray
16 oi TIN 19c
Tick
INSECTICIDE
I601TIN 15c

lAlilKia®**®
WllOUri S

no-RUB WHITI

SHOE POLISH

IK*

Ammonia sunny day qt bot 8c
Sweetheart
4 bars 20c
Boraxo HAND CLEANER
TIN 15<
SUPERJUDJ
FOR WHITER WASHES

5

6 oi
JOT

ft

I AD AC
LARGE

Kteic

> oe

A PACKAGES 45c

VITAMIN B

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
X/®

II •

712 MAIN STREET,

7

______

ROCKLAND, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

12 BAYVIEW ,,T,nrrfr
STREET,

ri\mrv
CAMDEN, Mil
MAINE

as Nature

FIRST NATIONAL

provides it
mbwo)

I

Baked by NABISCO

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

SUPER-MARKETS
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■ councilor in swimming for two
! weeks. Mrs Gladys Weymouth of
1 Morrill has arrived in camp to as
Took A Vacation
At Watts HaU
Serg. Herber Farrar and Pvt.
ROCKPORT
sist on the staff for the balance of
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
Ernest Ross who have been home IWiddlers Unit Presents An the season.
*»
✓N ZV ZN Z«s
on 15-day furlough from Camp
And Rockport Couple With
Among the new campers arp
“Valentino Star of Destiny
Amusing and Colorful
Shelby.
Miss., returned Sunday.
LIDA
G.
CHAMPNEY
Joan
Proctor, Avis Williamson and
NAOMA MAYHEW
Ming Toy, Meet Inter
ADF^.LE M. ROES
To Be Presented Next
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brann and
Carnival
Jean Elliott of Rockland
Correspondent
Correspondent
Mr and Mrs L. P Jones were Au
Correspondent
esting Persons
Thursday Night
ZS
gusta visitors Sunday.
Camp Tanglewood was the
■■ ■ —
•
GET RID OF RAGWEED
Tel
2229
Rockport.
Aug.
12
scene
of
activity
Thursday
after

Dana
Colt
presents
"Valentino
Dr.
Roscoe L. Mitchel’.. Director
Pvt.
Harold
Pitman
of
Camp
Tel. 713
Tel. 94
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Edwards. Mass., spent the week-end noon when the Middlers’ unit pre of the State Bureau of Health ;s
Star of Destiny" with Robert Bar
sented a carnival. Campers arrived appealing to the citizens of Maine
Our 20th wedding anniversary
Mrs. Clarence Richards and chil- J at h's home in Razcrville.
at Watts Hall, Thomas
Joseph Sylvester of Spokane
[News items for use in these rington
in '•families," seniors acting as par to make a concerted effort to rid
dren,
Mary
Lou
and
Helen,
of
New
■
Mrs.
William
Whitmore
lias
reand
my
birtffday
coming
Aug.
8,
Thursday night, Aug. 20 Rob Wash, has been spending a few
columns must be in the hands of ton
ents of juniors.< Among the spec the state cf ragweed during the
London,
Ccnn..
are
visit
ng
at
the
,
turned
to
Cambridge.
Mass.,
after
, Mr. Andrews and I took a vacathe correspondents early, the ert Barrington is a well-known days in town recently.
tators was a hill-billy family, the early part of August. Pointing to
home
of
Capt
.and
Mrs.
Huse
Richtwo
weeks'
vacation
with
Mr.
WhitMr. and Mrs. George W. Hodson • tion. Rev. and Mrs. G. Lou Pressey
morning before publication at monodram* artist and has enjoyed
“
twins,” and a pair of taciturn the fact that August is the month
ards.
'
more
and
son
in
Razorville.
in all parts of the country. went Monday to Bethlehem. Penn., of Lincoln surprised us by a call.
the latest. Only emergency mat playing
during which ragweed pollination
Arabs.
Mrs.
Lydia
Cummings
hae
rej
anc
j
Mrs.
Talbot
Johnston
He has appeared with the James where they will visit their daughter Rev./Mr. Pressey was the minister.
.. , —
Sideshows included international takes place, he urged property own
ters can be handled by corres'pond- Carroll Players. Judge Harold I1 and
son-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. who married us.
I
turned
to
Rockland
after
spending
'
have
m0V
ed
to
Liberty
where
Mr.
ents on press mornings)
dancing, acrobatics, snake ers to destroy all ragweed growing
Players, two seasons with the i Eugene Davis fcr a couple cf weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Robbins a few weeks with Mrs. Cliailes j Johnston will have employment at beauties,
charming, freaks and fortune tell on their premises. Dr. Mitchell
The Salvage Committee for this W.A.W. Players, and he played the
Mrs. Andrew Sides and daughter. cf Rockville called cn us. Mrs. j Wooster.
j pinnacle Farm.
town has been greatly enlarged role of Paul in “White Man.’’
Virginia, of Woburn. Mass., are oc Robbins and I had not seen each , Mrs. Eva Qould has received j Misses Emma Johnston and Jen- ing. There were also weight guess said that the destruction of these
and in the near future a house to
His program—cn Thursday eve cupying the Thom Cottage at Lin other but twice since we were . werd from her son. Harry W. Gould, nie Langdon of Hartford who are ing. pony rides (in a wheelbarrow) plants would aid materially in de
house canvass will be conducted. ning, August 20 at Watts Hall will colnville Beach for a few weeks. schoolmates in Rockport Grammar who is stationed atFt. Knox, Ky„' sunimering in South Union were re- and other typical carnival events creasing the attacks cf hay fever
The principal feature of the entire suffered by those who are sensit zed
Roy Bell is chairman, the other of be as follows:
Melden Smith, who has the posi School.
that he has been promoted to , cent visitors in town.
these wind-blown pollens it is
ficers being Harold Dana and
tion
of
Superintendent
of
Schools
Scene 1: The year 1922. Valen
Mrs. Ida Hatch who was residing program was the one-act comedy by
Then Mr. Andrews and I found Corporal and also appointed Comestimated, he added, that from 8Q to
"Too
Many
Mary's,
”
presented
in
Mrs. Lillian Dornan.^ The com tinos home. (In this scene Mr. jin Kittery and York, spent the ourselves in Thorndike looking up pany Clerk.
wjth her sister. Mrs. Carrie Lightle
percent of all hay fever victims
plete list wil 1 be published in Barrington wears The Four Horse week-end with his family in town. William Farwell who was a stu
It was necesary to place addi- j in North Berwick, is occupying her the unit lodge by the Middlers 90
Stock company, under the direc suffer autumnal hay fever from this
Rudolph Shultz. 78 died here. dent at Kents Hill during my time. tional seats in the Townhall Mon- i hcme here during the Summer.
Tuesday's issue.
men o£ the Apocalypse costume,
source.
Miss Ruth Smalley arrived Tues and he dances the Tango which Aug. 12. A native of Poland, he We had never met since. I had day to accommodate the large num
Miss Lucille Nash who is in Cham tion of Miss Ruth Higgins.
had been a resident of this town called at his home several times ber who came from surrounding berlain for the Summer, spent
A picnic supper was served in
day from Worcester, Mass., and is Valentino made famous:
Adolph, Benito add Hirohito
guest of Miss Leila Clark for one
Scene 2: The Valentino cabin on for the past six years where he had but always found "Bill” cut on the towns and cities as well as Reek- the week-end with her parents, Mr. the lodge.
i^s
—
rtie three blind mice. Make
made
his
home
with
his
daughter.
Chiefly responsible for the suc
golf links. This time we found him port to see “Jimmie and Dick” with and Mrs. Alfred Nash. Mr Nash who
the Acquitania bound for Europe.
week.
Mrs.
Frank
Hall
of
Hall
avenue.
R
them
run with ten percent of
cess
of
the
carnival
were
Miss
MeMrs. Lawrence Cross- arrived Valentino is talking to his wife. Funeral services will be held in busy in his big country store which Cora Deane, Blanche. Claudette. has employment at Todd-Bath
your
income in War Bonds
issa
Jones,
Middlers
’
unit
head,
looked
as
if
it
held
anything
we
Natcha
Rambova.
(In
this
scene
Flash
Willie.
Kenny
Brown
and
the
Tuesday from Holden, Mass., to
Shipyard in Scuth Portland, also
Ohio.
and Dorrice Stairs, camper chair
every pay day.
might need.
guest
artist,
Herbert
Mitchell,
in
visit Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mr Barrington wears the M. Beau- Cleveland,
spent
a
few
days
at
the
farm
recent

Margaret Susan, widow of Gecrge
man of the affair. Miss Jones was
“Bill” gave us a cordial greeting their fourth appearance here. As
caire costume).
Smalley for one week.
lyTiffany,
of this town, died and invited us to the house to dine always,
assisted by Miss Betty Potter, Mrs. /To Relieve distress from MONTHLY\
their program was highlv
Earl Cogan is a surgical patient
Scene 3: Valentino's dressing Aug. 11, formerly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Mitchell
in Searsmont, at the age i but this we had already done in enjeyed. Ice cream and cold
Vera
Lelan and Miss Evelyn
room. Hollywood, California, dur of 87. Born
at Knox Hospital.
of Roxbury, Mass., have arrived at
Warren, she was the , picnic fashion at "The Bear Traps.”
Johnson and Dorrice Stairs was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams of ing the filming cf the Shiek. (In daughter of in Alexander
drinks
were
on
sale
and
a
large
J
pome
cf
Mrs.
Mary
Mitchell
for
| "Bill” was my opposite many times
assisted by all the Middler
was added to the treasury cf,! a sjlort vacation.
Oakland Beach, H. I., are visiting this Scene Mr. Harrington wears and Jane Wilson and is Anderson
survived in the dining room of Sampson Hall sum
Harbor Light Chapter O.ES.. under
campers.
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith the Shiek costume).
by two daughters. Mrs. Abbie Clark
Preparing For Winter
Others taking part were Human
for two weeks.
Scene 4: The Valentino Suite at jOf Searsmont and Mrs. Rosa Cut- j at the Hill. He says if he had it whose auspices the affair was held.
'
to
do
over,
he
would
not
be
as
bashThe canning demonstration which pretzel, Janet Coombs; photograPreceding the performance the en
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hodgkins of the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago. ting of Warren, a sen, Nathaniel
Iful now as he was then. I guess tire troupe was entertained at din was held at the home of» Mrs. Anna pner, Barbara Burton; snake
Southwest Harbor, were week-end Present with Valentino is his Sec Tiffany of Providence.
Funeral • he wouldn’t, as Jie is now on the ner
Try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
at the hcme ofMr. and Mrs. Grinnell at Stickney Corner was charmer, Frances Harvey; fortune
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayo. retary. (In this scene Mr. Bar [services
Compound to help relieve monthly
be held from the Good board of trustees and has been a Russell
Staples,
Highland
Square.
well
attended
and
enjoyed.
The
Mrs. Harry Stultz of Boston and rington wears a copy of the fa funeral will
teller,
Joyce
Moon;
card
trick
art

pain
with Its weak, nervous feelings
home. Friday at 2 o’clock generous supporter of the school.
—
due to monthly functional dis
Mrs. Edward Gilchrest of St. Peters mous Valentino lounging suit).
instructor
was
Miss
Anna
Simpson,
ist,
Donna
Lee
Hilton;
mummy,
Mrs.
Mayme
Carroll
is
ill
at
the
with Rev. Melvin Dorr. Jr., of the
turbances. It helps build up resis
He is a Mason and Granger.
burg, Fla., returned to their respec
county club agent. Methods of Constance Cook;
international
Scene 5: Hollywood. California,
tance against such distress of "dimChurch, officiating. Burial Says he'd rather live in the coun home of her daughter, Mrs. Albert canning
tive homes today after visiting for late in the evening after the Pre Baptist
by
pressure
ccoker,
open
U. Rhodes.
beauties, Janet Packard, Joan
cult days.” Follow label directions
will
be
in
the
family
lot
In
Moun

try
than
city;
people
have
a
better
the past week with Mrs. Edith N. mier of The Son of The Sheik. (In tain Cemetery.
kettle and hot pack were taken up. Chase, Betty Hamlin, Joan Ross; V.
11
, ,Z
The
Trytohelp
Club
met
Monday
time. I said, "I’ll put this in a
Aldrich.
this scene Mr Barrington wears
Executives
of the Maine Water letter to The Courier-Gazette and night aX the home of Mrs. Evelyn Peaches, pears, blueberries, cher dancers, Joyce Pettapiece, Hel^n
Mrs E R. Moss was given a sur the Son of the Sheik costume). Utilities Co. met Wednesday for
ries and tomatoes were canned, Dean, Harriet Bamford; popcorn
Probate Notices
maybe the editor will print it. He’s Crockett for an outdoor picnic. Hot
prise "Stork Shower'' at her home
sellers, Elizabeth Cottle, Joan
All of Mr. Barrington’s cos an all-day session at the Yacht a nice man. Ever hear of him, degs were cooked over the outdoor using the pressure methc-d.
STATE OF MAINE
Tuesday night. Light refreshments tumes are copies of the Valentino Club. Luncheon was served at
Miss Simpson stressed the need Marshall; hit the pandia game,
fireplace and fruit punch and
Bill?”
To
all
persons
Interested In either
were served and Mrs. Moss received originals
executed
by
Hazel noon, followed' by discussions and • "Hear of him! I should say I sweets were furnished by the hos of doing much more canning this Joan Lundberg, 'Dolly Demilia; of the estates hereinafter named
several useful gifts. Cards' fur Cramp.
year
than
in
previous
years
due
to
At a Probate Court held at Rock
tess. Next Monday night Mrs. Over
weight guessing, Janet Gould;
speakers presented by State War ’ had. I know him,” said Bill.
nished enjoyment, prizes being won
land, In and for the County of Knox,
the need cf commercial canned stone guessing, Helen Folsom.
Mr Barrington will be glad to Production Soard Administrator,
He has been to Camden to the lock will be the hostess.
on
the twenty first day of July In the
by Mrs. Fcrest Stone, high, and
Barkers were: Arlene Cronkite, year of our Lord one thousand nine
Miss Gladys Quimby, who has goods for the use cf soldiers. She
Mrs. Warren Knights, low. Others autograph programs after the per Edwin C. Hyde of Augusta. Ralph Lions but not to Rockland for three
Rangerk assistant administrator, j years. So much for Bill Farwell. been ill for several weeks in Som also explaned the methods cf salt Frances Sargent, Joan Dunton, hundred and forty-two and by ad
present were Mrs. Robert Mayo, formance.
from day to day from the
David
E. Moulton, president of the
As Mr. Andrews thinks he must erville, Mass., where she was em- ing and drying as well as storing of Rebecca Sawyer, Betty Ann Mayo, journment
Mrs Albert Elliot and Mrs. Stephen
twenty-first day of July.
The folployed,
returned
this
week
and
is
'
fruits
and
vegetables
for
Winter
Pasty
Whittier,
Helen
Stephenson,
Utilities Company, and J. W. have
his
shore
dinner
at
lowing matters having been presen
Lavender.
ted for the action thereupon herein
and Phyllis Silverstein.
Mitchell of Lubec.
’’Rock Ovens” cn Bailey’s Islafid recuperating at the home of her u56Mrs. Forrest Grafton, who has
Those present were Jennie Humes,
Indicated It Is hereby ORDERED
The play cast included Maxine after
Rhea Ccnary entertained Wed each year, we found ourselves parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Quimby.
been at the home of her parents,
That notice thereof be given t, all
Effie
Hill,
Rosetta Sidelinger, GertBachelder,
Nancy
Lee
Bean,
Betty
nesday
afternoon
in
honor
of
her
there
one
day.
Ming
Toy,
who
is
Mrs.
George
S.
Cunningham
and,
,
,
in™
persons
Interested, by causing a copy
Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock for
seventh birthday.
Games were no stranger there, caused much daughters, Nancy and Hope, went, ™de Jones, Mrs. Christianson J n Hamlin, Joyce Moon, Janet Gould, of this order to be published three
several weeks, has returned to her
weeks successively in The Courierplayed out of doors and the re amusement as he sat in a chair be Thursday to Standish for a visit Christianson, Florence Creamer, Pasty Whittier.
home, Brooklyn Heights.
Gazette a newspaper published at
Alma
Jones
and
the
hostess,
Mrs.
freshment table carried pink and side me at the table. He got tired with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The supper committee consisted Rockland In said County, that they
It is hoped there will be a large
Grinnell.
white party decorations. Refresh waiting so long and felt it his duty Fred E. Ccle.
of councilors assisted by Nancy may appear at a Probate Court to be
attendance at the benfit dance to
Mrs. Grinnell is the neighborhood Cohen. Helen Emple and! Jean hold at said Rockland on the eigh
ments were served by her mother. to give me a couple of doggie kisses
night at Watts hall for the benefit
Mrs. Malcolm Daggett and son.
teenth day of August A. D. 1 !W2 at
Those present were Bevery Barnes, | which meant he had rather be ex- William of Rockland, were guests leader for that locality and reports Doloff.
of the Knox County Blood Bank.
nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be
that
much
interest
is
being
taken
Margaret
Keller,
Shirley
Thompson,
I
ploring
outside.
There will also be an entertain
Saturday evening council fire heard thereon if they aee cause
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Russell by all her members in the work cf
Lois Inman, Sheila Billings, Ruth
On leaving the dining room I had Staples.
MARY L. CLOUGH, late of Rock
ment.. Doug. Vinal’s Orchestra will
was
in charge of the Senior unit.
conserving and saving for Winter
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Young, Nancy Harmon, Rachel to lead him around and let each
furnish the music for the dance
Ruth
Higgins,
Phyllis
Lipsky
and
Rev. F. Ernest Smith will speak use.
probate thereof asking that the same
Dougherty, Martha Wo6d. Elizabeth guest at the tables give him a pat
which will start at 8 o’clock.
Barbara Derry directed the affair may be proved and allowed and that
Johnson, Edith and Patty Dooley. and tell him what a beautiful dog at the morning service at the
Mr. and Mrs. John Rattenbury of
Testamentary issue to Alan
Nellie M. Lincoln
and were assisted by Miss Alicia Letters
Cambridge’, Mass., and Caroline he was. He is just human enough Methodist Church next Sunday, cn
L. Bird of Rockland, he belnu
■ New York City, are guests cf Mr.
Coffin
and
Miss
Barbara
Dins

Funeral services were held Wed
"The Master’s Call and His
ecutor named In said will, with bond
Talbor. Mrs. A. V. Regers and Mrs. to enjoy this.
and Mrs. Enoch Clark for one
nesday for Mrs. Nellie Lincoln, 56, more.
LELAND J. JOHNSON, late of AppleMerton Hall cf Belfast were also
We found Prince's Point to be cn Promise.” and at the evening serv widew
month.
of B. H. Lincoln, who died
Miss Barbara Dinsmore read the ton, deceased. Will and Petition for
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7
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’
clock,
on
"No
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fcr
•present.
Orr's
Island
and
it
was
the
home
Miss Betty Lou Seekins returned
thereof asking that the -ame
Aug. 3 at her home here, after an Congo during the program, assist probate
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the
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her grandmother Mr. Pmmn were trninert by Mi Che-iter Di nWar Bonds. Buv your ten
MARGARET T CROCKETT
MARGARET 1 CROCKETT
£. « Ken/cn Priest-m-charge. Burden on the Lord.” (Price),
Register rro I«na
M. Tiirey ,
percent every pay u^y.
Reiclster Fro i
can, but in het ansAxue, Mis.
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Chapter 6. "SPY SMASH!
SHORTS
NEW

SUNDAY A MONDAY
CALL THE POLICE!
THEY’RE EN AGAIN!

nmmessiBi

more

THAN EVER!

. . >N1». ’

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

-

_

_

71F7S

d

rid

EAST SIDE Kll

MF
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SHORTS

Jnsign Pennell, while stai
Rcckland. Is making his
tt} Ihe George Sleeper lit u
avenue
|Mlsse.s Jean Prcctor anti
il iamsen are at Camp 'la
.d. I.inccliiville fcr two wt

■Visit Lucien K Green At
Hcond flot r 16 Scht-ol state
Wllows Blcck. City, lor I’m
Ocats and Cloth Coals at moi
■pees.

Tel

692

ROCKLAND

TODAY AND SATIRDA

AB

.zi

VERONICA LAKFI
ROBERT PRESTO!
THIS GU
FOH HUH
A Fciomsv.M P.t’urs with

LAIRD CREGAI

ALAN LADD
Plus ( ARKION
LATEST NEWS
“RAINBOW RIH 1 'll 'l

l

SUNDAY, MONDAY, 11 1

Romance is
on the march!

GEORGE

MONTGOMER
MAUREEN 0 HAR|
JOHN SUTTO

TEfJ
GENT5F.M
LAIRD CREGAP
JOMW SMCFPI&O • VICTOR

HATHAWAY

W.IUAA4 f.

Sunday Shows 3, 5, <
Plus •
"COMMON nil’N'

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

icilor in swinuning for tw0
fcs. Mrs Gladys Weymouth of
rill has arrived in camp to ason the staff for the balance of
season.
tncng the new campers are
a Proctor. Avis Williamson and
li Elliott of Rcckland
GI T KID OF RAGWEED
Roscoe L. Mitchell, Director
|he State Bureau of Health. ;s
?aling to the citizens of Maine
nake a concerted effort to rid
state cf ragweed during the
y part of August. Pointing to
fact that August is the month
ing which ragweed pollination
>s place, he urged property ownto destroy all ragweed growing
their premises. Dr. Mitchell
that the destruction of these
its would aid materially in deising the attacks cf hay fever
ered by those who are sensit zed
these wind-blown pollens. It is
nated. he added, that from 80 to
?rcent of all hay fever victims
?r autumnal hay fever from this
ce.

ROC
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Social Matters

COUNTRY
STORE

This is the season when our
Summer visiters arrive and it
will be a great favor to The
Courier-Gazette to have them
reported as promptly as pos
sible. The host may not con
sider that such information has
any special value, but the guests
like to have friends know they
are here. Phone, write or bring
’em—we want those items.

LOTikOF GIFTS

TODAY & SATURDAY
BUCK JONES
TIM McCOY

A i'

■6

< hapte.r 6. “SPY SMASHER’
slIORTS
NEWS
SUNDAY A MONDAY
( ALL THE POLICE!
THEY’RE IN AGAIN!

I EAST SIDE KIDS

Chummy Club met at the heme
of Mrs. E. W. Freeman on Lin
den street Tuesday night. Honors
at bridge went to Mrs. Frank
Fields, Mrs. Kate Hall and Mrs.
Herbert Mullen.
Mrs. Charles Sartele and sen
Norman, have returned to their
home in Barre, Vt., alter being the
guests of Mrs. Frances Collette and
Mrs. Betty Knowlton, Summer
street.

Probate Notices

-LA M EATON, late of Rockport,
a-si'd. Will and Petition for Prothereof asking that the same
be proved and allowed and that
ers Testamentary issue to TheoB LaFolley of Rockport, he bethe executor named In said will,
out bond.
WARD C PAYSON, late of Rock
deceased Will and Petition for
(at
ereol ,
that tiie same
be proved and allowed and that
ers Testamentary issue to GerA Payson of Rockland, she bethe executrix named in said will,
out bond
rSEY J EASTMAN, late of War, deceased. Will and Petition for
,a.e thereof asking that the same
be proved and allowed and that
ns of Administration with the
Annexed L-sue to Doris B. Scott
angor, without bond.
LDEGARD
VON
STEIN WEHR
tV. late of Cincinnati. Ohio, de•d Exemplified copy of Will and
ate thereof, together with a Pei lor Probate of Foreign Will, askhat the copy of said will may be
red. tiled and recorded in the
Jitc Court ■ f Knox County, and
Letters Testamentary issue to
lies Wolcott Henry of Cincinnati.
. wlthoijt bond.
WARD
WINFRED
HAVILAND,
of Port Deposit. Maryland, de|d
Lxeinp.Hied copy of Will and
te thereof, together with a Pefor Probate of Foreign Will,
ig tnat the copy of said will may
Uowed. filed and recorded in the
ite Court of Knox County.
'ATE CORYDON S. STAPLES.
■f North Haven, deceased. Petifor Administration a-king that
C Staples of Stamford. Conn.,
nne ottu r suitable person, he ap
ed administrator, without bond.
TATE WALTER F RICH, late of
Ha
■ • eased I’et it ion fot
inistration asking that Ava M.
>t Isle an Haul, or some other
b.e person be appointed admlnrix, witii bond.
FATE FRANCIS SNOW of RockPetition for License to Sell
in real estate situated in Rockand fully described in said PC1, presented by The First NaJ Bank of Rockland, Conservator.
['ATE MARCELLUS M CONDON,
ot Rockland, deceased
Petition
License to Sell certain real estate
ted in Rockland and fully de
ed in said petition, presented by
leen D Condon. Administratrix.
TATE HYALMARI AUTIO. late of
idship. deceased
First and Final
Lint presented for allowance by
(n Lawry Administrator, d b n
TATE EMMA HOI BROOK, late
'euants Harbor, deceased.
First
final Account presented for si
nce by Orris E Holbrook. Admlnyr.
CATS A I ,MON BIRD. late of
land, deceased. First ^nd Final
unt presented for allowance by
le L Bird. Administratrix.
TATE EUGENE G YOUNG, late
ianideu. deceased
First
Account
lilted for allowance by Annie O.

Miss Hazel Keller is visiting in
Cambridge, Mass.

Mrs. Clinton Barbour is vaca
tioning for two weeks from her
duties at E. B. Crockett Co. store.

FEMALE
EAKNESS

STATE OF MAINE
all persons interested in either
he estates hereinafter named:
a Probate Court held at Rockin and for the County of Knox.
he twenty first day of July in the
of our Lord one thousand nine
ired and forty-two and by adliment from day to clay from the
ty first day of July.
The folig matters having been presen
ter the action thereupon hereinindicated it is hereby ORDERED
ar notice thereof be given to all
ins interested, by causing a copy
hi order to be published three
,s successively in The Courieritte a newspaper published at
tland in said County, that they
appear at a Probate Court to be
at said Rockland on the eigh
th day of August A. D. 1942 at
o'clock in tiie forenoon, and bo
:l thereon if they see cause.
LRY L CLOUGH, late of Rockdeceased
Will and Petition for
ate thereof asking that the same
be proved and allowed and that
ers Testamentary issue to Alan
frd of Rockland, he being the cxor named in said will, with bond.
1LAND J JOHNSON, late of Appledeceased. Will and Petition for
ate thereof asking that the same
be proved- and allowed and that
ers Testamentary Issue to Grace
ohnson of Appleton, she being the
utrix named in said will, without

Miss Margaret Waltz of Port
land is the guest of Mr and Mrs.
George Sleeper, Talbot avenue.

Lieut. Isaac Hammond, Captain
of the Port, with his wife, son
Norman, and daughter Rita, from
Portsmouth, N. H, are making
their home while in Rockland at
the Homer E. Robinson house on
Broadway.

Relieve distress from MONTHLY\

•y Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
impound to help relieve monthly
.in with its weak, nervous feelings
due to monthly functional disrbances. It helps build up reeishce against such distress of “dlfflilt days.” Follow label directions.

SHORTS

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. .Free
man have been the guests of Mr
and Mrs. E. W. Freeman. Linden
street. They returned to their
home in New Britain, Conn., this
week.

NEWS

Why any necessity for so many
Hii'ign Pennell, while stationed Protestant denominations? Why
Rcckland. is making his home not require unity, simplification
[ti:- George Sleei>er house, Tal- and more mergers? Pros and cons
requested for Aug. 21 Educational
a venue
Ciub 3 o'clock forum at the home
Mi-es Jean Prcctor and Avis of Mrs Lena Merrill, 84 Rankin
. lim.-cn are at Camp Tangle- street. Box lunch at 6. Current
ii Lincolnville fcr two weeks. news desired frcm all. Eminent
speakers expected.
Vi it, Lucien K. Green <Kt Son’s
Mrs. Elsa Ccnstantine, who has
i nd floor. 16 School street, Odd
i lows Block, City, for Purs. Fur been in Washington for six weeks
ats and Cloth Coats at moderate the guest of her brother. Thoma
Ml P. Hayden, returned heme this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Newcomb
daughter, Mrs. Thurston Smith ot
Skowhegan, and Mrs. Daphne Hern
cf Bermuda, were guests' Wednes
day of Mrs. Newcomb’s sister, Mrs
John Thompson.

Tel
892

ROCKLAND

TODAY AND SATURDAY

Boothbay Playhouse
ICE

Sherwood Keith presents

“Springtime For
Henry”
,
Starring

Sara Strengell
TODAY AND TOMORROW
50c, 75c, $1.00, plus tax

jgF
VERONICA LAKE
ROBERT PRESTON,
THIS GUN

CAMDEN

•

•

•

PHONE

2519

NOW SHOWING
Kiotout Hompneon Cru/«»
With An AU-ComtdvCnw!
ama

FO1IHIKE
A fciomMiat P«h/r« with

LAIRD CREGAR

RKO
RADIO Picture

with Charles ’Buddy” ROGERS • ZaSa FITTS
Second Hit
DEAD END KIDS and
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS

ALAN LADD
Plus CARTOON
LATEST NEWS
•RAINBOW RHYTHM”

“Tough As They Come”
TONIGHT CASH NIGHT $100

M \DAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

SUNDAY, MONDAY. TUESDAY
Three Big Days

Executrix

TATE SARAH M WYMAN. Into
r. Massachusetts, deceased,
sn 1 Final Account presented for
A
Pride. Ad’ 'atrtx.
TAIL MERTIE 1, BIMPSON. of
ia:. I
Third and Final Account,
idii.v private claim of Guardian,
'uteri for allowance by Elfeha W.
Guardian.
TATE ALMON BIRD, late of
land, deceased. Petition for Dtsition presented by Adeile L. Bird
'nlon. Adanlniatratrix.
TATE MERTIE L SIMPSON, of
land
Petition for Authority to
•xpense of Funeral and Head-stone
nted by Elisha W Pike. Guardian.
NICE TOLMAN MORSE formerly
ICE BROOKS TOLMAN. late of
Hasten, deceased
W1U and Petlfor Probate thereof asking that
•ni may be proved and allowed
that Letters Testamentary issue
'.len D Toiman ef Auburn. Mass,
eing the executrix named in said
without bond.
r.ATE PETER PRO'K late of
land.
deceased
Fourth
and
Account pre-ented for allowance
illton M Griflin, Guardian,
mess HARRY E WILBUR. E>Judge of Prebate Court for

County. Rockland, Maine,

est:

MARGAPl.T I CROCKETT.
ks.i td t-ro Tar'
ii p

ia

0P

JOMU

LAIRD CREGAR
SMCFFCKO • VKTOt FtANCtM
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--‘••er MAihAwxr
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Sunday Shows 3. 5, 7, 9
Plus
“COMMON DEFENSE”
1 lllM M MS

HASTINGS-DENNISON
Miss Velma Rose Dennison of
, -- —_
This And That
Hcpe, daughter of William Victor
Attended Concert Given Sun Demrsan and the late Julia W.
By Pauline Ricker
Haskell of S: George became the
day Night By Curtis
bride Tuesday night ot Albert Wil
String Quartet
liam Hastings, of Camden, sen of.
-- -- -z, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hastings of
Outstanding in the series of South Hope, at the home of Rev.
Summer concerts given by The ; F Ernest Smith in Rockport. The
Mrs. H. O Heistad of Rockport
and Mrs. George B. Davis were
Curtia String Quartet was that at double ring ceremony was used.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Crabtree
luncheon guests of Miss Ellen D.
the Eells' Boat Boat Barn Sunday of
Camden were the attendants.
Telman at The Thorndike HStel
night, when the Quartet whose : The bride wore blue with white
Tuesday.
personnel comprises Jascha Bred- : accessories and Mrs. Crabtree was
By K. S. F.
sky, first violin, Charles Jaffe sec dressed in blue with red acces
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Disch and
ond violin. Max Aronoff. viola, and sories.
son Fredi Jr., returned to Hartford
Orlando Ccle, 'cello, had as col
Mr. Hastings has been employed
“State Chat” tells this story;
Conn., alter being the guests of
laborating artist Janet Putncm, by Mr. and Mrs. Everett W.
George
W.
Singer,
many
years
Capt. Edwin Morris of this city.
gifted
young
artist- Humphrey at Glen Cove and Mr.
editor cf the Lincoln County News, harpist,
pupil
of
the
renowned
Carles
has
been
through
a
hospital
experi

Hastings works fcr Frank J. Wiley
Mrs. Mary Brewer of Newburgh
ence. His record in cne respect is Saizedo.
Anticipating a program in Camden in which town the
N. Y. has been the guest of Mrs.
unique: “Dr. Belknap debated with of unusual interest, a capacity au ccupie will reside.
Earle MacWilliams at her cottage
me the method of fixing up the dience containing many important
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
at Ingraham’s Hill.
broken hip. We agreed that the musicians was present The pro
MITCHELI -COOPER
Rev. Arthur L. Kinsolving agid i Wijbur Tritle, and Mr. and Mrs. ^best way would be to cut me open gram:
Mrs. Frederick Ferber enter
Miss
Dcrothy Antoinette Cooper
i and nail the ends of the bone to Quartet In D major, opus 18
tained at her cottage "The Cove” Mrs. Kinsolving cf Princeton. N. William Collins.
of
Wollaston,
became the bride of
gether.
I
had
an
idea
that
the
No. 3,
x
Beethoven
a number of her friends with J. were at The Samcsfct Monday. ! Amcng these attending- Open anesthetic, administered in the
Robert Murray Mitchell, son cf
Allegro
House Day at Wiscasset today spinal column would produce inAndante con moto
Mrs. James Mitchell of Milton, and
luncheon, sewing, knitting and ' enroute for Dark HarlJor.
Allegro
the late Mr. Mitchell, Milton select
cards Wednesday.
I H. Welles Steane and Mrs. ; *'ere Mrs__E
, sensibility to pain but would not
Presto
•
man, at noon Wednesday at the
„ „
! Steane, the former Janette Aus- ^fpen. M.ss Edtth Haas and Dr. | cause unconsc. ’usness.
lor Harp and String
I don t DancesQuartet.
Debussy Methodist parsonage in Wollaston.
Miss Ellen D. To*man. Mrs. Har- ^-n w^o were recently married are an^ Mrs. Richard Lewischn.
know how I got this idea but it was
Danse sacree
Danse profane
Rev. Victor V. Sawyer, minister,
cld Kalloch and children James B» , among the arrivals. Others in- Misses Anna and Florence Logan incorrect. I expected to see the en Quartet
in A minor. Opus 29, Schubert
effleiated at the ceremony which
and Carelyn Lee of Auburn, Mass. I clude Charles B. Fritz. Edgewater and Mrs. Reginald Scott were en- tire performance. I didn’t see a
Allegro ma non troppo
was followed by a wedding lunch
Andante
Mrs. Mildred Philbrook of Cam- park, n. J ;Miss Louisa Kissel. ! tertained by Mrs. Dean Osborne thing. I asked a nurse a day or
Menuetto
eon
at Toll Home inn.
den, and daughter Ruth Sheldon, Lakeville, Cc’nn ; Nliss Edith Haas, I at her home in Camden.
j two later when the doctor would* Allegro
The bride wore a powder blue
left this morning oru the ‘“East New York
Moderato
Joseph I. Young was host to his operate, "Why,” said she. “he set
Wind” for Auburn, Mass. They
Winners’ of the putting tourna- granddaughters the Misses Carol ycur hip yesterday!” Now I call
The Quartet from the very be crepe dress with a white hat and
will be guests of Miss Toiman ment Tuesday were Mrs. C. H. and Marjorie Young cf Maplewood. that going seme. To anesthetize a ginning of the program showed a corsage cf sweetheart roses and
until the first of September. Miss Davis, Joseph I. Yeung and John
Mrs. William EHingwcod had fellow, move him to the operating that they were at their best. white flowers. Her cnly attendant,
Edith G. Sheldon, who has been a
among her guests Wednesday for rocm, work ever him half an hour Tonal balance, sensitive attack, a cousin, Mrs. Ivan Poole, were a
Junior Counselor at Camp Seno- Woolley.
lunch and bridge Mrs. J. A. Jame and put him back in bed without and brilliant interpretation were rose jersey dress with white acces
Mrs. Reginald H. Scctt of Free son, Mrs. H. A. Thompson. Mrs. his knowing a thing about it is present in their work, and un sories and a corsage of sweet peas
lcc. Arden, N. Y.. expects to join
and bachelors buttons.
Fenton
pert returns Tuesday following a
A
Mrs. Stewart Or- fooling a chap.”
the family for a visit.
questionably they gave the best Mitchell was best man ior hi.;
visit with her aunts the Misses jje^cni ^jrs Maurice Lovejoy. Mrs.
9 • • •
perfcrmar.ee of the Summer thus brother.
Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., Mrs. Anna and Florence Lcgan.
'Stanton Yeagar, Mrs. L. S. McElAn Englishman was filling out an far. This quartet was written in
Mitchell is the daughter of
James D. Mortimer of Belfast en
Judge Victor B. Woolley and Wee. Mrs. J. C. W. Leatherberry iappicaticn fcr life insurance. His 1801 as Beethoven approached the theMrs.
late
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P.
tertained' recently at the Tirrell Mrs. Woolley entertained Monday and Miss Myrtie Hemingway and father had been hanged, but he period of 1894-1815. years which Cooper. She
is a graduate cf Rcck
cottage. Lake Megunticook with evening in honor cf Mr and Mrs. Mrs. R. M. McKinley.
did not like to admit the fact. So were so filled with bitterness and land (Me.I High school and the
.uncheon and contract.
Those John Woolley.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fritz, and when he came to the line “cause sorrow. He was Ic&ing his hearing, Gorham Normal school and for
present were Mrs. Seth Low. Mrs.
Mrs. Andrew McBurney gave a Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fritz, Jr., of fathers's death,” he wrote the an affliction against which his several years has been a member
Kennedy Crane, Mrs. E. K. Leigh- luncheon party Tuesday at her , of Philadelphia arived Wednesday following: “Met his death while sensitive nature revolted.
He of the faculty of the Francis Park
ten. Mrs. Alan L. Bird of Rock cottage for her house guests Mrs. j to visit Charles Fritz.
'taking part in public function, dur worked with an abandon that was er schocl. Mr. Mitchell is a gradu
land. Mrs. Arthur MacDonald of Grace Ward and Stanley Landis. | Mrs. R. E. Kochs was the lunch- ing which the platform cn which almost fury, working on three or ate of Milton High school and the
Thcmaston, Mrs. W. K. Whipple Also in the party were Mr. and eon. guest of Mrs. Arthur E. i he was standing gave way beneath four things at a time, and not Sloyd Training school and is a
if Rockport and Mrs. Glenn A. Mrs. J. Scott Fowler, Mr. and Mrs. Bingham.
1 him.”
leaving his room day after .day. member cf the faculty at South
4
• * * *
Lawrence of East Belfast.
The list cf his compositions during Junior school. He is a member cf
Roasted barley will help out if this period is astounding, and the Masons and like Mrs. Mitchell
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Cassens
Mrs.
T.
C.
\y.
Leatherberry,
of
Misses Sylvia, Elaine and Dorothe coffee goes too short and pro
and family, who have been in South vided there is enough barley to use. when the artistic werth of each is of many school organizations.
Christoffersen
are
visiting
Onancock,
Va.,
is
guest
of
Mrs.
WilAfter a wedding trip to Maine,
thy
. _
Boston, have returned to their Coffee is cne cf the great needs of considered, one marvels that cne
their grandmother, Mrs. Carrie B. liam Ellingwood.
Mr.
and Mrs. Miichell will be at
brain
could
conceive
and
execute
heme at the Highlands.
the day. Americans have come to them all in so short a time.
Mank in Union.
tl^ir Summer home at Fort Print,
the place where they depend cn
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Rcbinson
It was in this period that the fa Ncrth Weymouth.
Mrs. Carrie Howe, cf Camden this excellent breakfast, dinner,
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and were in Rockland, Wednesday.
Bride’s gift to bridesmaid, pearl
mous
quartets were composed, one
road, is seriously ill.
supper, luncheon or what have you of which is the beautiful D major necklace and bracelet to match,
daughters Dorinda and Ann have
—night or day beverage, for a one of the earliest, yet pointing to gift to erccm. white gold watch
Jerome St.Clair of Milburn, N. J.,
returned home after a visit in
Bangor with Mrs. Coughlin’s par- is the guest of his grandfather, Gordon Thompson cf Marblehead pep up.
the maturity cf the second period chain. Groom’s gift to the bride,
« » » »
ents? Mr. and Mrs. B. ~F. Adams. George L. StClair, Crescent Beach, and William Greene and sen of
of
his writing in the first move amethyst and ihinestcne bracelet,
Dorchester. Mass., were week-end
Did you knew that the four ment
alone. The Andante with its gift to best man. Swank set tic
Hatetcquitit Club was entertained guests of Mr. and Mrs. John really poisonous snakes found in
Mr«. D. A. Kaler has returned to
exquisite
love melcdy for the sec pin, collar pin and key chain.
. this land are the coral snake, the
her’home cn Broadway after spend- by Mrs. Retta Cole, Wednesday Thompson,
—From a Wcllastrn Newspeper
ond
viclin
cn the G string was
; rattlesnake, the ccpnerhead and the
in” a week with her daughter, Mrs J afternoon. Bridge honors went to
Miss Cocper was born in North
particularly
well
done
by
the
Quar

Mrs. William Neilan and children, vaier mcccasin? Keep your eyes
Ralph Rackliff, Waterman’s Beach. Mrs. Bernice Freeman, Mrs. Nellie
Haven
and graduated from Rock
tet who gave it the restraint and
v
____
I Dow and Mrs. Mabel Thorndike. Bobb.v and Carol Ann, of Fall River, open wheu near any of these.
land High Schocl. She has lived
broadness
necessary
to
bring
cut
its
j
• » ♦ «
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Keene of Mrs. Annie Collamore was a special Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in Matinicus.
beauty.
I Donald Perry, Grove street. Mr.
Somerville, Mass., are guests cf Mr. ( guest,
More
than
11 percent of New great
The
Schubert
quartet
was
beau

I Neilan expects to join his family j Mexico’s total land area is em
md Mrs. Freeman Young, South
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Miss Mary Martha McCoole, of next week.
Main street, for several weeks.
braced in seven national forests, tifully performed, the graceful
A
nartv
given fcr Diane Mc
Waltham, is the guest of Mr. and I
------j The annual timber cut represents charm of each line and each musi Auliffe, by was
her
mother,
at her hoi-.c,
cal
phrase
appealing
tc
and
de

Mrs.
Arthur
Dcherty,
Pleasant
!
Mr.
and
M
’
s.
Ncrman
J.
Mullen,
Mrs. James Burgess has been
a major industry in the states
42
Fulton
street,
who
celebrated
her
i cf Houltcn, were guests this week
lighting
the
heare.s.
The
A
Minor
spending a few days at her cottage street,
* ♦ » »
seventh biithday. The afternoon
iof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allstcn
E.
Smith,
Quartet
is
one
of
the
easiest
of
the
at Cooper’s Beach.
Remains of an Arct’c city of 4C03 great master’s writing in this was spent with lets of games. The
Mrs. Faustina S. R eberts cele- Broadway, during Mr. Mullen’s at- : inhabitants
ha.'e been uncovered
of the peanut hunt was ArMrs. Stella McRae, _______
assistant_pub- brated her 89th birthday at the ' tendance at the meeting ef the I i i Alaska. 229 tni’.es north of Bering form. It sports its gay 'themes winner
line
Thorndike.
The luncheon was
with
grace
and
simplicity,
incom

'.ic librarian, will commence her va- heme of her son, C. S. Rebrrts, 'Maine Waters Utilities Asseciat.on, Strait. There are seldom mere
cation Saturday, and will leave that Lake Avenue. Mrs. Roberts is fully at Camden. Mr. Mullen is Superin- than 2C0 inhabitants in modern parably delicate in its construc served in the yellow and white deco
”ight for a visit with her brother, recovered frcm her fall in the |tpndent cf tire Hcuhcn Light and
tion. The Menuetto is cne of the rated dining room, cut flowers and
Eskimo village.
,
Water
Company.
most
entrancing pieces of Viennen- three cakes al‘o made a beautiful
r. P. L. Russell, Hagerstown, Md. Spring and is new enjoying excel♦ ♦ # ♦
sia that Schubert ever composed, j centerpiece. Diane’s guests were
ent health. She was the recipient
Miss Harriette Trask of RcckAfter Hours
However, most sincerely it can Joan Philbrook, Charline McAuliffe.
Mrs. - Gertrude Frances arrived ( Of many lovely cards and gifts ini
j«»„
h„
iland,
Mrs.
Ina
Woodward,
of
GorIt was nearly timelier the sol be said that the high light of the Judy Staples, Arlene Thornd’kc,
Tuesday to visit her mother, Mrs.
^.^autifully decorated jham and Mrg Catherine Kern cf
dier
to leave the hospital, but he evening was the Debussy dances Yvrnne Salc.man, Nancy McBrine,
Ella Rokes cn Shaw avenue.
birthday cake.
Portland are at the Clark cottage was tco comfortable tc want to go. which had that most fascinating . Alfreda Thorndike, Janice Moshier.
, I at Spruce Head for a few days.
i So when the nurse wasn’t looking and exquisite combination of haip j Maxine Aseher, Melvina Thorndike
The last in a series of three card
Miss Ellen D. Toiman, formerly |
____
and Janice Hutchinson. Diane's
oarties which have been held for of Rcckland and now a teacher in
It was also a feast , mother was assisted bv Mrs. Charles
Miss Carcl Ann Wclcott has re. he dipped the the mometer in a and strings.
the benefit of St. Bernard’s Victory Auburn, Mass., was a guest cf hon- turne(j from Hartford, Ccnn., after ’cup cf hot tea. Then, later, when for the eyes as well as the ears, the R McAuliffe and Miss Margaret
rarty, was held at the home cf Mrs. <r at a dinner party at Witham’s visiting her father, Roger M. Wol ; the nurse said that he must get grace and ycuthful charm of Miss Kent.
John Chisholm. Grove street. Lcbser Pound, Tuesday night. Those cott, fcr a few weeks, and is now ready to move cut, he pretested. Putnam seated at the exquisite
There were nine tables in .play, present were Nancy Howard, Bar- visiting her uncle and aunt, Mr. “But I was worse this morning. harp which is so utterly feminine
jrizes going to Mrs. Carrie Voorhees ' bara Lamb, Carol Hall. Douglas and Mrs. Leon Strong in Waterville. My temperature was up.” Yes, I in its beauty, making a picture to given with great beauty of inter
know,” she replied gently, “to 130. linger long in memory. Miss Put pretation.
if Medford, Mass., Fred Linekin, iccoper. Ernest Dondis, all members
You're dead. That's why we are nam wore a heavy brccade s lk
For the concert of Aug. 16. Vlad
Miss Ann McLaughlin, Mrs. Stella !of the cne-act- play group, and Mr
Miss Shirley Parks of Lexington, moving ycu.”
,inekin. Mrs. Nellie Achorn, Mrs and
imir
Sckoloff. pianist, will be the
Mrs.
Allston
Smith.
Following
gown
in
a
shade
suggesting
tne
,
x
t Mass and West Southport. Maine,
* * * *
llara Curtis, Mrs. Sanford Delano, the dinner, the party adjourned to , returned to West Southport, Wedgeld of the harp, the only touch collaborating artist, in the Piano
A survey by the Aeronautical of eoler being a small cersage or Quintet in F Minor by Cesar
Mrs. Molly Winn ahd Mhs Abbie the home of Mrs. Almon Cooper fcr nesdayt after spending a few days
McDonald. Delicious refreshments ( entertainment). Miss Toiman. a lover in this city as guest of Misses Alice Chamber of Comme ce reveals that nament and large ' chiffcn hand Franck. Mr. Sckoloff who has
vere served at the close of a pleas- cf Maine and a loyal supporter of and Betty Pinkerton at their heme the number cf women actually kerchief of victory red.
been heard in the past in recitals
building warp'.anes in the aircraft
int evening. The committecthanks Rockland, was the recipient of two in Simmons street.
for cne piano, four hands with
Few
harpists
have
been
hca^d
| manufacturing industry -has in here other than Mr. Saizedo him Ralph Berkowitz, and also- in twoMrs. Foley. Mrs. Arthur Doherty ' apprcpriate gifts, a miniature paintcreased 1.552 percent since October,
and Mrs. John Chisholm, for their hig of Owl's Head and a copy of
The Women’s Auxiliary of Hunt- j 1941. Nine months ago cn!v 1.990 self who displayed cucli consum- j piano appearances with Mrs. Sokokindness and hospitaEty in open-1 the photographic volume entit'ed, ley Hill Post will hold its next meet
mate artistry as Miss Putnam. lcff. is accompanist for Efrem
ing their hemes for these parties | “Down to the Sea in Maine.” The ing with Mrs .Edna Hill, Pleasant women were employed in produc- Playing the entire woik from Zimbalist, famous violinist and
. tive capacities. New more than
which are fcr such a worthy cause., guest cf honor expressed her appre- street.
director of The Curtis Insti
I39.0C0 are so employed.
These memory, a feat in itself, there was new
------------------|ciaticn by presenting her hosts
tute cf Music. He is a brilliant
always
a
perfection
of
rhythm,
figures do net include thousands of
The Whatnot Gift Shop closes With Victory corsages and boutonMrs. Enah Orff of Lawrence.
timing and tonal blending that en artist, and his appearance with the
early in September. We have many • jers which w^re her own creation, Mass., is the guest cf her aunt, ether women holding cle’lcal po raptured. Complete sympathy ex- , Quartet is eagerly anticipated.
"The
choice vases, book ends, pictures by featuring War Stamps cf varying Mrs. Lizzie 'Rcbinson, Grace street. sitions in the industry.
Quartet will play Mczart's
, chamber's, findings show that these isted between her and the Quar- 1 The
Edwin Brown, and by Miss Maude ' dencminaticns and coicrs. Throuehtet,
so
that
nothing was lacking Quartet in F Flat Major (The
wemen,
rrpresentng
an
average
Hall; rug patterns, shopping and out the evening th#many interest
Mrs. Anita Gatti Dean and
in the projection of the composi- | Hunt) and Three Novelettes by
knitting bags, aprons in lovely de- ing and happy associations of the Mrs. Mae Perry have returned ercss-section of the ferqinine popu tion itself.
Glazounoff.
lation,
have
proved
to
the
satisfac

signs, cne candelabra over 2C0 years New England Drama Festival at from Gorham Normal Schocl Sum
While t ckets may be procured
Called
back
many
times,
both
1
tion of once-skeptical officials that
old, value $60; trays, embroideries, , Worcester, which the greup attendet the ricor. those wishing to ar
with
the
quartet
and
alcne,
Miss
mer
session.
'
they
can
handle
almost
any
job
in
ets. Come in and Icok around, 485 ed^ast Spring, wee recalled and
an aircraft plant as well as men— Putnam responded with a solo. range same in advance may do so
Main street, next to local bus wait- ‘ the generous hospitality of Miss
the Barn
Courier-Gazette
Want
Ads
Work
and seme jobs better. The War ‘Night Breeze” by Mr. Saizedo, by calling Mr. Cole,at
ing room, acrc-si^from the Baptist Toiman on that occasion was mest
Z
(tel.
Camden
2445).
an
atmospheric
bit
which
was
Manpower
Commission
expects
Wondersl
Church. .
»dv pleasantly remembered.
women to make up an important
percentage cf the more than 13
million addition^ wo~kers it is
ANNUAL
estimated war industries will need
before the end cf 1943.
• • • •«
AUGUST
i
:ci
A California scientist states that
i » SI
flames leap outward from the sur
c.
’
face cf tho sun at the rate of 20,000 mile a minute, and sometimes
c
I
reach a height of 500.0CO miles.
*
A
full
assortment
on
hand,
• • ♦ *
priced at big savings.
Steward
—
A
little rough tliis
An Additional Dollar Days Value
morning, sir. Have you breakfast
0
PERSIAN LAMB COATS
ed ?
CARACUL COATS
Unhappy Voyager—Thank you.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY
black and gray
no. On the contrary.
»
«
GRAY SQUIRREL
A letter from The Courier-Ga
We offer as a super special feature, probably
HUDSON SEAL
zette's highly honored friend,
(seal
dyed muskrat)
the Most Amazing Bargains Ever Shown By Our
Julius Mathews, head cf the “Math
ews Newspaper Agency,'’ New Ycrk
SKUNK GREAT COATS
Store.
and Boston, enclosing a poem which
both dyed and natural
he .^id. “To me this poem is a fine
MINK
AND SABLE DYED
word picture cf Rockland Harbor
MUSKRAT
A Final Slashing Clearance of All the
, seen frcm the Boston boat in the
early morn ng in days of yore.”
MARMINK
RACCOON
j
MORNING IN THE HARBOR
LEOPARD CAT
Summer Coats and Suits
Gray sails flap in the fog-filled
MENDOZA
(dyed buck coney;
breeze,
I A disk of red burns through;
NORTHERN SEAL
Crimson glow cn the rolling seas
(black coney)
Of All Our 45 Bell Shops Stores
Tinted a morning blue.
SEALINE (black caneyi
1
»v
Twisting slowly in their beds
MQUTQN LAMB
See Our Windows and visit
The stretching waves and tide
Before
making any decision
Drowsily
raise
their
shining
our store to see them
heads—
we would be pleased to have
Friday-Saturday Only!
Wet vistas epen wide.
you call and lcok cur stock over.
The fleet that minds it weatherAll quality garments, and were
eye
purchased early to save you
Ups anchors and way;
money.
The night has vanished in the sky
To make room for the day.
Fur Storage—Complete, Dependable Service
—Albert LeChef
Mr. Mathews was the partner of
the late editor. W. O. Fuller, in the
Senior Golf Club for a number of
years. Mr. Mathews stiff plays the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
game with much success and vigor.
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 451
378 MAIN-STREET

Capacity Audience

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

K. L. A. M

TONIGHT

Adolph, Benito add Hirohito
—die three blind mice. Make
them run with ten percent of
jour income in War Bonds
every pay day.

Page Seven

j

!

a

On The Same Big Program
Walt Disney's
Technicolor Feature

“FANTASIA”
Stokowski
A 1001 Wonder To Behold
NOTE. BARGAIN DAY WED.

SMASH HIT
BUY OF THE SEASON!
THE

FUR SALE

Boll Sli •ps

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Eu> war Savings Bonds ana Stamps

w
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Pape Eight

ing exciting adventures. The cet-n,.
had clipped cut some of the
Mr. Craig finished training Jl
May, passed his exam:nation
was licensed as third mate u|
By Margaret Chase Smith
ocean-going vessels “on all ocean/j
These examinations are no; r |
AND THE
—Nick took five days and he wj. l
worker
who
was
making
Washington, Aug. 12—The need yard
,
173 pages on both sides. He jr, /
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
to conserve rubber and gasoline is enough money to lay aside for his 1Q day fUri0Ugh to visit home.tjJ
GUARDIANS
so great that Joseph Eastman, Di wife who is going to have a baby. I was assigned to a Liberty
He has been drafted for active duty boarding it at Wilmington Non’I
following passages: “Incline your
rector of the Office Defense Trans and there will not be enough out Carolina. The ship anchored '
ear, and come unto me; hear, and
OF
OUR
COAST
portation, will not make slightest of his Army pay for the doctor and night and sailed in the day to av^
Agriculture
was Homemaking editor of the
' your soul shall live; and I will
concession on County Fair activities. hospital. He wrote asking if he submarines till joined by a Nav-’
Application for testing hens for Woman’s World, attended Mrs.
make an everlasting covenant
PORTLAND HEAD
with you, even the sure mercies pullcrum disease are now aavilable Dana's demonstration in North
The OT.T, some time ago asked could not be deferred until after escort.
Then one evening he heard a»l
of Davidf’ (Isaiah 55:3).
Iat either the Farm Bureau Office Edgecomb.
Mrs. IR. T. Sterling was guest that county fairs be cancelled. the baby comes. I had to advise
• • » «
or from County Agent Wentworth.
Mrs. Doris Overlock of East War Monday and Tuesday at the home Some were too far along to cancel, that this is entirely in the hands of explosion while he was in his >tate 1
At the United Episcopal Parish All applications must be at Orono ren walked three miles to the meet of her son Robert T. Stelring Jr., but find themselves handicapped the local board unless he has room. The general alarm rang J
of S 5 Peter. John and George, bySept. 15 in order for the birds ing in Warren, and then arranged in Portland.
•by loss of many of their attractions. actually been inducted into the he went up to the bridge. The s' T
with Mrs. Shibles for a demonst-aArmy, in which case he must see next to his had been torped^T
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, serv- to be tested at the low rate.
W. R Hilt was in Portland on The Skowhegan Fair officials wrote his Commanding Officer. I took then another one, spray anti shrapJ
ices for the 11th Sunday after
It is expected that farm checkers tion to be given later in her com- business
that
they
had
been
counting
on
all day Tuesday.
Trinity: St. Peter’s, Rockland— in connection with the Agricultural tnunity at her house. She notified
auto races for their final day, but this up with General J. W. Hanson, nel flying 80 feet into the an
F.
O.
Hilt and Patricia Grant found
all
of
her
neighbors
about
this.
Matins at 8 30; Parish Eucharist Conservation program will start
that Eastman had banned all our Maine Director of Selective says he was too excited to be a fra I
verjfied "ly under’ £ut *fl*r \hey JT ,s?felv
Mrs. Chester Colby of Coopers caught a lamprey Tuesday with a auto races ^^“d^Uon^the Se^.e’
and sermon 9 a. m. The preacher work either the last of this month
Jar
I talked to defense transpor- ^ding that the only agency harbor he started thinking about!
w.l! be Fr. Wheelock of All Saints or the first of September. All Con- Mills, who runs a store, advertised long handle kitchen fork.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs. F. ration officials asking if any exten- wh ch could give him an extended and then became scared. His slj
Church. Springfield. Mass. Vic- servation materials (lime and super) the meeting by telling all who came
furlough would be the Army. is under charter to the Isthmiaal
tory Fair at 4 p. m. Daily Mass must be applied by Aug. 31. For in about it. She also sent her O. Hilt were in Portland last Sat sionwere contemplated and was
told definitelynot This is just I A verV interesting letter came Line and he may go to the f!
except Monday and Saturday, St. I 1943 lime, super and 0-14-14 will daughter on the bicycle ,to every urday.
Arthur Harlow was guest of the
’f
wavs u, which from “Nick Craig ", son of Mrs. East,
Jchn s Thomaston—Parish Eucha- be available to those who are eligi- home in her neighborhood with the crowd
Sunday Afternoon and eveX^sourXllffe
—" Craig
— of Pittsfield, who is
Russell
letter for them to read.
rist and sermon 10.45. St. George s, j ble under the new set-up.
ning.
in
the
Merchant
Marine and hav- Buy War Savings Bonds and stamps
Miss
Inez
McCurdy,
of
North
Long Cove—Services omitted.
‘ Several new silos are being built
The war effort often suffers
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant, through the delays of an industrial
this year. Joe Chapman & Son, Whitefield, spent considerable time
in contacting people and making daughters Patricia and Earlene of world subjected to necessary gov
r,------ — putting
Rev. Newel J Smith of Milo will Damariscotta,
are up “
supply the pulpit of the First Bap larger one and are planning to buy arrangements for the demonstration St. George arrived last Saturday ernment regulation. From Kenne
evening. Mrs. Grant and children bec County came a request that
tist Church on Sunday.
The a cutter that will handle grass as there.
There are many other example? are guests of the Hilt family. Mr. something be done to get electric
DO YOU REMEMBER
morning service will begin at 10.30, well as corn. Wallace Spear & Son
and Rand Smith, guest soloist will are putting up another as their of neighborhood leaders who have Grant returned to his station in welding wire for welding schools,
lest the flow of workers to the
sing. The Church School, which present one is not large enough. been outstanding in the amount of Massachusetts.
Maine shipyards be stopped.
wm meet, at noon, welcomes per Ralph Keene, Damariscotta, is work done.
THE “CITY OF ROCKLAND”?
CLOVER
Application for the wire had to
sons fo all age-groups to its building a new one.
4-H Club Notes
Do you realize that there is a be made on a form called VE-ND
classes. At 6 o'clock the Christian
With the increased amount of
Union Fair will not be held this
—rV—-----------Endeavor Society will meet for its lime and super that is being used year. Knox-Lincoln members, how great variety to enjoy in the Form AWE. This goes first to the
clc-ver
family
’
Let
us
think
,
U.
S.
Office
of
Education.
Bureau
Inspiration Hour; and at the same the dairy farms in the county are ever, are eligible to send their ex
time the Berean Society will meet, j producing a great deal of clover, hibits to Windsor Fair, Aug. 5, 6. them over. ’ The common red »of vocational Training for Defense
with Mrs. Millard Hart as leader, i not only in their fields, but also m and 7. They may be sent by mail clover, so valued by farmers as Workers. From there to th# War
The evening service, preceded by i their pastures.
and addressed to Helengrace Lan- excellent food for stock: then Production Board, then to the j
a 10-ininute organ recital will beThis means that in order to make caster, % 4-H Booth, Windsorville. probably next in farm value is company from whom the materials
be ordered. This is then
gin with an inspirational song i good clover hay, ideal weather is Earl Gammon and* Warren Phil the white clover, so much needed are
service at 7.15. Rand Smith will necessary in June. If anyone has brook, winners of the boys’ junior and used for food by the bees, known as an authorization of Allobe soloist. The happy prayer and j checked the weather during the demonstration tournament, will go At one time about 75 years ago, cated Welding Electrcdes. When
praise meeting will beTield at 7.30 past few years there has been very on a camping and fishing trip Aug. a Kansan came East and bought ’everybody has signed it. it ts an
Hgwss fry0”5 ------ .v.-xv
few good days in June. If a silo 15 and 16 at Megunticcck Lake as many pounds c-f white clover AJA priority rating and should be
SS#
on Tuesday.
* * * *
is available this clover could be a reward. They will be accompanied seed and spread Jt over the fields.once.
I®*
At Holman Memorial Chapel, In saved in spite of the weather by by the Kennebec club agent. Helen and along the rohdways of Kan- j This order was for two weeks,
sas
and
Missouri
and
from
that
and
the
applicant
was
to
put
m
an
grace Lancaster and Anna SLmpson,
graham Hill. Sunday at 3 p. in- cutting it into the silo.
has came white clover all through ,ordeij f°r the
Charles II. Ellis will speak. Come
Many plots of beans in Knox and local county club agent.
This man ?,uppy
*Le did'
Instruction c« selecting potatoes the Western State.
out to hear the unchanging gospel Lincoln counties are being des
a pioneer in honey culture. jhad arSiv?^’
s.upp y hat, n!
in a changing world.
troyed by a yellowish insert known for exhibit was given the Chewonki was
mv,
was the
ready
Then
we find the lovely ninir
p nk out.
stop and the school WJU
c to
as the Mexican bean beetle. For boys of Wiscasset, by Anna Simp
At the Nazarene Church, Mave- ; control measures dry beans can be son. club agent at a meeting cf the clover and the delica e J
p3nv getting the order was onlv a
She’s in the southern window of Huston-Tuttle's
rick Square, services Sunday are As I dusted with magnesium limestone, club, Wednesday evening, at the clover whose leaves are so da nty
they piaced the
follows: Sunday school at 2 p. m., 9 parts and calcium arsenate, 1 home of their leader. Percy-"Hodg- and blossoms like charming puff jorde„ wjth the manufacturer who
Store, along with all her sister ships of the roaring
followed by the afternoon worship part. On string beans and shell don. The boys also had a judging of gold on the ends of stems.
replied
to
my
inquiries
that
order
old steamboat days.
service at 3 o'clock; at 7 p. m. is beans safer material to use is a contest on potatoes.
We would not forget the tall was nQt writt€n according to in- I
The Georges’ Valley boys, of War sprays oJ sweet clover that we structions of the v. s. office of
the regular evengelistic meeting, ' dust containing (4 to
of 1 perSee this window featuring
with Ray Easton as speaker.
I cent rotenone. In applying the ren, held a club tour, Aug. 7. Seven so love to whiff the fragranceas j Education, that it had been revised,
garden and crops protects, three we pass along our highways. The
------------------ I dust be sure to get it on the under
and that partial shipment was be
side of the leaves as there is where pig projects and one chick raisin? delicate blossoms are decorative ing made although application was
CUSHING
“Steamboat Lore Of The Penobscot”
project
in
the
village
were
visited
,
and
often
used
with
blue
vetch
. the insects feed.
»• ti made under the direction of WPB.
Mrs. Mary Flint is suffering from
by the members and their leaders and other flowers. mu
by John M. Richardson
Then the tun , Wbile the Selective Service SysWith The Hemes
an attack of erysipelas in the eye.;
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mccre and the
9
The date of the next Sunday [ The canning program will con- club agent. Projects in another purple-pink blossoms of the Eng-,tem is trying to be as considerate
A number of the romantic old time photographs are thrre.
lish
clover
is
less
frequently
seen
as
possible,
consistent
with
the
war
School picnic has been changed tinue through August with demon- part of the town will be visited at
too, including the Civil War heroine. “Rockland,” “City of Rich
and as near as I can find out, is effort, there are many individual
from Thursday to Friday, Aug. 21 strations being given by the home a later meeting.
mond,” “Ulysses,” “Mount Desert,” “Pentegoet,” “Mohawk” and
a
“
garden
escape.'
but
not
any
cas
es
of
hardship.
There
are
two
at town hall.
demonstration agent, Lucinda Rich,
Clubs are arranging tours this
others.
the
less
lovely.
Now
who
knows
pr
inciples
that
are
not
sufficiently
Mrs. William Rivers and daugh- and the 4-H club agent, Anna Simp year so that they will not use gas
of other branches of the clover understood, my mail shows. One
ler. Miss Betty Rivers of Quincy, son.
and tires unnecessarily.
Glance through “Steamboat Lore,” read a few pages—and
family that I have not men- jS that the local draft boards have
Mass., are guests at W A. Rivers. | During the past month Mrs. Helen
ycu wiil own it before you leave.
I will be glad to print jurisdiction with only appeal higher
and “Bud'' Woodbury of Braintree,,Dana of Thomaston and Mrs. Loana
/ , -rJ tioned?
ROCKVILLE
any response.
K. S. F. , up in special cases. The other is
Make port next time you’re downtown at—
Mass.. Mrs. Rivers’ nephew who ac- Shibles of Rockport have given
-----------------that once a man is inducted, everyMrs.
Almon
Cocper
has
bepn
demenstrations
in
over
40
neighbor

cempanied them here, is guest at J
-------------—For dependable radio service thing relating to him passes from
hoods. A total of 54 demonstra spending a few days this week with
Mrs. W. F. Flint’s.
HUSTON-TUTTLE’S
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844, the Selective Service System into
Mrs. Mary Broughton of Rock tions have been given with an at Mr. Ccoper in South Portland.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lot 517 Main street. Complete Philco the hands of the Army,
77-78
port, Mass., is guest of the P. F. tendance of 728.
60tf I One very sad case was of a shipBroughtons’, at Pleasant Fields.
Information and literature on tie H. Ewell attended the lCDth an- line.—adv.
A canning demonstration, spon- canning, drying and salting of n versary exercises of the Tenant’s
| sored by the State will be conducted fruits and vegetables is being given, Harbor Baptist Church Wednesdev
i-by Anna Simpson, 4-H Club agent, j Recently appointed neighborhood and tljen were overnight guests cf
today at 1.30. Everyone is invited leaders are giving the publicity and Mrs. Rinna Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Einar Lofman and
Ito attend. Information on can-‘contacting people to tell them abcut
J ning with less sugar, salting, can- I the demonstrations. A few examples family have moved back to their
I ning vegetables, and tomatoes will of their co-operation are listed be- home here.
be stressed at Pleasant Point i low.
The 85th birthday of Nathaniel
schoolhouse.
Mrs. Walter Butler of Boothbay Carroll was fittingly observed Tues
Mrs. Fannie Stokes and mother, made two trips with her automo day at the home of his daughter.
Mrs. Mary Morse of Reading. Mass.. bile. a distance cf two miles, to Mrs. Vesper Hall, where members
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert transport neighbors to the demon- of his family, including grandchil
Mc-rse at the Morse home.
stration at Boothbay Center.
dren and three great-grandchildren
A bull moose has been seen by I Mrs. Lily H. Wallace, of Brook- with other relat'ves. met to offer
several residents on the Hathorn’s lyn, who now edits the Rumford felicitations. Birthday cake and
Pcint road, the past week.
| Baking Powder Cook Book, and who ice cream were served.
Edgar Halle well has returned to
his work at Bath Iron Works after
a weeks vacation.
Harold Hall has been spending a
few days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vesper Hall, following the suc
cessful passing of examinations at
the N.Y.A. engineering school at
Houlton. He has returned fcr two
more months of study.
Mrs. C. H. Morey spent Wednes
day w th her brother and sister-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
Callers at the Sherers the same day
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Keene
of Somerville.
Mrs. Eva P. Jaseph and. Mrs.
Gertrude Hazelton were suDper
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Edith
Fcllansbee in Rockland.
The hill on the Per ter read which
has been closed for many weeks be
cause rendered impassable by the
heavy Spring rains, is being re
paired.

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

SERMONETTE

A Distinct Loss
About four years ago' there
came to Portland a vcung B?ptls* minister and his charming
wife. He w*is called t- ar’ime
the pastorate cf the First Bap
tist Church, the oldest Baptist
Church in that city and in
many way; the strongest in
His predecessor, Mr
Maine
Roddy had been called to a
Church in Brooklyn,
B )
N Y
Rev Alger IW. Gearv was
young handsome and dignified
in his p.ilpit. He has proved to
be all that a faithiul minister
of Je..us Christ should be. His
sermons. always
thoughtful,
brought ipiritual food to his
congregation. He has been well
Eked by his brethren, in other
cimmuqions besides his own.
He found a welcome place in
the Cumberland Association.
135 years old, ‘and in the larger
relationship in the State con
vention.
In all these places. Baptists
found his counsel Christian,
safe, and helpful. He has re
signed the pastorate of this cld
church io go, this Fall, to the
Greenwood
Baptist
Church,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
H s wife is a fine musician
and like her brilliant husband,
she will be greatly missed. It is
truly a distinct less lor the
Baptists of Maine to lose one
who has woven himself into the
affectionate regard of Baptists
ini Portland, but it is Brooklyn's
gain.
lhe
Green wood
Baptist
Church to which he goes was
formerly the pastorate of Rev.
Francis W O Brien. D.D whom
Maine people delight to honor.
Residents here part with Mr.
Geary with more than ordinary 1
reluctance. May the hope be
expressed that this New York
metropolis will realize that
Maine pulpits are more than
training schools for greater NewYork congregations. Wherever
he goes Alger Geary will, from
the depths of*his heart, preach
the religion taught by his divine
Redeemer.
William A. Holman

Rev. Chauncey Stuart, a former
resident of this city, will be guest
speaker Sunday at the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church, speaking at 1C 30 and again at 7.15. Spe
cial music will be provided, includ
ing a solo by Miss Lucy Munro in
the evening ^anday School opens
et 11.45 with classes for all ages.
Young People's meeting is at 6
o'clock with Austin Ulmer as lead
er. Mid-week praise and prayer
service Tuesday night at 7.30 with
Cliff Lu.kin as leader.
• * * *
“Soul" is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in
all churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Aug. 16 The Golden Text is:
“My scul shall be joyful in the
Lord: i shall rejoice in his Salva
tion” (Psalms 35:9). Among the
citations from the Bible are the

Tuesday-Friday

Your

truck—off

trucks —are

essential to America’s war pro
gram. • • • Let your Chevrolet

dealer help you to

“Keep ’em fit

to keep ’em rolling.19 • • • See
him for a thorough service check
up

today—and

see

him

for

Mr. and Mrs. Evans Telman and
son, James, were visiters Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Tolman of Rockville.
Misses Lucille Dean. Josephine
Pitts and Hazel Nutt called recent
ly on Avis Tolman and Katherine
Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Taylor
were in Portland the past week to
see Dr. William Holt.

,uNK

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN. ME.

TEL. 1250

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

and

POETRY RE
by Wilbert
Singing by Mussel ll
and Danci
SPRUCE 11
COMMUNITY

Thursday, Au

Drill of (Tine's Hell
State Reserves,
entertainr
Admission I'
Baked Bean Sup;
5 to 7 P.
Poetry Reading ani
ment 8.15 P. M.,
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Let’s blast Japan—and Germany—and Italy—with the chain
lightning of destruction that can be built from the scrap in
our cellars, attics and garages, on our farms and in our places
of business.
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Scrap iron and steel, other metals, robber and waste
materials. It will all be used to make tanks, ships, planes
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Sell it to a Junk dealer — give it .to a charity or collection
agency —take it yourself to the nearest collection point —or
consult the Local Galvage Committee... If you live on a farm,
and have found no means of disposing of your Junk, get in
touch with the County War Board or your farm implement
dealer.

1. Does not rot dresses or men’s

shirts. Does not irritate skin.
No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Prevena odor.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
2.

5.

Throw YOUR scrap into the fight!
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Local Salvage Committele, Cleveland L. Sleeper, Chairman. Phone 72 er 957
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